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                                       Abstract 

Advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) have attracted considerable interests in 

environmental remediation due to the excellent capability in completely destroying 

toxic organics into harmless mineralized acids, carbon dioxide and water. Metal-free 

nanocarbons have demonstrated to be promising alternatives to conventional metal-

based catalysts for green AOPs. This study presents several novel nanocarbon 

materials such as reduced graphene oxide, annealed nanodiamond, nitrogen-doped 

graphene or single-walled carbon nanotubes, and sulfur-, nitrogen- co-doped graphene 

for heterogeneous activation of persulfate (PS) and peroxymonosulfate (PMS). Proper 

surface modification of nanocarbons was achieved via facile physical and chemical 

strategies and the surface chemistry was revealed by advanced characterization 

techniques and density functional theory (DFT) calculations. The prepared 

carbocatalysts were employed for heterogeneously activating PS and PMS for catalytic 

oxidation of various contaminants such as dyes, phenolics, and antibiotics. The 

activation of peroxides and evolution of the reactive radicals (sulfate and hydroxyl 

radicals) on nanocarbon catalysts were investigated by means of deliberate materials 

and experimental design, in situ electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), and 

theoretical calculations. Mechanistic studies were performed to identify the intrinsic 

active sites on pristine carbocatalysts and illustrate the heteroatom-doping effect on 

heterogeneous activation of PS or PMS. This study not only presents novel and superb 

nanocarbons for metal-free AOPs, but also facilitates the first insight into superoxide 

O-O bond activation with state-of-the-art carbocatalysis. The findings in this study 

would significantly contribute to materials science, environmental catalysis, 

carbocatalysis and other related fields. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 Background of demanding environmental remediation 

In recent centuries, the expansion of human society along with the rapid 

industrialization has severely burdened the ecosystem, and has severely interrupted the 

harmony between human beings and the nature that has lasted for thousands of years. 

The deteriorating environmental issues, especially air pollution and water 

contamination, have triggered worldwide concerns.  

 

Freshwater is one of the most critical natural resources for human beings on the Earth. 

Our beautiful home, the blue planet, is mostly covered by water (71%) that enables 

the population of immense creatures, however, only about 2.5% water on the Earth is 

freshwater.(1) Most of the freshwater (68%) is either stored deeply underground or 

permanently frozen in the Arctic and Antarctic Continents. No more than 0.77% of all 

water (~10,665,000 km3) on the surface (e.g. lakes, rivers, plant life) and in the 

atmosphere is accessible and available for human living, agricultural irrigation, and 

industrial application, and being shared with other living species.(2) However, the 

industrial and domestic usage of water has increased dramatically due to the modern 

urbanization and population explosion. Many rivers are now drying up before running 

into the sea and the underground water has also been exploited far beyond the rate of 

replenishment in many areas.  

 

In spite of the basic needs such as drinking and sanitation, people nowadays more 

concern about the quality, security and the availability of water supplies.(3) Recent 

researches have detected trace amount of pharmaceutical compounds and pesticides in 

soil, lakes, and underground waters which are stubbornly resistant to natural 

degradation with microorganisms. What even worse are that they are only emerging 

contaminatants in addition to the large quantity of harmful organic pollutants 

discharged from industries and households that far beyond the eco self-purification 

capacity. The scarce resources, deteriorating quality, and severe contaminations of 

available freshwater have impaired the ecological environment and restrained the 

economic prosperity in human society.(4, 5)  
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On the other hand, researchers never stop the race to develop state-of-the-art 

technologies to provide clean drinking water for households and to deal with the 

polluted waterbodies. In regard to wastewater treatment, various effective approaches 

such as physical adsorption, flocculation/coagulation, photocatalysis, bio-degradation, 

and chemical oxidation were developed to remove the harmful pollutants in 

contaminated waterbodies.(6-8) Among the techniques mentioned above, chemical 

oxidation is one the most efficient approaches that can rapidly decompose organics 

into less toxic mineralized acids or even completely oxidize the contaminants into non-

hazardous carbon dioxide (CO2) and water.  

 

Advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) have attracted intensive attention in recent 

decades due to the superb capability toward oxidizing recalcitrant organics.(9) In an 

typical AOPs system, superoxides such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), ozone (O3), 

peroxymonosulfate (PMS), persulfate (PS, also known as peroxydisulfate or PDS) to 

evolve highly reactive oxygen species such as hydroxyl radical (•OH), superoxide 

radical (O2
•−) or sulfate radical (SO4

•−), to attack the target organics. A series of 

complicated reactions, e. g. addition reaction, one-electron transfer, and H-abstraction, 

are always involved in the AOPs.(10, 11) Commercial Fenton reaction using H2O2/FeII 

can effectively generate a myriad of •OH for decomposing a variety of organics. 

However, the H2O2/FeII system suffers from some intrinsic drawbacks, including use 

of the chemically unstable Fenton agents (ferrous salts and H2O2), requirement of 

extreme reaction condition (pH ~ 3), and generation of vast amount of sludge for 

separation, giving rise to intensive  energy inputs for storage, transportation, reaction, 

and post-treatment.(12, 13)  

 

Sulfate radical based AOPs (SR-AOPs) were expected to be a promising alternative 

strategy to overcome the defects of hydroxyl radical-based systems by employing 

more stable oxidants (PMS and PS), and providing a higher oxidative potential and a 

better selectivity to target compounds in a wider basic/acidic range.(9) Effective 

homogeneous and heterogeneous catalytic systems with transition metals and metal 

oxides have been proposed for activating PMS and PS to generate sulfate radicals for 

organic decomposition.(14-16) However, the poor stability of metal-based catalysts 

and inevitable leaching of toxic metal ions to the waterbody have seriously restrained 

the practical applications.  
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Very recently, Sun and co-workers first uncovered that reduced graphene oxide (rGO) 

can activate PMS for catalytic oxidation of aqueous organic pollutants.(17) The green 

and efficient carbocatalysts possessed unique physical, chemical, and electronic 

properties, and have been widely investigated in electrochemistry, photocatalysis and 

oxidative dehydrogenation reactions.(18-20) The discovery of nanocarbons for 

superoxide activation may open up a bright avenue for metal-free carbocatalysis and 

sustainably environmental remediation.  

 

1.2 Research objectives 

This study aims to develop novel and robust nanocarbon catalysts for heterogeneous 

activation of peroxymonosulfate and persulfate to decompose hydrocarbons, dyes, and 

antibiotics in aqueous solution. Meanwhile, this research also dedicates to providing 

the first insight into the intrinsic mechanisms of PMS and PS activation and radical 

evolution in carbocatalysis. To this end, comprehensive studies integrating deliberate 

materials design, delicate catalysis, advanced instrumentation of in situ electron 

paramagnetic resonance (EPR), and density functional theory (DFT) calculation, were 

implemented. The specific objectives of this study are listed as follows.  

 

1. Synthesizing surface-tuned nanocarbons such as reduced graphene oxide (rGO), 

nanodiamond, heteroatom-doped graphene and single-walled carbon nanotubes 

(SWCNTs) with facile physical and chemical modifications. 

2. Employing the carbocatalysts for activation of superoxides (PS and PMS) for 

catalytic degradation of organic contaminants such as dyes, phenolics, and antibiotics. 

3. Probing the mechanism unveiling the intrinsic active sites of the carbocatalysis for 

heterogeneous PMS and PS activation.  

4. Investigatinge the heteroatom doping effects on graphene- and SWCNT-based 

catalysts for PMS activation with deliberate materials design and theoretical 

calculations. 

5. Identifing emerging carbocatalysis and novel oxidation pathways on modified 

nanocarbons with mechanistic studies. 
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1.3 Thesis organization 

This thesis consists of eight chapters, including introduction, literature review, results 

and discussions (five chapters), conclusions and perspectives for future studies.  

 

Chapter 1 ― Introduction ― gives a brief introduction to the background, 

encountered issues, and solutions in regard to environmental remediation especially 

for wastewater treatment. This chapter also includes the objectives of the research and 

structural organization of the thesis. 

 

Chapter 2 ― Literature review ― comprehensively summarizes the various AOPs 

and different physical and chemical strategies to activate the superoxides with an 

emphasis on heterogeneous activation of hydrogen peroxide, persulfate, and 

peroxymonosulfate using metal/metal-oxide and emerging nanocarbon catalysts. 

 

Chapter 3 ― Insights into Heterogeneous Catalysis of Persulfate Activation on 

Dimensional-Structured Nanocarbons. (ACS Catal. 2015; 5(8): 4629-36). ― 

investigates the persulfate activation mechanism on nanocarbons with different 

dimensional structures, and reveals the active sites for PS activation in carbocatalysis. 

 

Chapter 4 ― Controlled Generation of Reactive Radicals by Carbocatalysis on 

Nanodiamonds. ― unravels the persulfate activation processes on thermal annealed 

nanodiamonds for catalytic oxidation and electrochemical analysis. The versatile 

environmental implications are evaluated for the novel oxidative systems.  

 

Chapter 5 ― Nitrogen-Doped Graphene for Generation and Evolution of Reactive 

Radicals by Metal-Free Catalysis. ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces. 2015; 7(7): 4169-

78― reports the preparation of nitrogen-doped graphene with a high doping level and 

controlled N-dopants for catalytic oxidation. The dominant reactive doping species are 

identified by materials design and density functional theory (DFT) calculations. 

 

Chapter 6 ― Sulfur and Nitrogen Co-Doped Graphene for Metal-Free Catalytic 

Oxidation Reactions. Small. 2015; 11(25): 3036-44. ― synthesizes sulfur and nitrogen 

co-doped graphene for enhanced metal-free catalysis toward PMS activation. The 
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electronic state and surface chemistry of graphene are probed with sulfur and nitrogen 

co-doping effect and co-doping level by both experimental and theoretical 

investigations. 

 

Chapter 7 ― Effect of Nitrogen-doping on Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes on 

Activation of Superoxide O-O Bond for Enhanced Metal-Free Oxidation ―  

Part 1: N-Doping-Induced Nonradical Reaction on Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes 

for Catalytic Phenol Oxidation. ACS Catal. 2015; 5(2): 553-9. This part investigates 

the emerging non-radical oxidation upon N-doping on single-walled carbon nanotubes 

(N-SWCNTs) for PMS activation.  

Part 2: Insights into N-doping in single-walled carbon nanotubes for enhanced 

activation of superoxides: a mechanistic study. Chem. Commun. 2015; 51(83): 15249-

52. This section reports the exclusively N-doping effect on SWCNTs toward activation 

of various superoxides with in situ EPR and advanced DFT calculations. 

 

Chapter 8 ― Conclusions and perspectives ― highlights the meaningful findings in 

this study and proposes suggestions for further research in the field. 
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Chapter 2. Literature review  

2.1 Introduction  

In recent decades, the environment has encountered severe contaminations due to 

regardless discharges of the vast amounts of chemicals and pollutants produced from 

industrial processes, agricultural application, and households, which rapidly grow up 

with the fast industrialization and population explosion.(1) The serious pollution of 

air, soil, and water has become far beyond the self-purification capacity of the natural 

eco-system, and then breaks the harmonious balance of human and the nature that has 

already existed for thousands of years. In terms of water resources, the lack of 

freshwater and its uneven distribution on the Earth have affected the living standard 

and restricted the regional economic prosperity. The water pollution problems have 

made the situation even worse. The contaminants include poisonous gases (SOx, NOx, 

CO), heavy metal ions (Cr, As, Cu etc) and toxic organics. The diverse organic 

compounds, such as aromatic hydrocarbons, dyes, antibiotics, pesticides, and 

surfactants, discharged from versatile human activities are the main contaminants in 

wastewater. A variety of physical, biological, and chemical strategies have been 

developed to efficiently remove the pollutants from water.(2-4)  

 

Physical adsorption is a mild and effective approach for pollution control. Carbon 

materials such as activated carbon(5), graphene(6), and carbon nanotubes(7), and other 

porous materials such as clays(8), fly ash(9), siliceous materials(10),  zeolites(11), and 

biomass(12) have been demonstrated to be excellent adsorbents to remove dyes, 

phenolics, pesticides, and natural organic matters (NOMs) in aqueous phase. The 

adsorption mechanism between the organic compounds and the adsorbents lies in the 

strong molecular interactions such as electrostatic interaction, hydrophobic effect, π-π 

interaction, hydrogen bonding, and covalent bonding.(2, 13) The adsorption capability 

of the adsorbents is closely related with the origin of the material, porous structure 

(pore size and pore volume), and surface chemistry (surface electronic negativity, 

acid/basic degree, functional groups etc.). Besides, the environmental conditions also 

affect the adsorption processes, e. g. pH, ionic strength, temperature, adsorption time, 

inorganic ligand, and competing organics and other background matters.(12) 
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Biodegradation is the major degradation pathway of the organic compounds in nature. 

The bioremediation processes can effectively decompose pollutants into 

harmless/nonhazardous compounds in relative mild conditions without intensive 

inputs of chemicals and energy.(3) It was also reported that the biodegradation is the 

principal pathway for removal of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in spite of 

the fact that PAHs may also undergo adsorption, volatilization, photolysis and 

chemical degradation in the natural system.(14, 15) The catabolic activity of the 

microbes plays the dominant role in biodegradation, though the transformation and 

degradation processes of microbial communities are still under investigation, currently 

being treated as a ‘black box’ model.(16)  The microorganism for bioremediation can 

be classified as algae, bacteria and fungi, which can consume the organic complexes 

via biotransformation into smaller metabolites molecules, which will then be 

subsequently mineralized into inorganic minerals, carbon dioxide and water (aerobic), 

or methane (anaerobic). The degradation efficiency is determined by many factors 

such as the environment (pH, temperature, oxygen content), microbial population, 

acclimation degree, nutrients supply, organic structure, and cellular transport 

properties.(3, 16)   

 

Photocatalytic degradation presents great potential for a low-cost, environmentally 

friendly, and sustainable remediation strategy for wastewater treatment.(17) 

Semiconductors such as metal oxides (e.g. TiO2, ZnO, WO3, B2WO4, and BiOCl) and 

metal sulphides (e.g. ZnS, MoS, and CdS) can be employed as photocatalysts owing 

to their unique electronic structures with a filled valence band (VB) and a half-empty 

conduction band (CB).(18) Chemical and energy transformation was induced under 

irradiation in which a photon with energy of hv matches or exceeds the band gap 

energy (Eg) of a semiconductor, giving rise to an electron exciting from VB to CB and 

leaving a positive hole in VB.  This process can in situ generate highly reactive 

hydroxyl radicals (•OH) and superoxide radicals (O2
•−) to attack persistent organic 

compounds, microorganisms, and disinfection by-products in a waterbody.(4, 19) 

More recently, nanocarbons such as graphene, carbon nanotubes, and graphitic carbon 

nitride also demonstrate great abilities for photo-oxidation of dyes and phenols.(20-22) 

Photodegradation has several merits for its feasible application in wastewater 

remediation such as facile operation condition (ambient pressure and temperature), 
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low cost, and effective mineralization of target compounds without inducing 

secondary contamination.(17)  

 

Flocculation-coagulation is an effective, chemically enhanced wastewater treatment 

technology for organic removal, especially for decolorization of various dyes in textile 

industry.(23) The dyes discharged from the effluent of textile factories contain high 

molecular weights and complex structures and are resistant to bio- or photo- 

degradation. The surfactants and dyes with macromolecular structures were first pre-

treated by the coagulation/flocculation processes, then followed by a post-treatment 

such as sedimentation, flotation and filtration.(24) The coagulation always involves 

complicated adsorption and flocculation processes. The adsorption and charge 

neutralization between the coagulants and organics and inter-particle bridging play 

crucial roles in a typical coagulation process.(25) In the applications, aluminium (III), 

magnesium (II), iron (II or III) salts and polyaluminium chloride (PACl) are the most 

widely used coagulants.(23) Besides, the non-toxic natural coagulants derived from 

plant, animal and micro-organism are demonstrated either as coagulants or chemical 

assistants for effective treatment of textile wastewater.(23, 26) 

 

However, the adsorption and coagulation processes do not really decompose the 

hazardous and toxic pollutants but transform them into other phases, meanwhile 

generating vast amounts of sludge and harmful wastes which require further post-

treatment for separation and purification. Heterogeneous photodegradation presents a 

relatively low oxidation efficiency with poor recovery of the photocatalysts. 

Bioremediation has strict requirements for the environment and feedstock. Advanced 

oxidative processes (AOPs) utilizing various superoxides such as wet air (O2), ozone 

(O3), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), peroxymonosulfate (PMS, or oxone), and persulfate 

(PS, also known as peroxydisulfate) to produce highly reactive species to completely 

decompose pollutants into mineralized smaller molecular acids, carbon dioxide and 

water. AOPs were then proposed to be very effective and powerful tools for 

wastewater remediation and have been widely applied for practical applications.(27, 

28)  

 

Conventional Fenton reactions utilizing H2O2 as an oxidant and ferrous salts as a 

heterogeneous catalyst to generate •OH can be adapted to decompose a wide range of 
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contaminants. However, Fenton reactions suffer from strict environmental 

requirements (pH ~ 3), low-recovery efficiency of the catalyst (from Fe3+ to Fe2+), 

generating massive sludge for post-treatment, and inevitably introducing toxic metal 

ions to the water cycle. External stimulations such as electrolytic assistance and UV 

radiation have been applied to enhance the activation of H2O2.(29, 30) Several 

heterogeneous catalytic systems with immobilized metal catalysts on carbon or 

zeolites were also developed to minimize the metal leaching.(31-33)  

 

In recent years, sulfate radical (SO4
•−) based advanced oxidative processes (SR-AOPs) 

have attracted considerate attentions due to several unique merits. Firstly, SO4
•− 

possesses a higher oxidation potential (2.5 - 3.1 V vs. NHE) compared with •OH (1.8 

- 2.7 V) thus can demonstrate a greater ability to attack the refractory and non-

biodegradable products. Besides, different from the unselective hydroxyl radicals, 

SO4
•− has been proven to present a better selectivity to attack organics with unsaturated 

bond and aromatic structure especially at neutral conditions, enabling mineralizing 

trace target compounds in a complicated water matrix.(34-36) Moreover, sulfate 

radicals can be generated from cheap and chemically stable peroxysulfate salts such 

as PMS and PS, which can be effectively activated in heterogeneous catalytic systems 

with transition metals and metal oxides as the catalysts.(37-39) Moreover, the SR-

AOPs can be applied in a much wider pH range than Fenton reactions without 

producing large amounts of sediments demanding post-processing.  

 

More recently, Sun and co-workers firstly uncovered that nanocarbons such as surface 

modified reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes 

(MWCNTs) can be utilized as green and metal-free heterogeneous catalysts  to 

effectively activate PMS and PS for catalytic degradation of contaminants in aqueous 

solution.(40-42) The state-of-the-art carbocatalysts, with unique physical, chemical, 

and electronic properties and the metal-free nature, have demonstrated great potential 

for green remediation in environmental catalysis. This chapter ends up with a summary 

of H2O2-, PS-, and PMS- based catalytic oxidation reactions, with an emphasis on 

heterogeneously activating the superoxides with metal- and carbon- based 

heterogeneous catalysts.   
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2.2 Fenton and Fenton-like reactions  

2.2.1 Conventional Fenton reactions 

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is a powerful oxidant for selective oxidation in organic 

synthesis, cleaning or etching of metals, leaching of pulp and paper in industrial 

production.(43)  However, in environmental remediation, the oxidative potential of 

H2O2 alone is very low (1.80 and 0.87 V at pH 0 and 14, respectively) and not strong 

enough to degrade high concentration of some refractory pollutants.(43) Various 

techniques such as ozone and UV-radiation were developed to activate H2O2 to 

generate hydroxyl radicals (•OH, 2.7 V), a stronger oxidant that is able to attack a wide 

range of organics at very high reaction rates. Iron salts (FeII and FeIII) have been 

demonstrated as the most efficient catalysts to drive the oxidation processes, known as 

classic Fenton reactions.  

 

𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼) +   𝐻2𝑂2 → 𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼𝐼) + 𝑂𝐻− + 𝐻𝑂•     Eq (2.1) 

𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼𝐼) +   𝐻2𝑂2 → 𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼) + 𝐻+ + 𝐻𝑂2
•      Eq (2.2)  

𝐻𝑂• +  𝐻2𝑂2 → 𝐻𝑂2
• + 𝐻2𝑂     Eq (2.3) 

𝐻𝑂• + 𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼) → 𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼𝐼) + 𝑂𝐻−     Eq (2.4) 

𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼𝐼) +   𝐻𝑂2
• → 𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼) + 𝑂2𝐻+     Eq (2.5) 

𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼) +   𝐻𝑂2
•  + 𝐻+ → 𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼𝐼) + 𝐻2𝑂2     Eq (2.6) 

𝐻𝑂2
• +   𝐻𝑂2

• →  𝐻2𝑂2 + 𝑂2      Eq (2.7) 

𝑅𝐻 +   𝐻𝑂• →  𝐻2𝑂 + 𝑅• → 𝑓𝑢𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛      Eq (2.8) 

Eq (2.9) 

 

Ferrous ions are able to induce H2O2 to generate •OH via a series of complicated 

reactions (Eqs 2.1–2.7) in aqueous solutions. The •OH subsequently attacks the organic 

molecules via one-electron transfer, H abstraction (Eq 2.8), and addition reactions (Eq 

2.9), eventually completely oxidizes the hydrocarbon pollutants into mineralized 

products, CO2 and H2O.  
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The Fenton reactions usually require an optimized environment (pH ~ 3) to maximize 

the generation of hydroxyl radicals and avoid the coagulation of iron salts.(44) In spite 

of the low-cost and environmentally benign Fenton reagents, the strict acid condition 

to prevent ion precipitation and the production of vast amounts of sludge have impeded 

the green and sustainable remediation in future application. Researches also 

discovered many other effective homogeneous iron-free Fenton-like systems with 

active catalysts such as Cu+/Cu2+, Co2+, Cr3+/Cr6+, Ce3+/Ce4+, Rux+/Rux+1, Mnx+/Mnx+1, 

which can be adapted to a wider pH range without the soluble problems of iron 

species.(45) 

 

2.2.2 Improved Fenton processes  

2.2.2.1 Ozone-assisted Fenton reactions 

Ozonation is an effective oxidation process using ozone as the strong oxidant for 

wastewater treatment. However, ozonation or Fenton reaction alone is not satisfactory 

for the complicated wastewater matrix with large amounts of versatile refractory 

contaminants. A combination of Fenton oxidation and ozonation (O3/H2O2/Fe2+) 

provides a more effective solution for AOPs. Brunet et al. discovered that coupling 

O3/H2O2 is more efficient than the isolated system for degradation of organic 

compounds with carbonyl groups.(46) More importantly, ozone can activate hydrogen 

peroxide via Eqs 2.10–2.11, which synergistically minimize the dose of ferrous salts 

and promote the oxidative performance of the new system.(47)  

 

𝐻2𝑂2 + 𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐻𝑂2
− + 𝐻3𝑂+     Eq (2.10) 

𝐻𝑂2
− + 𝑂3 → 𝐻𝑂• + 𝐻𝑂2

•− + 𝑂2    Eq (2.11) 

 

Aliz and co-workers designed an ozone/Fenton system as indicated in Figure 2.1, and 

applied a new AOP for treatment of stabilized leachate.(48) In the study, they explored 

the optimum operation conditions such as molar ratio and concentration of Fenton 

reagent, pH variance, and contact time. In a natural solution, the combined 

Fenton/ozone demonstrated a higher oxidation potential for degradation of stabilized 

leachate than the Fenton system without ozone, with a greater organic carbon removal 

efficiency, shorter reaction time, and a wider pH range. 
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Figure 2.1. Flowchart of ozone/Fenton equipment procedures.(48) 

 

2.2.2.2 Electro-Fenton Reactions 

Electrochemistry has been demonstrated as an effective approach to decompose 

industrial non-biodegradable pollutants and pesticides via anodic oxidation and 

indirect electro-oxidation.(49) Organics can be destroyed by direct electron transfer 

reactions and then be mineralized with the hydroxyl radicals on the electrode 

surface.(47) In the electro-Fenton process, H2O2 can be activated on the cathode to 

receive electrons or undergo catalysis by the ferrous ions generated from a sacrificial 

anode to produce hydroxyl radicals.(50) Besides, ferrous ions can be externally added 

with in situ production of H2O2 from an oxygen sparging cathodes.(51) The reactive 

species can also be generated from Fenton reagent in an electrolytic cell with the ferric 

ions regenerated on the cathode to ferrous ions.(52, 53) Thus, the heterogeneous 

catalysts, Fe2+, can be used in a neutral solution to overcome the drawback of acidic 

environment of conventional Fenton reactions. Some factors were reported to affect 

the efficiency of electron-Fenton process, such as the electrode nature, catalyst 

concentration, solution pH, dissolved oxygen level, and current density.(47) 

 

2.2.2.3 Photo-Fenton process 

UV radiations can also induce H2O2 to generate hydroxyl radicals via Eq 2.12. The 

assistance of photolysis would be weakened in the H2O2/Fe2+ system as iron complexes 

can strongly absorb radiation, leading to a smaller portion of photo-induced 

degradation. However, photocatalysis is able to chemically regenerate the Fe3+ to Fe2+ 
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via photo-reduction (Eq 2.13), thereby significantly fulfilling the catalytic cycle of 

Fenton process and improving the degradation effectiveness.(54) The photolysis and 

decarbonxylation of ferric-peroxyl complex (Fe(III)-O2H
2+) may contribute to the 

oxidation of pollutants and the ring-opening of intermediates via carboxyl and 

hydroxyl groups.(54) 

 

𝐻2𝑂2 + ℎ𝑣 → 2𝐻𝑂• Eq (2.12) 

𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)2+ + ℎ𝑣 → 𝐹𝑒2+ + 𝐻𝑂• Eq (2.13) 

 

2.2.2.4 Heterogeneous Fenton-like reaction 

Development of heterogeneous catalysts for H2O2 activation gives no disposal 

problems and enables mild operational conditions. Extensive studies have worked on 

immobilizing iron on zeolite and carbon, exhibiting a higher total organic carbon 

(TOC) removal, a higher reactivity, and  a reduced dependence on the solution pH in 

comparison to the homogeneous Fe3+ catalysts (31, 55-57) The metal leaching has 

been controlled for multiple runs with a  much better stability. 

 

Navalon et al. reported that nanodiamond supported gold nanoparticles can be 

employed as a highly efficient Fenton catalyst.(58) Phenol was chosen as the target 

compound for selective oxidation into catechol and hydroquinone as model reactions. 

The gold/nanodiamond hybrids demonstrated excellent performance for H2O2 

activation to generate •OH, with 79% phenol removal efficiency. The stunning 

turnover number (TON) of 321000 was nearly orders of magnitude higher than other 

heterogeneous Fenton catalysts. The preliminary experiment indicated that the gold 

grafted on Fenton processed nanoparticle diamond (HO-npD) is more efficient than 

Au/CeO2, Au/TiO2, Au/Fe2O3, and Au/C, whereas the HO-npD itself presents no 

catalytic activity. The Au/HO-npD can be used for three consecutive uses without 

significantly passivation, and the deactivated catalysts can be almost fully recovered 

by thoroughly acid washing and used for a large phenol dosage for several cycles. The 

mechanism of catalytic evolution of hydroxyl radical was proposed in Figure 2.2. The 

H2O2 activation process involved swing in Au/Au3+. When phenol co-exists in the 

catalytic system, it can be oxidized by Au3+, and no oxygen evolution was observed. 

The stoichiometry of oxidized phenol and consumed H2O2 approaches 1:1. 
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Figure 2.2. Proposed mechanism of hydroxyl radical generation on Au/HO-npD.(58) 

 

2.2.2.5 Hydrogen peroxide activation with carbocatalysts 

In water remediation, activated carbon (AC) with a porous structure, large surface area, 

and rich functional groups has been widely used as an environmentally-benign 

adsorbent for contaminant removal.(58, 59) It was reported that AC can also be utilized 

for catalytic wet peroxide oxidation (CWPO) to generate reactive species such as 

hydroxyl radicals (•OH) and superoxide radical anions (•OOH/O2
•−) for degradation of 

a wide range of pollutants.(60, 61) The catalytic activity of AC for H2O2 degradation 

is well related to the carbon structure and surface oxygen groups.(62, 63) Activated 

carbon with a basic surface, well disordered structure, and high content of electron-

rich centers are favored for decomposition of H2O2.(63) However, the mechanism of 

H2O2 on activated carbon for •OH generation still remains controversially. A generally 

accepted mechanism is that AC can be regarded as an electron-transfer catalyst with 

an oxidized (AC+) and reduced states (AC) cycle (Eqs 2.14–2.15) similar to Fe2+/Fe3+ 

in Fenton reaction.(64, 65)  

 

𝐴𝐶 +  𝐻2𝑂2 → 𝐴𝐶+ + 𝑂𝐻− + 𝐻𝑂•     Eq (2.14) 

𝐴𝐶+ +   𝐻2𝑂2 → 𝐴𝐶 + 𝐻+ + 𝐻𝑂2
•        Eq (2.15) 

 

More recently, Fang et al. combined surface modification and electron paramagnetic 

resonance (EPR) to reveal that the free radicals in AC might play the crucial role for  

•OH generation, while the C-OH groups primarily contributed to H2O2 

decomposition.(66)  Zhou and co-workers also discovered that biochar can effectively 
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activate H2O2 for organic degradation and the activation mechanism was probed by 

EPR and radical trapping strategy.(67) The study elucidated that the persistent free 

radicals (PFRs) in biochar are the active sites for H2O2 activation which facilities the 

one-electron transfer to H2O2 to form •OH as shown in Figure 2.3.   

 

 

Figure 2.3. Proposed mechanism of H2O2 activation on biochar.(67) 

 

2.3 Physical and catalytic activation of persulfate 

2.3.1 Physical techniques for persulfate activation 

Owing to the great merits of sulfate radicals as mentioned in the introduction, 

persulfate (PS, also known as peroxydisulfate or PDS), a kind of white solid powder, 

has been utilized to provide SO4
•− for oxidation of organic pollutants. Persulfate 

possesses a high solubility in water, a great stability in subsurface applications, and a 

lower cost so it has been applied as a more environmentally-benign product compared 

with permanganate (MnO4
−) and ozone (O3).(68)  

 

Several physical techniques have been applied to activate PS for pollutant removal 

with in situ chemical oxidation (ISCO).(69) UV irradiations are well reported to be 

able to activate persulfate to generate sulfate radicals in neutral conditions.(70) Studies 

indicated that the UV/S2O8
2− is more active for decontamination in aqueous solution 

than UV/H2O2 and UV/HSO5
− systems, since S2O8

2− presents a higher quantum 

efficiency for photolysis to generate free radicals.(71, 72) Besides, heat activation is 

another facile strategy and persulfate decomposition can be enhanced under a higher 

temperature, resulting in greater effectiveness.(73, 74) The contaminants 
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concentration, solution pH, and pressure may also affect the organic oxidation 

efficiency during the heat treatment.(75-77) Persulfate-based ISCO can also be 

achieved by alkaline activation to form SO4
•− and •OH to remediate refractory 

contaminants in groundwater and soils. The mechanism was proposed by several 

studies wherein the PS activation process in basic condition can be summarized as Eq 

2.16 and Eq 2.17.(78-80) It should be pointed out that in the practical application, 

excess base is always consumed to overcome the base neutralizing capacity of water 

matrix and soil, giving rise to environmental and economic implications.(81) The fast 

PS decomposition rate under basic condition and radical self-quenching effect can lead 

to the low efficiency for pollutant oxidation. 

 

2𝑆2𝑂8
2− +   2𝐻2𝑂 → 3𝑆𝑂4

2− + 𝑆𝑂4
•− + 𝑂2

•− + 4𝐻+     Eq (2.16) 

𝑆𝑂4
•− +   𝑂𝐻− → 𝑆𝑂4

2− + 𝑂𝐻−    Eq (2.17) 

 

2.3.2 Metal and metal oxide catalyzed persulfate activation  

The electrophilic transition metal ions, e.g. Ag+ and Fe2+, are able to donate an electron 

to PS to form sulfate radicals and sulfate groups for SR-AOPs.(34, 36) Silver(I) was 

observed to be able to catalyze PS via a series of one-equivalent oxidation-reduction 

cycles for decarboxylation of acids (Eqs 2.18 – 2.22).(82, 83) Interestingly, Ag(II) was 

discovered as the predominant reactive intermediates, generated from the rate-limiting 

oxidation of Ag(I) by PS, rather than the sulfate or hydroxyl radicals in the oxidation 

process.(82) 

 

𝐴𝑔(𝐼) +  𝑆2𝑂8
2− → 𝐴𝑔(𝐼𝐼) + 𝑆𝑂4

2− + 𝑆𝑂4
•−     Eq (2.18) 

𝐴𝑔(𝐼) +   𝑆𝑂4
•− → 𝐴𝑔(𝐼𝐼) + 𝑆𝑂4

2−     Eq (2.19) 

𝐴𝑔(𝐼𝐼) +   𝑅𝐶𝑂2𝐻 → 𝐴𝑔(𝐼) + 𝑅𝐶𝑂2
• +  𝐻+    Eq (2.20) 

𝑅𝐶𝑂2
• →  𝑅• + 𝐶𝑂2     Eq (2.21) 

𝑅• + 𝐴𝑔(𝐼𝐼) → [𝑅+]𝑜𝑥 + 𝐴𝑔(𝐼)     Eq (2.22) 

[𝑅+]𝑜𝑥 = 𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑎𝑛𝑒, 𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑙, 𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 

 

 

Different from ferrous ions (Fe2+) which is only soluble in acid conditions, zero-valent 

iron (ZVI) has been widely studied as a promising heterogeneous catalyst to activate 
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PS to produce SO4
•−.(84, 85) Besides, the ZVI/PS systems were reported to be applied 

for disinfection of ballast water and oxidation of acyclic aliphatic acids from oil sands 

process-affected water.(86, 87) The ZVI can directly donate electrons to PS via Eq 

2.23 meanwhile release Fe2+ to aqueous solution, which continuously activate PS to 

generate SO4
•− via Eq 2.24. The oxidized state of Fe3+ can also interact with ZVI to 

produce Fe2+ (Eq 2.25). The deactivation of ZVI was possibly due to the coverage of 

ferrous sulfate or ferric hydroxide as elucidated in Figure 2.4.(88) 

 

𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼) +   𝑆2𝑂8
2− → 𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼𝐼) + 𝑆𝑂4

2− + 𝑆𝑂4
•−     Eq (2.23) 

𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼) +   𝑆𝑂4
•− → 𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼𝐼) + 𝑆𝑂4

2−     Eq (2.24) 

𝐹𝑒0 +   𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼𝐼) → 3𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼)     Eq (2.25) 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Conceptual model of persulfate activation and ZVI deactivation 

processes.(88) 
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Effective heterogeneous catalytic systems were also developed for activating PS to 

mineralize organic pollutants in aqueous solution. Fang et al. reported that increasing 

pH and the dissolved oxygen level could promote the formation of superoxide radicals 

(O2
•) on the surface of magnetite nanoparticles (MNPs) for the enhanced PS activation 

to form sulfate radicals.(89) Avetta et al. found that irradiated magnetite could 

efficiently activate persulfate for phenol oxidation under heterogeneous photo-Fenton 

conditions.(90) The surface-bouned Fe(II) on MNPs could increase the electron 

density of the MNPs and reduce the redox potential of Fe(II), promoting the charge-

transfer process between catalysts and target organics.(89, 91-93) More recently, it 

was reported that PS could be activated by CuO through the out-sphere interaction 

without generation of sulfate radicals and followed by a rapid oxidation with the model 

compound of 2,4-dichlorophenol (2,4-DCP) as shown in Figure 2.5.(94) The CuO/PS 

system demonstrated a superb selectivity toward the target organics even in the 

presence of high dose of radical quenching agents (ethanol and chlorides). In a 

subsequent study, Zhang et al. synthesized a CuO/Fe3O4 composites that combined the 

high catalytic activity of CuO and the magnetic property of Fe3O4 for PS 

activation.(95) The new catalytic system presented a great stability for reuse and very 

low Cu2+ leaching was detected. 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Mechanistic scheme of PS activation on CuO.(94) 

 

2.3.3 Persulfate activation with carbocatalysis 

The emerging carbocatalysis has attracted considerable attention due to the metal-free 

nature and the unique catalytic processes.(96-98) Su and co-workers first applied small 

molecular hydrocarbons as mimics of catalytic sites to probe the intrinsic active sites 

in carbon-based homogeneous catalysis.(99, 100) In environmental science, phenol 
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was discovered to be able to activate persulfate in basic conditions (pH ~ 12) via 

reduction reaction in the form of phenoxide.(101) Humic acid (HA) was found to have 

redox functional moieties, such as quinone groups, for conducting a redox 

process.(102, 103) Zhou and co-workers revealed that quinones can activate PS to 

generate sulfate radicals for degradation of 2,2,4′–trichlorobiphenyl (PCB28).(104) 

The study indicated that PS was activated via a semiquinone radical-dependent cycle 

as indicated in Figure 2.6. 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Proposed pathway for PS generation of sulfate radicals with quinone. (104) 

 

Sun et al. first uncovered that pristine multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) can 

heterogeneously activate persulfate to generate reactive species for phenol oxidation, 

whereas the nitrogen-doping modification (pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogen) did not 

show remarkable improvement of the catalytic performance.(42) The electron-rich 

kenotic groups (CNT-C=O) on MWCNTs were believed to be the active sites for PS 

activation, which can donate one electron to PS to form SO4
•− and the highly graphitic 

structure of sp3 hybridized carbon network might contribute to weakening the O-O 

bond in PS.(42) Lee et al. indicated that PS/CNT systems were not significantly 

affected by solution pH, introduction of HA and methanol, suggesting that a nonradical 

mechanism might be involved.(105) In a recent study, Wang et al. employed N-doped 

graphene as a bifunctional material for bisphenol removal.(106) A synergistic effect 

of adsorption and catalytic oxidation was found in the study, in which the pollutant 

was adsorbed and enriched on the surface of carbocatalyst, and would be rapidly 

degraded by the SO4
•− which in turn facilitated the adsorption of residual 

pollutant.(106) Fang et al. indicated that the persistent free radicals in biochar and 
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superoxide radicals (O2
•−) may be responsible for the evolution of sulfate radicals in 

biochar/PS system.(107) Therefore, the intrinsic mechanism for PS activation with 

nanocarbons still remains to be explored with delicate experimental design and solid 

justifications. 

 

2.4 Catalytic activation of peroxymonosulfate 

2.4.1 Homogeneous activation of peroxymonosulfate  

Peroxymonosulfate (PMS, also known as oxone) is a chemically stable, harmless, and 

soluble white-crystalline solid, and has been widely used in synthetic chemistry for C-

H bond activation and selective oxidation.(108) Similar to other superoxide salts such 

as hydrogen peroxide and persulfate, physical strategies can effectively drive PMS to 

evolve reactive radicals for contaminant mineralization.(36, 109) Moreover, a PMS 

molecule possesses an asymmetry structure (H-O-O-SO3
−) and presents a greater 

potential to accept electron to produce sulfate and hydroxyl radicals, making it an 

excellent candidate for catalytic activation.(110)  

 

PMS can be homogeneously activated by various transition metal cations such as Mn2+ 

Co2+, Fe2+, Ni2+, V3+, Ce3+, Ru3+, to name a few.(34, 111) Co2+/PMS has been proven 

to be the most effective system to produce sulfate radicals and persulfate radicals as 

indicated in Figure 2.7.(36, 112) The recovery from Co3+ to Co2+ maintains the 

reaction, and the formation of CoOH+ is a significant intermediate for PMS 

activation.(112, 113) 

 

Figure 2.7. Homogeneous PMS activation in Co2+-based aqueous system. (112) 
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2.4.2 Peroxymonosulfate activation with metal oxides 

Anipsitakis et al. first employed cobalt oxides, such as CoO and Co3O4, for 

heterogeneous activation of PMS.(114) However, CoO/PMS can be regarded as a 

homogeneous system due to the severe leaching of Co2+. It was further found that the 

dissolution of CoO can be significantly depressed in the Co3O4 crystalline 

structure.(114, 115) The mechanism of PMS activation processes on Co3O4 can be 

described in Figure 2.8. The catalytic activity of Co3O4 significantly relies on the 

morphology and structure. Different Co3O4 facets may present entirely different 

geometric structure, electronic property, and activation energy for activating 

PMS.(111, 116, 117) 

 

Figure 2.8. Mechanism of PMS activation on Co3O4 surface.(111) 

 

Various supports such as metal oxides, molecular sieves, and carbon materials have 

been utilized to immobilize cobalt to minimize the cobalt leaching in the AOPs.(37, 

118, 119) As cobalt ions can be referred to a Lewis acid, metal oxide with a basic 

surface is more favored for dispersion of the cobalt species.(111) TiO2 and MgO with 

basic centres have demonstrated better capabilities to immobilize Co for PMS 

activation than Al2O3.(118, 120, 121) Besides, the basic sites with hydroxyl groups on 

support surface would contribute to form CoOH+ to further enhance PMS 

decomposition process.(121, 122) Moreover, interaction between metal oxide supports 

such as Co-Si (SiO2) and Co-Ti (TiO2) bonds can enhance the stability of the catalysts 

and effectively confine the metal leaching. Cobalt doped TiO2 or ZnO photocatalysts 

can synergistically activate PMS to generate sulfate radicals under UV irradiation, in 

which Co2+ is the active site and TiO2 (or ZnO) facilitates the regeneration of Co3+ via 

photo-reduction (Figure 2.9).(123-126) Molecular sieves supported cobalt catalysts, 

such as nature zeolite(127), SBA-15(128), and MCM-41(129), also demonstrated 

excellent activities for degradation of phenols and carffeine with PMS. The emerging 
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environmentally-friendly carbon materials, such as activated carbon, graphene, and 

carbon nanotubes, have high specific areas(SSAs), large pore volumes, and robust 

structures in strong acid or basic conditions, demonstrating great potentials as 

adsorbents and catalyst supports.(1, 2) Activated carbon (119) , carbon fibres (130), 

and carbon xerogel (131) have been applied as superb supports for cobalt oxides in 

catalytic oxidation. More recently, graphene oxide (GO), and reduced graphene oxide 

(rGO) supported cobalt catalysts have been utilized in AOPs with PMS 

activation.(132-134) The functional groups and covalent carbon layers with free-

flowing π electrons of nanocarbons not only contribute the formation of strong Co-O-

C bond for cobalt immobilization, but also promote the electron transfer from graphene 

to Co and Co to PMS owing to the synergistic coupling effect. 

 

 

Figure 2.9. Model of Co–TiO2 catalyst for PMS activation under UV irradiation.(123) 

 

Morphology-controlled dimensional manganese oxides have been studied for SR-

AOPs. Saputra et al. first synthesized three different one-dimensional MnO2 

nanocrystals for heterogeneous activation of PMS for catalytic phenol oxidation.(135) 

The α-, β-, and γ-MnO2 presented different morphologies in nanowires, nanotubes, and 

nanofibers, respectively, giving different catalytic activities and activation energies for 

producing sulfate radicals with PMS. The α-MnO2/PMS demonstrated the best 

performance of phenol oxidation owing to the large specific areas, low oxygen loss, 

double tunnelled structure.(135) Wang et al. found that 2D γ-MnO2 and 3D-

hierachically structured MnO2 prepared via hydrothermal methods can activate PMS 

for oxidation reactions based on structure-dependant mechanisms.(135, 136) Shape-

controlled α-Mn2O3 was performed for PMS activation and the activity followed the 
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order of Mn2O3-cubic ˃ Mn2O3-octahedral > Mn2O3-truncated which was associated 

with the large SSAs and surface atom arrangement.(137) Saputra et al. also compared 

the activity of manganese at different oxidation states for heterogeneous activation of 

PMS for organic degradation and the activity showed an order of 

Mn2O3 > MnO > Mn3O4 > MnO2.(138) Yao and co-workers prepared Mn3O4/rGO 

hybrids for decomposition of aqueous organics with PMS which exhibited a great 

stability for several successive runs.(139) 

 

 

Figure 2.10. Mechanism of PMS activation on MFe2O4 (M = Co, Cu, Mn, and 

Zn).(145) 

 

Magnetic materials have attracted increasing interest in environmental applications 

due to the remarkable magnetic nature for separation and morphology-dependent 

chemical properties. Tan et al. discovered that Fe3O4 magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) 

can induce reactive radicals from activated PMS for catalytic oxidation of 

acetaminophen.(140) Wang et al. prepared magnetic Fe3O4-Co/carbon sphere 

composites for phenol oxidation with PMS activation which could be uniformly 

dispersed in aqueous solution and be easily separated under a magnetic field.(141) 

Magnetic Fe3O4–MnO2 core–shell nanocomposites were studied for 4-chlorophenol 

degradation with PMS activation, and the promoted catalytic performance was 

attributed to the synergetic interaction of Fe3O4 and MnO2.(142) Zhang et al. 

discovered that magnetically separable CuFe2O4 spinel can activate PMS with a 
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superior efficiency and stability.(143) The mechanistic study revealed that PMS 

participated in inner-sphere complexation with the surface Cu(II) centres and 

Cu(II)/Cu(III) redox cycle were responsible for evolution of sulfate radicals. Ma’s 

groups have conducted several studies on magnetic ferrospinel MFe2O4 (M = Co, Cu, 

Mn, and Zn) for heterogeneously activating PMS to generate sulfate radicals as 

indicated in Figure 2.10.(144, 145) The catalytic performance followed an order of 

CoFe2O4 > CuFe2O4 > MnFe2O4 > ZnFe2O4 which was in good agreement of the 

reductive potential of H2-TPR and CV analysis, suggesting the PMS activation was 

favored on uncharged surface of the heterogeneous spinel catalysts.(145) 

 

2.4.3 Peroxymonosulfate activation with carbocatalysts 

In regard to heterogeneous PMS activation with state-of-the-art carbocatalysis, 

Wang’s group first applied several activated carbons (ACs) as green and effective 

catalysts for generation of reactive radicals for phenol decomposition.(40) They found 

that the activity of ACs/PMS toward organic oxidation is much better than that of 

ACs/PS and ACs/H2O2, and the particle size dramatically affect the catalytic 

performance of ACs/PMS system.(146) Sun el al. first discovered that reduced 

graphene oxide, prepared via a hydrothermal method, can be employed as metal-free 

carbocatalysts for catalytic oxidation with PMS, however the graphene oxide with 

excess oxygen groups presented a very poor activity.(40) The curvature structure of 

graphene with defective sites, zigzag edges with delocalized π electrons, and the 

electron-rich ketonic groups were believed to possess a high chemical activity to 

conduct the redox processes as indicated in Figure 2.11.(40, 147-149) The dimensional 

effect of nanocarbons was also explored in a latest study indicating that the efficiency 

for phenol adsorption and catalytic degradation was closely related with carbon 

structure and surface oxygen functionalization.(150) The subsequent studies from 

Wang’s group indicated that physical and chemical strategies can significantly 

increase the catalytic and adsorption capability of reduced graphene oxide due to the 

increased specific surface area, created defective decays, and optimized surface 

functional groups.(151, 152) Furthermore, nitrogen-doped graphene (N-rGO) was 

synthesized via a facile thermal annealing approach and exhibited a superb activity 

compared with pristine graphene.(41, 153) The nitrogen-doping with lonely-pair 

electrons and greater electronegativity considerably breaks up the inertness of 

graphene network and dramatically enhances the catalytic activity of sp2 carbon.(154, 
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155) Besides, surface modified carbon nanotubes were also found to be effective to 

activate PMS to generate sulfate radicals.(42) 

 

 

Figure 2.11. Illustration of graphene oxide reduction process and PMS catalytic 

activation for organic oxidation.(40) 

 

2.5 Conclusion 

Advanced oxidative processes are a promising technology for complete decomposition 

of toxic organic pollutants such as dyes, hydrocarbons, antibiotics in wastewater 

remediation. Versatile superoxides such as hydrogen peroxide, persulfate, and 

peroxymonosulfate are utilized to evolve reactive species for contaminant oxidation. 

Physical approaches such as heat, UV irradiation, and electrical energy can be used to 

activate the superoxides. Moreover, homogeneous or heterogeneous catalysts with 

transition metals and metal oxides can be employed to activate the superoxides for 

catalytic oxidation. State-of-the-art nanocarbons were also discovered to be superior 

metal-free catalysts for AOPs.  

 

The physical technology not only requires intensive energy input but also presents a 

relative low efficiency for complete removal of contaminants. The catalytic oxidation 

system is more powerful for mineralization of organics into harmless compounds, 

carbon dioxide and water. Metal-based AOPs have exhibited a superb activity for 

contaminant destruction, however, inevitable metal-leaching and the introduction of 
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metal ions into water cycles are highly undesirable for the sustainable development. 

Therefore, green catalysis using metal-free and environmentally-benign nanocarbon 

catalysts become promising alternatives for environmental science. The carbocatalysts 

even present a better activity than the most popular metal catalysts.  

 

Currently the carbocatalysts like graphene and carbon nanotubes are still expensive. 

The poor stability of nanocarbons in highly oxidative environment also impedes the 

practical applications. Developing facile techniques to synthesize robust 

carbocatalysts with low-cost and high effectiveness is still a great obstacle to be 

overcome for the future application.  Different from metal-based catalysts with specific 

morphology, electronic and crystal structure, carbocatalysis always involves an 

intricate system with versatile carbon-covalent types, defective sites, functional 

groups, heteroatom-doping, making it more difficult to illustrate the real active sites 

and intrinsic mechanism of superoxide activation on carbocatalysts. Therefore, it is of 

great importance to unveil the mechanism of the activation process in carbocatalysis 

with a combination of well-designed materials and experiments, in situ 

characterization techniques, and theoretical calculations.  
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Chapter 3. Insights into Heterogeneous Catalysis of 

Persulfate Activation on Dimensional-Structured 

Nanocarbons  

 

Abstract 

A variety of dimensional-structured nanocarbons were applied for the first time as 

metal-free catalysts to activate persulfate (PS) for catalytic oxidation of phenolics and 

dyes as well as their degradation intermediates. Single-walled carbon nanotubes 

(SWCNTs), reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and mesoporous carbon (CMK-8) 

demonstrated superior catalytic activities for heterogeneous PS activation, whereas 

fullerene (C60), nanodiamonds, and graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) presented low 

efficiencies. Moreover, the carbocatalysts presented even better catalytic 

performances than activated carbon and metal oxides, such as Fe3O4, CuO, Co3O4 

and MnO2. The activity of prepared rGO-900 was further competing to the most 

efficient electron donor of zero-valent iron (ZVI). Both characterization and oxidation 

results suggested that the catalytic performances of the nanocarbons are determined 

by the intrinsic atom arrangements of carbon hybridization, pore structure, defective 

sites, and functional groups (especially the carbonyl groups). Electron paramagnetic 

resonance (EPR) spectra revealed that carbocatalysts might act as an excellent 

electron bridge in activation of PS to oxidize adsorbed water directly to generate 

hydroxyl radicals, distinct from homogeneous and metal-based catalytic activation. 

This study discovers several efficient nanocarbons for heterogeneous PS activation, 

and presents new insights into the catalytic activation processes, providing a 

fascinating strategy to develop metal-free catalysts for green remediation.  
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3.1 Introduction 

In recent decades, environmental deterioration issues such as sandy desertification, air 

pollution, soil and water contamination have interrupted the balance of harmonious 

co-existence between the nature and human beings. The excessive hazardous 

compounds in industrial wastewater and domestic sewage have been far beyond the 

natural degradation capability by the ecosystem. Therefore, state-of-the-art 

remediation technologies for adsorption and catalytic oxidation of aqueous pollutants 

have been intensively investigated.(1, 2) Notwithstanding adsorption presents great 

performance for phase separation, the adsorbed pollutants are not completely 

destroyed and the subsequent disposal or regeneration of adsorbents will likely give 

rise to secondary contamination.(3) On the other hand, advanced oxidation processes 

(AOPs), utilizing oxidants such as oxygen, ozone, and superoxides such as H2O2, 

HSO5
−

 and S2O8
2−, are able to completely decompose organics into harmless 

substances, water and carbon dioxide.(3) A conventional Fenton reaction applies 

ferrous ions to stimulate H2O2 to generate hydroxyl radials for AOPs. However, the 

Fenton process suffers from drawbacks, such as strict pH requirements (~3) and 

production of large amounts of sludge. Meanwhile, it releases metal ions into the water 

body, making it both cost-ineffective and non-eco-friendly for industrial application. 

Compared to liquid H2O2, persulfate (PS), a white crystal solid, is cheaper ($0.74/kg 

vs $1.5/kg of H2O2), more chemically stable and convenient to transport, storage and 

operation, and has triggered broad interests for pollutant removal.(4, 5) 

 

PS itself presents a low oxidative potential for decomposition of organic compounds 

without activation processes. The bond distance and energy of O−O (SO4−SO4) 

bonding were estimated to be 1.497 Å and 140 kJ/mol, respectively.(6, 7) The 

symmetric structure of PS molecules and relatively high bonding energy make it more 

difficult to break the O−O bond and generate free radicals without external activation. 

Various approaches were then applied to activate PS either to generate free radicals 

such as sulfate (SO4
•−) and hydroxyl radicals (

•
OH) or to induce non-radical process to 

conduct the oxidation processes.(5) Physical activation such as UV irradiation or 

heating is able to effectively stimulate PS to produce sulfate radicals for oxidation of 

pollutants.(8-10) Chemical activation such as bases, phenols, and quinones were 
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reported to be effective for activating PS for in situ chemical oxidation (ISCO).(11-13) 

Recent studies also applied electrochemical methods or electron donors (zero-valent 

iron or ferrous ion (II)) for PS activation.(14-17) Andrew et al. reported that silver (I) 

was active in catalytic activation of PS for oxidative decarboxylation of acids, and 

copper (II) could effectively enhance the catalytic reaction with co-catalysis.(18) All 

the above approaches require energy or chemical inputs, or discharge toxic substances 

into the water. However, effective heterogeneous PS activation has been less explored. 

Zhang and co-workers reported that copper oxide (CuO) can work as an efficient 

catalyst for PS activation under mild conditions via a non-radical process for oxidative 

degradation of 2,4-dichlorophenol (2,4-DCP ).(5) PS tends to firstly interact with the 

outer sphere of CuO, which is supposed to be the rate-limit step, and then quickly 

reacts with the target organic pollutants.  

 

We first discovered that chemically reduced graphene oxide (rGO) can work as an 

effective metal-free catalyst to activate peroxymonosulfate (PMS) to generate reactive 

radicals.(19) More recently, multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) further 

demonstrated superior performance for PS activation toward phenol oxidation.(20, 21) 

The sp2 covalent carbon network and oxygen functional groups (CNT-C=O) at the 

defective edges of MWCNTs were suggested to conduct a redox cycle for electron 

transfer to PS to produce radicals, yet insight into the mechanism of carbocatalysis for 

PS activation is still lacking. It was reported that nanocarbons with different structure 

dimensions presented unique properties in charge transportation, electronic 

conductivity, mechanical strength, and porosity in supercapacitor electrodes.(22, 23) 

However, to the best of our knowledge, the effect of molecular dimensions of 

nanocarbons on heterogeneous catalysis has rarely been investigated. In this study, a 

wide variety of carbon allotropes in differently molecular dimensions, such as 0D 

fullerene and nanodiamonds, 1D SWCNTs and MWCNTs, 2D graphene and g-C3N4, 

and 3D CMK-8, were employed for PS activation for catalytic phenol oxidation. 

Activated carbon, iron powders and several classical metal oxides were utilized as 

reference materials. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) was applied as a powerful 

in-situ characterization technique to facilitate the first insight into PS activation and 

radical evolution processes on nanocarbons. 
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3.2 Experimental Section 

Chemicals and Materials. Potassium peroxydisulfate (PS, >99.0%), melamine 

(>99.0%), diamond nanopowder (>97.0%, <10 nm), and 5,5-dimethylpyrroline-oxide 

(DMPO, >99.0%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Phenol (>99.0%), 2,4-

dichlorophenol (2,4-DCP, >99.0%), methylene blue (>99.0%), and methanol (absolute) 

were obtained from Chem-Supply. Fullerene (C60, >99.5%) and 3D cubic-ordered 

mesoporous carbon (CMK-8, >99.6%) were purchased from XF Nano, Nanjing, China. 

The single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes 

(MWCNTs) were obtained from Timesnano, Chengdu, China. Activated carbon (AC) 

was purchased from Picactive Co. Ltd, Indonesia. All carbon materials were used as 

received.  

 

Synthesis of Reduced Graphene Oxide, g-C3N4 and Metal Oxides. Graphene oxide 

(GO) was synthesized via a modified Hummers’ method as reported in our previous 

studies.(2, 19) To prepare the reduced graphene oxide (rGO), GO was ground finely 

and transferred to a quartz boat placed in a tubular furnace. Nitrogen was applied as 

the protection gas with a flow rate of 50 mL/min. After the quartz tube was purged by 

N2 flow for 2 h, the temperature was elevated to 450 ºC for 1 h with a heating rate of 

5 ºC/min to make GO fully expanded. The temperature was then raised to 900 ºC and 

kept for 1 h to remove the oxygen groups and cooled down to room temperature 

naturally. The fluffy black powder was washed with water and ethanol several times 

and dried in an oven overnight at 60 ºC. Thus, rGO was obtained and denoted as rGO-

900. Graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) was prepared by a one-pot thermal 

condensation method. Briefly, melamine (5.0 g) was placed in a crucible with a lid and 

transferred to a muffle furnace under static air atmosphere, annealing with a heating 

rate of 5 °C/min and kept at 550 °C for 2 h, then cooling down naturally. A yellow 

product was ground finely and collected for use. Preparation procedures of referenced 

metal oxides of Fe3O4, CuO, Co3O4 and MnO2 can be found in references. 

 

Characterization of Materials. Nitrogen sorption isotherms were acquired from a 

Tristar 3000 at -196 ºC to evaluate the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) specific surface 

area. Porous structure and pore size distribution were estimated by the Barrett-Joiner-

Halenda (BJH) method (desorption). Raman spectra were studied on an ISA dispersive 
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argon laser Raman spectrometer (514 nm). The surface elemental information was 

obtained from X-ray photoelectron microscopy (XPS, Thermo Escalab 250) under Al 

Kα X-ray. The XPS spectra were fitted with CasaXPS software, calibrated to the 

binding energy of primary C 1s peak at 284.5 eV. The chemical component fitting was 

applied by the Voigt functions with the Shirley background and a 30% Lorentzian 

component. 

 

Catalytic Activity Tests. The adsorption and catalytically oxidative degradation of 

phenol were carried out in a batch reactor. At each time interval, the reaction solution 

was withdrawn, filtered and injected into a vial. In catalytic oxidation, 0.5 mL of 

methanol as a radical scavenger was immediately injected to the vial to quench the 

oxidation reaction. The sample was analyzed by an UltiMate 3000 ultra-high 

performance liquid chromatography plus (UHPLC+) from Thermo-Fisher Scientific 

for monitoring phenol concentration and intermediates with UV lamp at 270 nm with 

a C18 column. The mobile phase was made of 30 wt.% acetonitrile and 70 wt.% 

ultrapure water at a flowrate of 1 mL/min. After each run, the carbocatalysts were 

recycled, washed by water and ethanol several times, and dried in an oven at 60 oC 

overnight for reuse. 2,4-DCP, catechol and 1,4-dihydroxybenzene were also tested 

using the similar protocols. Methylene blue was degraded and monitored by UV-

visible spectroscopy. After each run, the carbocatalysts were collected and washed 

with ethanol and ultrapure water several times, and then dried in an oven at 60 ºC 

overnight for reuse. The passivated catalysts after the third run was re-generated via 

thermal treatment. Briefly, the catalysts were first washed and dried, annealed in a 

muffle furnace (statistic atmosphere) at 350 ºC for 1 h with a heating rate of 5 ºC /min 

and cooled down naturally.  

 

Mechanistic Study of Radical Evolution. An EMS-plus electron paramagnetic 

resonance (Bruker, Germany) was utilized to capture the generated active radicals with 

a spin trapping agent of 5,5-dimethylpyrroline-oxide. The instrument was operated in 

the following conditions: Center field: 3514.7 G; sweep width: 100 G; microwave 

frequency: 10.0 GHz; power setting: 18.88 mW; scan time: 30 s; scan number: 2. The 

EPR spectra were analyzed and exported by Bruker Xeon software. The DMPO radical 

adducts were identified by hyperfine splitting constants of DMPO-OH (αN=14.8, 

αH=14.8) and DMPO-SO4 (αN=13.2, αH=9.6, αH =1.48, and αH =0.78). 
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3.3 Results and Discussions 

The physicochemical properties of carbonaceous materials are displayed in Table 3.1. 

Most of the nanocarbons possessed high specific surface areas (SSAs) from 200 to 

1000 m2/g and pore volumes at a range of 0.74 - 1.64 cm3/g. CMK-8 presented 

extremely large surface area (1072 m2/g) and pore volume (1.6 cm3/g) owing to the 

cubic-ordered mesoporous structure. However, the SSAs of C60 and g-C3N4 were only 

about 4.8 and 11.7 m2/g, respectively, probably due to the aggregated particles and 

stacking layers. The pore structure of nanocarbons was primarily at mesoporous region 

(2 - 50 nm, data not shown here).  

 

Table 3.1. Structure and surface chemistry of various nanocarbons. 

 SSAs 

m2/g 

Pore volume 

cm3/g 

Pore size 

nm 

Raman 

ID/IG ratio 

Oxygen 

content 

C60 4.8 0.003 4.2 - 9.1% 

SWCNTs 385.2 0.90 8.2 0.46 1.6% 

MWCNTs 253.6 0.74 11.2 0.65 2.1% 

g-C3N4 11.7  0.04 9.5 - 1.1% 

rGO-900 462.2 1.00 5.7   1.70 6.0% 

Nanodiamond 315.5 0.96 8.4 - 4.1% 

CMK-8 1071.9 1.64 5.1   1.49 8.8% 

 

The ID/IG ratios (defective to graphitic degree) of Raman spectra are widely employed 

to evaluate the crystalline structure of carbon materials. RGO-900 has a much higher 

ID/IG value (1.70) than that of SWCNTs (0.46) and MWCNTs (0.65), due to the 

reconstruction of carbon network and the creation of defective sites during the 

synthesis process. XPS study was performed to investigate the surface chemistry and 

chemical states of the elements in the catalysts (data not shown here). It is well known 

that the edges of graphene and carbon nanotubes are terminated with hydrogen and 

oxygen atoms.(24) Most of nanocarbons contained certain amounts of oxygen groups 

such as hydroxyl (C-OH), carbonyl (C=O) and carboxyl (-COOH) groups, as indicated 

in Figure 3.S1. The relative high oxygen contents of C60 (9.1%) might be ascribed to 

the adsorbed oxygen molecules and organic compounds from the synthesis process. 

After thermal treatment, most of the oxygen groups were removed from the surface of 
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GO and the oxygen level was reduced from 32.0% to 6.0%. 
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Figure 3.S1. C1s high resolution of (a) C60, (b) SWCNT, (c) CMK-8, and (d) rGO-

900. 
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Figure 3.1. Phenol adsorption and PS activation under various conditions. [Catalyst] 

= 0.2 g/L; [Temp] = 25 oC; [PS] = 6.5 mM; [Phenol] = 20 ppm. 
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Figure 3.S2. Phenol adsorption on nanocarbons. [Temp] = 25 oC; [PS] = 0 mM; 

[phenol] = 20 ppm, [carbocatalysts] = 0.2 g/L 

 

Control experiments of physical activation of PS and phenol adsorption on various 

nanocarbons were carried out. As shown in Figure 3.1, PS can hardly oxidize phenol 

without activation. Only 3.8% of phenol was degraded without the presence of a solid 

catalyst. Physical strategies such as ultraviolet light radiation and thermal activation 

(70 ºC) provided 18.0% and 23.1% phenol removal accordingly. Phenol adsorption on 

various nanocarbons was tested as indicated in Figure 3.S2. Phenol removal 

efficiencies of C60, SWCNTs, rGO-900, and CMK-8 were 3.5%, 19.6%, 21.3%, and 

35.1%, respectively. It was suggested that the adsorption capacity of nanocarbons is 

closely related to the structure of nanocarbons, which follows an order: 0D < 1D ~ 2D 

< 3D. The nanocarbons with a higher molecular dimension possess more porous 

structures and larger specific surface areas, giving rising to higher phenol adsorption. 

Additionally, the versatile oxygen groups on the surface of carbon materials also 

played crucial roles to enhance the adsorption. 

 

The catalytic activities of various nanocarbons toward PS activation were evaluated 

for phenol oxidation. Figure 3.2 shows that PS could barely be activated by C60 and g-

C3N4 producing only 3.8% and 4.0% phenol removal efficiencies, respectively. 

Around 39.5% and 92.5% of phenol were decomposed in 180 min on pristine 

nanodiamond and MWCNTs, respectively. It was found that SWCNTs, CMK-8 and 

rGO-900 presented outstanding performances for PS activation, providing complete 

phenol degradation in 90, 45 and 30 min, accordingly. The reaction intermediates 
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during the phenol oxidation were investigated and illustrated in Figure 3.3 to reveal 

the phenol degradation pathways. Several standard compounds were utilized to 

identify the intermediates (data not shown here). It can be suggested that phenol was 

first oxidized to 1,2-hydrobenzene and benzoquinone, and subsequently the benzene 

ring was opened and oxidized to small molecular acids such as malonic acid, malic 

acid and formic acid. Figure 3.4 further demonstrated that the nanocarbons presented 

a great efficiency for catalytic oxidation of other organic pollutants such as methylene 

blue (MB), 2,4-DCP, catechol, and 1,4-dihydroxybenzene, etc.  
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Figure 3.2. Phenol oxidative degradation on various nanocarbons. [Catalyst] = 0.2 

g/L; [Temp] = 25 oC; [PS] = 6.5 mM; [Phenol] = 20 ppm. 
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Figure 3.3. Intermediates detection in phenol oxidation on nanocarbons. [Temp] = 25 

oC; [PS] = 6.5 mM; [Phenol] = 20 ppm; [Carbocatalyst] = 0.2 g/L, [Reaction time] = 

30 min. 
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Figure 3.4. (a) Persulfate activation on nanocarbons for methylene blue degradation 

([MB] = 10 ppm); (b) 2,4-DCP, catechol, 1,4-dihydroxybenzene oxidative degradation 

on rGO-900. ([2,4-DCP] = 10 ppm; [Catechol] or [1,4-dihydroxybenzene] = 20 ppm) 

[Temp] = 25 oC; [PS] = 6.5 mM; [Carbocatalyst] = 0.2 g/L. 

 

During synthesis of nanocarbons, metal impurities are always unavoidably introduced 

into the carbon materials in spite of physical and chemical post-treatments such as 

mechanical separation and acid washing.(25, 26) It is well reported that trace metal 

residues might significantly influence the carbocatalyst-based heterogeneous 

reactions.(25, 27-29) However, in this study, XPS survey confirmed that no significant 

metal elements were found in the XPS spectra of the nanocarbons (data not shown 

here). The effect of metal residues was further ruled out by employing the ash of 

nanocarbons as catalysts for phenol oxidation, which presented poor activities for PS 
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activation (data not shown here). Furthermore, the digested solutions of carbocatalysts 

after acid washing were employed for PS activation. The experimental results (not 

shown here) further exclude the influence of metal residuals. Herein, the outstanding 

catalytic activity was exclusively proven to derive from functional groups and active 

sites of nanocarbons in carbocatalysis for PS activation.  
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Figure 3.S3. Temperature effect on phenol removal on (a) SWCNT ([Catalyst] = 0.2 

g/L), (b) rGO-900 ([Catalyst] = 0.1 g/L) [PS] = 6.5 mM; [Phenol] = 20 ppm.  
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Effect of reaction temperature on catalytic phenol oxidation over nanocarbons by PS 

activation was further investigated. Figure 3.S3a shows that SWCNTs could 

completely oxidize phenol in 180 min at 15 ºC. The catalytic performances of the 

nanocarbons in PS activation were improved with elevated temperatures. The reaction 

time reduced to 120 and 60 min when the temperature increased to 25 and 35 ºC, 

respectively. Figure 3.S3b demonstrated that around 96.7% phenol removal was 

achieved in 180 min on rGO-900 at 15 ºC, and 100% phenol was decomposed at 25 

and 35 ºC in 120 and 60 min, respectively. CMK-8 provided complete phenol removal 

in 120 and 90 min at 25 and 35 ºC and 97% phenol oxidation at 15 ºC as shown in 

Figure 3.S3c. In general, elevated temperature would facilitate phenol adsorption and 

electron transfer from carbon materials to PS to produce reactive radicals, herein 

enhancing the phenol degradation. The activation energies were estimated based on 

first order kinetics and determined by the Arrhenius equation presented in the insets 

figures. The activation energies of SWCNTs, rGO-900, and CMK-8 were calculated 

to be 56.4, 66.3, and 32.8 kJ/mol, respectively.  

 

Su and co-workers reported that improved catalytic activity for aerobic oxidation 

originated from the synergistic performance of the carboxylic groups and unconfined 

π electrons at the defective edges of graphene oxide (GO).(30) Frank et al. discovered 

that the ketonic and quinonic groups (C=O) at the edge of carbon nanotubes were rich 

in electrons and could work as Lewis basic sites for selectively oxidative 

dehydrogenation (ODH) of light alkanes to alkenes.(31, 32) In environmental 

remediation, we first reported that rGO prepared by a hydrothermal method 

demonstrated an excellent activity to activate peroxymonosulfate (PMS) for organic 

pollutant oxidation.(19) The surface acidity of GO was tuned by removal of oxygen 

groups with ammonia solution. The minor oxygen groups, especially the carbonyl 

(C=O) and edge defects, were suggested to present a high redox potential to facilitate 

electron transfer to PMS to generate free radicals. In a subsequent study, the rGO 

activated with CO2 demonstrated a high specific surface area (SSA>1200 m2/g) and 

an enhanced activity toward PMS activation.(2) Similar to PMS, the essence of PS 

activation depends on the abilities of breaking-up of SO-OS bond and conducting the 

electron transfer from catalysts or organic compounds to PS.  

 

In this study, for the first time, we observed that nanocarbons such as SWCNTs, rGO-
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900, and CMK-8 have superb catalytic activities to activate PS for phenol oxidation. 

However, C60, g-C3N4, and nanodiamond presented poor performances. SWCNTs and 

MWCNTs are consisted of highly sp2-hybridized graphitic carbon structure with low 

defects and oxygen levels, confirming that the abundant free-flowing π electrons might 

be effective to activate PS to form reactive radicals. Additionally, the bent graphene 

sheets of CNTs contained partially delocalized π electrons and provide better access 

to the reactants (PS), thus further enhancing the catalytic activity.(24) Nanodiamond 

possesses a sp3-hybridized core and is coated with amorphous carbon, presenting no 

effectiveness for PS activation. However, CMK-8 (amorphous carbon) with high 

oxygen contents and defective degrees (ID/IG=1.49) demonstrates great performance 

for phenol oxidation, suggesting that the defective edges and oxygen groups can be 

active sites. This is further supported by the catalysis on chemically derived rGO-900, 

which has a sp2 carbon lattice and the highest defective degrees (ID/IG=1.70) with 

plentiful zigzag edges, vacancy defects, non-hexagonal units and functional groups 

formed during the thermal annealing, and demonstrates the best performance for PS 

activation. Additionally, the porous structure of nanocarbons, which possess large pore 

volume and high specific surface area, not only facilitates the adsorption of phenol and 

enhances mass transfer process, but also provides more exposed active sites for surface 

catalytic reactions. To further probe the effective species, three kinds of small 

molecular catalysts (benzoquinone, 1,4-dicarboxybenzene and 1,2-dihydroxybenzene) 

were employed to mimic different oxygen groups of carbonyl groups (C=O), carboxyl 

groups (-COOH), and hydroxyl groups (-OH), respectively.(33, 34) The in-situ 

electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra in Figure 3.5 revealed that the carbonyl 

presented the strongest intensities and demonstrated much better performance to 

activate PS for reactive radical generation, suggesting C=O is the main active sites 

among the oxygen groups. It is interesting to note that graphene oxide possesses high 

oxygen contents (over 30 at.%), yet demonstrates very poor activity toward phenol 

adsorption and PS activation (data not shown here). The catalytic activity was 

dramatically enhanced after removing most of the oxygen groups via thermal 

annealing (rGO-900). The same phenomenon was also observed in our previous study 

for PMS activation.(19) As the electron transfer process is influenced by the relative 

electronic potential between the carbocatalysts and persulfate, the excess of oxygen 

contents will significantly affect the reducibility of graphene, which is not beneficial 

for the electron transfer from graphene to PMS or PS. Thus, for future design of 
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efficient carbocatalysts, both the oxygen level and species of oxygen groups should be 

optimized. The experimental results suggest that the relationship between dimensional 

effect and catalytic performance is poor. The catalytic activity of nanocarbons for PS 

activation indeed origins from the carbon-conjugated structure, defective sites, and 

proper amounts of functional groups. 
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Figure 3.5. EPR spectra of PS activation on (a) benzoquinone, (b) 1,4-

dicarboxybenzene, and (c) 1,2-dihydroxybenzene. (●: DMPO-OH, ♦: DMPO-SO4) 

[Temp] = 25 oC; [PS] = 6.5 mM; [Catalyst] = 20 ppm; [DMPO] = 0.08 M. 
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Figure 3.6. Comparison of metal and metal-free catalysts for PS activation. 

[Catalyst] = 0.2 g/L; [Temp] = 25 oC; [PS] = 6.5 mM; [Phenol] = 20 ppm.  

 

Classic metal (Fe0) and metal oxides (Fe3O4, CuO, Co3O4 and MnO2) were employed 

to compare with the metal-free catalysts. Figure 3.6 indicates that Fe3O4, CuO, and 
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Co3O4 presented poor catalytic activities, leading to 16.4%, 22.3%, and 29.1% phenol 

oxidation, respectively. MnO2 was able to effectively activate PS with 92.0% phenol 

degradation in 180 min. The zero-valent iron (ZVI) worked as electron donors to 

stimulate PS (S2O8
2−) to generate sulfate radicals (SO4

•−), providing 100% phenol 

removal in 30 min. However, it can be seen that nanocarbons, such as MWCNTs, 

SWCNTs, and CMK-8, are more effective than most of the metal oxides for PS 

activation. rGO-900 was even comparable to the most efficient metal catalyst ZVI, 

completely avoiding the introduction of metal ions (Fe3+) to the water body.  
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Figure 3.7. Stability and regeneration tests of (a) rGO-900, (b) SWCNTs, (c) CMK-8, 

and (d) activated carbon. [Catalyst] = 0.2 g/L; [Temp] = 25 oC; [PS] = 6.5 mM; [Phenol] 

= 20 ppm. 

 

The stability tests of rGO-900, SWCNTs and CMK-8 were performed and shown in 

Figure 3.7. Fresh rGO-900 could completely decompose 20 ppm phenol in just 30 min, 

and 81.2% and 57.7% of phenol removals were achieved in 180 min, respectively, in 

the 2nd and 3rd runs. SWCNTs provided 100% phenol oxidation in the 1st run, and 
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85.2% and 70.7% for the 2nd and 3rd cycles. CMK-8 was able to obtain 100%, 94.9% 

and 61.3% of phenol decomposition for the three cycles. Yang et al. found that 

activated carbon could catalyze persulfate to degrade dyes.(35) An activated carbon 

(SSAs 821.3 m2/g, pore volume 0.011 cm3/g) was then tested, which provides 44.9%, 

23.0% and 12.9% phenol removal for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd runs, respectively. It is well 

reported that the deactivation of metal oxides in heterogeneous catalysis was mainly 

due to changes of surface crystal structure and coverage of intermediates. In terms of 

ZVI, the surface of ZVI was quickly covered and wrapped by ferric hydroxide or 

ferrous sulfate in the activation of PS, thus preventing the further interaction of ZVI 

and PS.(36) However, the passivation of nanocarbons in activation of PS is different 

from metals and metal oxides.  

 

Table 3.S1. Physicochemical properties of SWCNT and rGO-900 after 1st run. 

 SSAs 

m2/g 

Pore volume 

cm3/g 

Pore size 

nm 

Oxygen 

content 

SWCNT used 378.0 0.85 6.34 4.8% 

rGO-900 used 241.4 0.50 4.85 10.7% 

 

Table 3.S1 suggests that the pore structure and surface chemistry of rGO-900 and 

SWCNTs changed significantly after the 1st run, due to the re-construction of carbon 

structure and coverage of phenol and organic intermediates, which presented a strong 

interaction with the sp2 hybridized carbon system. Interestingly, it can be seen that 

SWCNTs presented a better reusability than the chemically derived rGO, which was 

possibly ascribed to the more stable and highly graphitic shell structure.(37) The 

activated carbon possesses much larger SSAs than rGO-900 and SWCNTs and smaller 

pore volume than the CMK-8, but presenting the poorest catalytic activity and stability. 

At the current stage, the stability of emerging nanocarbons for AOPs might be not 

comparable to the commercially used metal-based catalysts used in oxidative 

dehydrogenation or electrochemical reactions. Nevertheless, carbon catalysts do have 

advantages such as a high efficiency for PS activation, a better stability than the ZVI, 

and the metal-free nature avoiding toxic metal leaching (iron, silver, or copper ions) to 

the waterbody. For carbocatalysts, the activity of deactivated catalysts could 

commonly be recovered by post-treatment such as thermal annealing or hydrogenation 

at a mild condition to remove the adsorbed intermediates and to retain the better 
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reductive degree from oxidation in practical applications.(38-40) Therefore, the 

passivated carbocatalysts after the 3rd run were re-activated via heat-treatment and the 

catalytic activities were partially recovered. More specifically, re-generated rGO 

provided complete phenol oxidation in 120 min and 97.5%, 97.2% and 31.4% phenol 

removal efficiencies were achieved on SWCNTs, CMK-8, and activated carbon in 180 

min, respectively. This study presented novel ideas for green catalysis and raised a new 

and efficient metal-free catalytic system in activation of PS for pollutant degradation. 

Further investigations need to be done to improve the stability and develop efficient 

and robust metal-free catalysts in future applications. 
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Figure 3.8. EPR spectra of (a) rGO-900, (b) SWCNTs, (c) CMK-8, and (d) activated 

carbon. (●: DMPO-OH, ♦: DMPO-SO4) [Catalyst] = 0.2 g/L; [Temp] = 25 oC; [PS] = 

6.5 mM; [Phenol] = 20 ppm; [DMPO] = 0.08 M. 

 

Electron paramagnetic resonance was utilized as a powerful tool to probe the PS 

activation and radical revolution processes on nanocarbons. A classical spin-trapping 

agent, 5, 5-dimethylpyrroline-oxide (DMPO), was used to capture the free radicals 
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during the PS activation. Interestingly, we discovered that ZVI was able to activate PS 

to generate large amounts of hydroxyl radicals in the first 1 min, and subsequently 

generate sulfate radicals in 5 and 10 min (see Figure 3.8a). It has been well reported in 

many studies that iron ions mainly activated persulfate to generate sulfate radicals (Eq. 

3.1), (14-17) which suggests that the PS activation on ZVI is different from that in 

Fe2+/PS systems. As PS itself can hardly produce hydroxyl radicals, and inter-transfer 

between SO4
•− to •OH only contributes to very small amounts of hydroxyl radicals, 

most of the hydroxyl radicals can be only originated from  water. ZVI might be able 

to directly activate PS by oxidizing water via a four-electron pathway and ZVI itself 

works as the electron donor as well (Eq. 3.2). We suggest that the mechanisms of 

heterogeneous and homogeneous activations of persulfate are different. This is further 

verified by the nanocarbons catalysis, which preferably produce hydroxyl radicals •OH. 

It is indicated in Figures 3.8 b-d that large amounts of •OH and small portion of SO4
•− 

were generated in the SWCNT/PS, rGO-900/PS and CMK-8/PS systems throughout 

the reaction. Since sulfate radicals possesses higher oxidative potential (2.5~3.1 V) 

than hydroxyl radicals (2.7 V), O-O bond of persulfate is firstly activated and 

weakened on the active sites of carbocatalysts, following by directly oxidizing the 

adsorbed water or hydroxyl groups (OH−) to generate hydroxyl radicals via one-step 

process. The mechanism of PS activation on carbocatalysts was illustrated in Scheme 

3.1. It is suggested that the carbon matrix (similar to ZVI) can also work as an excellent 

electron bridge to facilitate the fast electron-transfer processes. Therefore, 

nanocarbons with various kinds of active sites and networks present different 

capabilities for PS activation, water and phenol adsorption, and electron transfer, thus 

presenting different performances in PS activation and phenol oxidation. It is also 

worthwhile noting that, different from metal-based systems, the highly covalent carbon 

network might play a crucial role to interact and activate the benzene ring of the 

organic matters, which helps the ring-open processes, and synergistically promotes the 

attack and oxidation by the reactive radicals.  

 

 S2O8
2− + 𝐹𝑒2+ →  SO4

•− + 𝐹𝑒3+                                                           Eq (3.1) 

S2O8
2−  +  Fe0 + 2H2O →   2SO4

2− + Fe2+ + 2 𝑂• 𝐻 + 2𝐻+             Eq (3.2) 
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Scheme 3.1. Proposed mechanism of PS activation on carbocatalysts. 

 

3.4 Conclusions 

In this study, various nanocarbons were tested as metal-free catalysts for catalytic 

oxidation of organic contaminants. For the first time, we found that SWCNTs, reduced 

graphene oxide and CMK-8 demonstrated superior efficiencies for PS activation, 

whereas C60, g-C3N4 and nanodiamond presented poor activity. The carbocatalysts 

showed a much higher activity than the universally used metal oxides such as Fe3O4, 

CuO, Co3O4 and MnO2. And rGO-900 was even comparable to the most efficient 

electron donor of ZVI. Meanwhile nanocarbons as catalysts completely avoid the 

metal leaching problems into the water body. Both the characterization and 

adsorption/oxidation results revealed that the structural dimension might affect the 

phenol adsorption capability, while catalytic activity of nanocarbons is strongly 

dependent on the conjugation of carbon network, defective sites, and proper amounts 

of functional groups (especially the carbonyl groups). More importantly, this is the 

first mechanistic study on PS activation on nanocarbons. The EPR results revealed that 

heterogeneous activation of PS is different from homogeneous systems and 

carbocatalysts can effectively activate PS molecules via directly oxidizing adsorbed 

water through the carbon bridge. Future study is still required to envisage further 

insights into the relationship between each active sites and its capability towards PS 

activation, water adsorption, and charge transfer processes. This study not only reports 

several green catalysts for PS activation, but also contributes to exploring new 

advanced oxidative systems for wastewater treatment without secondary 
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contamination. It is also inspiring to note that, as hydrogen peroxide is more difficult 

to be activated on heterogeneous catalysts (especially for nanocarbons) to generate 

hydroxyl radicals, this study might open up a brand new way using the metal-free 

catalysis for hydrogen peroxide-based systems such as Fenton reaction, photocatalysis, 

electrochemistry, and versatile selective oxidation processes. 
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Chapter 4. Controlled Generation of Reactive 

Radicals by Carbocatalysis on Nanodiamonds 

 

Abstract 

Production of radicals by metal-free catalysis is expected to offer a promising 

oxidative reaction for remediation of emerging contaminants. In this study, selective 

generation of hydroxyl radicals from novel metal-free activation of persulfate (PS) on 

annealed nanodiamonds (ANDs) was discovered, which demonstrated superior 

performances in decomposition of various pollutants to conventional metal-based 

catalysis. Comprehensive investigations on the effects of reaction parameters, such as 

solution pH, reaction temperature, initial phenol concentration, catalyst loading, PS 

usage, the presence of chlorine ions and humic acid, on phenol degradation were 

carried out. In addition, ND material optimization and reusability were also studied. 

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) unraveled that the PS/AND system can 

selectively produce hydroxyl radicals (•OH) other than sulfate radicals (SO4
•−), 

originated from oxidizing water molecules on the nanodiamond surface. The selective 

generation process was further verified by the findings that phenol decomposition was 

favored at a basic condition and phenol removal was enhanced at elevated solution 

pHs. The carbocatalysts served as an excellent electron tunnel to facilitate the charge 

transfer from water or hydroxide ions to PS to produce hydroxyl radicals. 

Electrochemical analyses in PS oxidant solution and oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) 

were carried out to understand O-O bond activation by the metal-free catalysis. This 

study provides an environmentally benign and highly efficient oxidative reaction 

system with hydroxyl radicals along with insights into the metal-free PS activation 

process.  
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4.1 Introduction 

Ongoing environmental deterioration has motivated worldwide research in green and 

efficient remediation to pursue the sustainable development of human society.(1, 2) 

Green technologies integrating advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) have been 

developed to decompose organic contaminants using various superoxides to evolve 

reactive oxygen species especially for hydroxyl radicals (•OH). For instance, Fenton 

reactions have been widely applied in wastewater treatment, in which hydrogen 

peroxide (H2O2) is decomposed by ferrous ions (Fe2+) to produce hydroxyl radicals 

(•OH) for AOPs. However, conventional Fenton reactions encounter some issues, for 

example, the instability of chemicals, pH restriction (pH~3), metal leaching and 

flocculation.(3)  In pursuit of an alternative to Fenton reaction with less inputs of 

chemicals and energy, extensive trials have been attempted to employ 

peroxymonosulfate (PMS) or persulfate (PS) salts to generate sulfate radicals, which 

possess a higher oxidative potential (SO4
•−, 2.5-3.1 V vs •OH, 2.7 V) and non-

selectivity for oxidation.(4) As PS is stable and much cheaper than PMS and H2O2, 

more attention has been attracted for developing an outstanding PS-based oxidation 

process.(5) A variety of physical and chemical approaches have been explored to 

activate PS to generate sulfate radicals.(6-9) Ferrous ions, zero-valent iron (ZVI),(10, 

11) copper oxide (CuO) and biochar with persistent free radicals (PFRs)(5, 12) have 

been reported for PS activation. Nanocarbons were first discovered by our group to 

activate PMS and PS to produce reactive species for degradation of organic 

contaminants (phenolics, dyes, and antibiotics).(13-15) The PS/carbocatalyst also 

demonstrated a better controllable manner than metal-based catalysis.(16) However, 

this emerging catalysis is still lack of insight into the activation mechanism. The poor 

stability of the nanocarbons in AOPs also impedes the future applications.(17)  

 

On the other hand, industrial and domestic wastewaters usually contain high levels of 

salinity and diverse natural organic matters. The diversity of the contaminants requires 

a controllable and selective remediation. For instance, sulfate radicals (SO4
•−) would 

first react with Cl− in natural wastewater to form Cl• at a high reaction rate (Eq 4.1, kfor 

= 3.0 × 108 M-1 s-1), and then the Cl• rapidly combine with another chloride ion to 

produce a chlorine radical (Cl2
•−, Eq 4.2,).(18, 19) The chlorine radicals with a redox 

potential of 2.1 V are more selective to attack the electron-rich compounds via one-
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electron extraction, thus the efficiency would be reduced in treating electron-poor 

contaminants such as cyclohexanol and alkanes.(20, 21) The stubborn issue of sulfate 

radicals with background Cl ions is insignificant for hydroxyl radicals at neutral and 

basic pHs and Cl2
•− generation becomes remarkable only at low pHs (Eqs 4.4 and 

4.5).(20, 21) Therefore, solutions to the above problems of both hydroxyl and sulfate 

radicals for practical wastewater treatment as a challenging mission have to be found 

out.  

  

SO4
•− +  Cl−  ↔  SO4

2− + Cl•                            Eq (4.1) 

Cl• +  Cl− ↔  Cl2
•−                                            Eq (4.2) 

OH• +  Cl− ↔  ClOH•−                                     Eq (4.3) 

ClOH•− +  H+ ↔  Cl• +  H2O                         Eq (4.4) 

ClOH•− +  Cl− ↔  Cl2
•− + OH−                         Eq (4.5) 

 

Recently, nanodiamond (ND) with excellent catalytic performances and 

biocompatibility has become a candidate for metal-free catalysis.(22-24) In its 

heterogeneous catalysis, electrochemical reduction of nitrogen,(25) photocatalytic 

water splitting,(26) direct oxidation of benzene to phenol,(27) and oxidative 

dehydrogenation reactions (ODH)(28-30) have been reported. Further studies also 

indicated that modification of the sp2 curved concentric shells of NDs with nitrogen or 

phosphorus could significantly enhance the catalytic activity and selectivity for ODH 

and selective oxidation.(22, 31) Herein, for the first time, we applied annealed 

nanodiamonds as superb carbocatalysts to activate persulfate, and conducted 

mechanistic studies targeting feasible wastewater remediation. The kinetic studies at 

varying reaction temperature, catalyst loading, PS dosage and initial phenol 

concentration were carried out. The mechanism of PS activation and radical revolution 

were investigated, and the possible degradation pathway was revealed by identification 

of the reaction intermediates. Moreover, the effects of pH, natural organic matters, and 

radical scavengers on oxidation efficiencies were systematically investigated. This 

study dedicates to providing a green, novel, and highly-efficient PS activation 

technology to tackle the issues in Fenton reaction and sulfate radical-based oxidation. 
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4.2 Experimental Sections 

Materials Preparation and Characterization. All chemicals were obtained from 

Sigma-Aldrich. For carbon modification, pristine nanodiamonds (NDs, particle size < 

10 nm) were transferred to a quartz tube and annealed at 600 – 1000 °C under nitrogen 

atmosphere for one hour to get annealed samples, denoted as AND-X (X = 600, 700, 

800, 900, and 1000). Some metal oxides, Fe3O4, Co3O4, and CuO, were also 

prepared.(16) Ga2O3 and Fe2O3 were prepared via a hydrothermal method with GaCl3 

or FeCl3 in basic conditions (pH=10, adjusted by ammonium solution) at 180 °C for 

20 h. The morphology and crystal structure of the nanodiamonds were revealed by a 

JEOL 2100 TEM instrument. FTIR spectra were obtained from a Bruker spectrometer. 

Thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) was recorded on a Perkin Elmer thermal analyzer. 

The pore structures of the carbocatalysts were estimated by the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda 

(BJH) method and the specific surface areas (SSAs) were calculated using the 

Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) equation from N2 adsorption isotherms on a TriStar II 

instrument. The surface chemistry of the as-made catalysts was analyzed by X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) on a Kratos AXIS Ultra DLD machine with a 

monochromated Al Kα X-ray gun. Shirley background was utilized for peak fitting 

with C 1s calibrated to 284.5 eV for all the spectra.  

 

Experimental Procedure. Activation of persulfate by nanodiamonds and metal 

oxides was carried out for oxidizing various aqueous pollutants. A typical reaction was 

conducted in a 250 mL batch reactor with fixed amounts of phenol, persulfate and 

nanodiamonds in solution ([catalyst] = 0.2 g/L, [PS] = 6.5 mM, [T] = 25 oC, [Phenol] 

= 20 mg/L, and [pH]initial = 5.9 ± 0.1 without a buffer solution) unless specified 

elsewhere. A water bath with a temperature controller was used to maintain the 

constant reaction temperature. Reaction solutions were withdrawn and injected into a 

HPLC vial through a 0.45 m filter and mixed with ethanol (VSolution/VEtOH = 2:1) at 

vigorously shaking to scavenge the excessive radicals. Then, the solutions were 

analyzed using an UltiMate 3000 UHPLC system with an OA column (150 × 4 mm, 5 

μm) and an UV detector set at 270 nm for phenol and catechol and 228 nm for benzoic 

acid. A RSLC C18 column (100 × 2 mm, 2.2 μm) was applied for evaluating the 

concentration of an antibiotic, sulfachloropyridazine (SCP). Methylene blue (MB) was 

determined on a JASCO UV-vis spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 664 nm. After 
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each run, the passivated catalysts were recycled and washed with water and ethanol 

for 4 times each and dried in an oven at 60 ºC overnight for reuse. Data in key figures 

were obtained from three parallel experiments to estimate the mean value and standard 

deviation. The initial rate constants were determined by a pseudo-first-order kinetic 

model in first 30 min before severe deactivation of the carbocatalysts. 

 

Identification of Reactive Radicals. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR, Bruker) 

was utilized to probe the radical generation process during PS activation and the 

reactive radicals were trapped by 5, 5-dimethylpyrroline-oxide (DMPO, 0.08 M). The 

EPR instrument was operated at the center field of 3514.8 G, sweep width of 100.0 G 

and power of 18.7 mW with sweeping time of 30 s.  

 

Electrochemical Measurement. The electrochemical study was performed in an O2-

saturated KOH (0.1 M) solution. A standard three-electrode configuration was utilized 

with a Ag/AgCl (4 M KCl) as a reference electrode, a platinum wire as a counter 

electrode, and a catalyst-coated glassy carbon rotating disk electrode as a working 

electrode (GC-RDE, 0.196 cm2, Pine Research Instrumentation, USA). 

Electrochemical data were obtained on a CHI instrument (CHI 760E series 

Bipotentiostat, USA). Cyclic voltammogram (CVs) measurements were conducted at 

a scan rate of 100 mV s-1 from 0.2 to -1.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Linear sweep 

voltammograms (LSVs) were acquired at a scan rate of 5 mV s-1 from 0.2 to -0.6 V vs. 

Ag/AgCl on the RDE (1600 rpm). Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was 

carried out utilizing a 5 mV amplitude AC voltage (frequency range from 105 to 10-1 

Hz) and acquired at -0.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl. 

 

4.3 Results and Discussions 

Characterization of NDs. TEM images in Figures 4.1 a and b demonstrate that after 

removal of amorphous carbon layers, smaller size particles with a characteristic 

core/shell structure were obtained for the annealed nanodiamond. The fingerprints in 

diamond crystals indicated a d-spacing of 2.06 Å, which was in a good agreement of 

the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns (inset) and the sharp peak at the 

2θ of 42.5º in XRD spectra corresponding to the (111) diamond facet as indicated in 

Figure 4.1c. Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) was applied to further probe 
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the carbon type of the annealed nanodiamond with the carbon K-edge spectra at the 

diamond core and graphitic shell (Figure 4.1d). The σ* transition peak at 293.3 eV 

originated from C 1s electrons of the sp3 hybridized diamond core structure, whereas 

the peak at 285.5 eV can be attributed to the π* transition of the sp2 hybridized 

graphitic shell, confirming the hybrids of AND-1000.(32, 33) The SSAs (specific 

surface areas, Table 4.S1) and adsorption volume (Figure 4.2a) slightly increased for 

AND-1000, while the thermal stability of the nanodiamonds decreased after pyrolysis 

in nitrogen (Figure 4.2b), due to the transformation of the core structure. Thermal 

annealing of nanodiamonds consists of complicated processes including the 

decomposition of surface functional groups, collapse of diamond-edge plane (001) and 

reconstruction into graphitic plane (001), and formation of novel nanohybrid 

structure.(31, 34) FTIR spectra in Figure 4.2c suggest that most of functional groups 

on pristine NDs were removed after the pyrolysis. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) surveys (Figure 4.2d) indicate that the oxygen level decreases after the thermal 

treatment due to the removal of excess functional groups. The minor nitrogen impurity 

was introduced during the denotation process of ND manufacture. 

 

     

Figure 4.1.  HRTEM images of (a) ND and (b) AND-1000 (SAED pattern, inset), (c) 

XRD patterns of ND and AND-1000, (d) EELS carbon K-edge spectra of the core and 

shell structures of AND-1000. 
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Table 4.S1. Structure and surface chemistry information of ND and AND-1000, and 

AND-1000 used (after first run).  
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Figure 4.2. (a) Nitrogen sorption profiles and pore size distributions, (b) TGA curves, 

(c) FTIR spectra, and (d) XPS surveys of pristine ND and AND-1000.  

 

Catalytic Evaluation of NDs and Metal Oxides. In the oxidative reaction, persulfate 

without activation is ineffective for phenol degradation. As illustrated in Figure 4.3a, 

phenol oxidation was dramatically enhanced on modified NDs compared to that on 

pristine NDs. The initial rate constants of pristine ND and AND-1000 were estimated 

to be 0.004 and 0.084 min-1 (Figure 4.S1), and a 21-fold enhancement in the activity 

was achieved on the AND-1000. The reaction pathways were revealed by 

identification of reaction intermediates (Figure 4.S2), e.g. 1,4-hydroquinone, 

benzoquinone, and mineral acids. This is further confirmed by the decreased pH of the 

reaction solution from 5.9 (initial) to 3.3 when phenol was completely oxidized as 

 SBET, m2/g Vpore, 

cm3/g 

C, at.% O, at.% N, at.% 

AND-1000 364.4 1.1 92.7 5.7 1.5 

AND-1000 

used 

354.7 1.04 89.4 8.8 1.5 

ND 315.5 1.0 94.8 3.6 1.6 
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shown in Figure 4.S3. It is worth pointing out that the catalytic oxidation of phenol on 

AND-1000 with PS activation was much better than most popular metal oxides as 

indicated in Figure 4.3b. Nevertheless, the reaction rate of zero valent iron (ZVI) is 

slightly faster than that of AND-1000 with 100% phenol oxidation in 20 min, the 

severe deactivation (seen in Figure 4.S4) due to surface coverage of ferric hydroxide 

and irreversible leaching of excessive iron ions from ZVI significantly impede the 

application for green remediation. Such metal-free catalytic oxidation can also be used 

for effective degradation of an antibiotic (sulfachloropyridazine, SCP), dye (methylene 

blue, MB), and catechol (Figure 4.S5). Besides, total organic carbon (TOC) removal 

was evaluated in phenol solution and a simulated wastewater matrix (SW) as shown 

in Figure 4.S6, which indicated the great performance for organic mineralization in the 

AND-1000/PS system.  
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 Figure 4.3. (a) Phenol oxidation with carbocatalysts, (b) PS activation on AND-1000, 

ZVI, and various metal oxides, (c) Influence of temperature on phenol oxidation 

(catalyst=0.1 g/L), and (d) Recyclability tests of AND-1000.  
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Figure 4.S1. Phenol oxidation with PS on various carbocatalysts. 
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Figure 4.S2. Identification of intermediates during phenol oxidation with PS on AND-

1000. 
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Figure 4.S3. Variation of pH in phenol solution during the oxidation in AND-1000. 

 

The pristine nanodiamonds produced from the detonation method present a 

characteristic core/shell structure which is partially covered with soots and amorphous 

carbon and can be modified with versatile functional groups.(35, 36) The thermal 
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annealing processes are believed to be capable of removing the inert coatings, 

facilitating the formation of an onion-like graphitic shell due to the collapse and 

transformation of the diamond (001) surface.(31) The unique sp3/sp2 hybrids possess 

the chemical properties of graphene with various surface defects and can induce 

intricate interactions with the diamond core, thus having demonstrated excellent 

catalytic performances in various redox reactions such as oxygen reduction reaction 

(ORR), selective oxidation and oxidative dehydrogenation reactions.(28, 30, 31, 33) 

In this study, pristine NDs present a poor activity for PS activation. The dramatic 

improvement was achieved after the thermal annealing, suggesting that the graphitic 

shell structure of AND-1000 functionalized with the surface defects can effectively 

interact with PS for activation of O-O bond and generation of reactive species. 

 

 

Figure 4.S4. ZVI deactivation after 1st run in activation of persulfate. 
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Figure 4.S5. Oxidative degradation of various organics by PS with and without 

AND-1000. 
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Figure 4.S6. Total organic carbon removal of AND-1000/PS in phenol solution 

([phenol] = 20 ppm) and a simulated wastewater (SW) matrix ([phenol] = [SCP] = 10 

ppm; [K+] = 6.5 mM; [Na+] = 3 mM; [NH4
+] = 2 mM; [NO3

−] = 2 mM; [Cl−] = [HCO3
−] 

= [H2PO4
−] = 1 mM)  

 

Electrochemical measurement was performed to probe the charge transfer process at 

the interface of water/PS/nanodiamond and compare the redox potential on different 

carbocatalysts. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) analysis in Figure 

4.S7a indicates that AND-1000 presented a smaller semicircle diameter, suggesting 

the thermal annealing process considerably improved the charge transfer capability of 

the nanodiamond due to the formation of the sp2-hybridized graphitic shell. The cyclic 

voltammetry (CV) performance of nanodiamonds in Figure 4.S7b further 

demonstrates that AND-1000 presented a greater reduction capacity for chemical 

reactions and redox processes in PS (6.5 mM) and Na2SO4 (0.1 M) solutions.(37)  

Moreover, it is supposed that the PS activation process by NDs is similar to ORR on 

carbocatalysts, in which the O-O bonds in oxygen molecules are first activated by the 

carbon surface and then break up by obtaining electrons from the electrode to form 

H2O2 (two-electron pathway) or OH− (four-electron pathway).(38, 39) The promoted 

ORR performance on the AND-1000 (Figure 4.S8) also confirmed the enhanced 

catalysis in charge transfer and O-O bond activation. 
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Figure 4.S7. (a) EIS plots of ND and AND-1000 electrodes recorded at -0.3 V vs. 

Ag/AgCl under the influence of an AC voltage of 5 mV amplitude in 0.1 M KOH 

solution; (b) CVs of ND and AND-1000 catalysts in PS and Na2SO4 solution after 10 

cycles. (Scan rate: 50 mV s-1, [Na2SO4] = 0.1 M, [PS] = 6.5 mM, RDE rotating rate: 0 

rpm, N2 saturated) 
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Figure 4.S8. (a) CVs of ORR on ND and AND-1000 catalysts in O2-saturated KOH 

solution. (Scan rate: 100 mV s-1, [KOH] = 0.1 M) (b) LSVs of ORR on ND and AND-

1000 catalysts in O2-saturated KOH solution. (Scan rate: 5 mV s-1, RDE rotating rate: 

1600 rpm, [KOH] = 0.1 M)  

 

The effects of initial phenol concentration, catalyst loading, and dosage of PS on 

phenol degradation in corresponding kinetic behaviors are shown in Figures 4.S9. 

Different from initial phenol concentration and catalyst loading, the increase of PS 

loading shows a negligible influence on the degradation efficiency. As expected, the 

reaction rate increased with a higher phenol concentration (from 10 to 20 ppm), yet 

dropped slightly when excess phenol (40 ppm) was induced owing to the insufficiency 
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of the oxidant (PS).  When the catalyst loading increased from 0.1 to 0.2 g/L, the 

reaction rate constant raised from 0.021 to 0.084 min-1, then decreased to 0.066 min-1 

at a loading 0.4 g/L catalyst. Generally, increasing the catalyst dosage can bring in 

more active sites, and then remarkably enhance the catalytic performance. In the AOPs, 

when over-abundant active sites are introduced, the oxidant (PS) can be rapidly 

activated to generate tremendous reactive radicals in a very short time. The excessive 

radicals will give rise to chain termination reactions by self-quenching, herein slowing 

down the degradation efficiency. Interestingly, different from initial phenol 

concentration and catalyst loading, the increase of PS shows a negligible influence on 

the degradation efficiency. This might be ascribed to the limited active sites (defects) 

on nanodiamonds during PS activation 
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Figure 4.S9. Effects of (a) initial phenol concentration, (b) catalyst loading, and (c) 

dosage of PS on phenol removal.  
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Figure 4.S10. Effect of temperature for PS activation without carbocatalysts. 

 

Figure 4.3c indicates that 75.4% phenol removal was attained at 288 K in 120 min, 

while complete phenol oxidation was attained on AND-1000 at 298 K, and the time 

for complete phenol decomposition reduced to 45 and 20 min at 308 and 318 K, 

respectively. The influence of reaction temperature on PS activation by annealed 

nanodiamonds is more significant than that by graphene-based materials and carbon 

nanotubes reported before.(13, 15) The activation energy of phenol degradation on 

AND-1000 was evaluated to be 85.1 ± 8.1 kJ/mol, which is higher than that on the 

multi-walled carbon nanotubes (44.6 kJ/mol).(15) As physical approaches such as heat 

or UV are reported to be capable of activating PS to generate sulfate radicals for 

oxidation, the effect of reaction temperature without carbocatalysts is also provided in 

Figure 4.S10. It can be seen that the influence of temperature is insignificant giving 

1.9 and 4.4% phenol oxidation in 120 min at 298 and 308 K, respectively, while 19.6 
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and 81.7% phenol removals were yielded at 318 and 373 K, respectively. Therein, the 

improved oxidative effectiveness at low temperature was mostly attributed to the 

enhanced catalytic effect of AND-1000/PS system. The sp3-hybridized core 

demonstrated a superior thermal conductance from the diamond core to the shell and 

was beneficial for endothermic processes for phenol adsorption and oxidation, 

meanwhile facilitating the electron conduction from the core to shell and charge 

transfer on the nanodiamond surface.(28)  

 

In the previous studies, the reusability of metal catalysts for PS activation was rarely 

discussed, due to the irreversibility of homogeneous metal ions, severe metal-leaching 

and surface coverage of ferrous sulfate or ferric hydroxide on ZVI-based 

heterogeneous catalysts.(11, 40) The deactivation of the carbocatalysts is mainly due 

to the coverage of adsorbed intermediates, altered surface chemistry, minor change of 

pore structure, and oxidation or destruction of carbocatalysts in the highly oxidative 

environment with hydroxyl radicals.(41-43) Both XPS and FTIR spectra confirmed 

the increased oxygen level of the carbocatalyst (data not shown here) after the first run 

due to the surface oxidation and intermediates adsorption, meanwhile the SSA and 

pore volume slightly decreased owing to the change of pore structure and coverage of 

active sites.  We recently observed that carbon nanotubes demonstrated excellent 

activity and reusability in PMS activation owing to the highly graphitic and curved 

graphene shell structure.(44) In this study, the AND-1000 demonstrated an excellent 

reusability providing 100% phenol oxidation in the 2nd run.  Moreover, 89.0, 77.6, and 

69.1% phenol removal efficiencies were attained in 120 min in the 3rd, 4th, and 5th runs, 

respectively (Figure 4.3d). The stability of the surface-tuned nanodiamond is much 

better than chemically modified graphene, carbon nanotubes, cubic ordered 

mesoporous carbon (CMK-8) and activated carbon.(16) The excellent stability of the 

annealed nanodiamonds might be ascribed to the robust core-shell (sp3/sp2) hybrid 

structure, which exhibits a great resistance to oxidation. The deactivated AND-1000 

after the 5th run was regenerated with a thermal treatment (annealing at 573 K under 

nitrogen atmosphere for 1 h). The activity of passivated carbocatalyst was recovered 

with 98.1% phenol removal in 120 min due to the removal of adsorbed intermediates 

and tuning of oxidized diamond surface. 
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Figure 4.4. (a) Comparison of EPR spectra of PS activation on pristine nanodiamond 

and AND-1000. EPR spectra of active radicals induced by (b) homogeneous PS 

activation with Fe2+ and heterogeneous activation on (c) pristine NDs and (d) AND-

1000. (●: DMPO-OH, ♦: DMPO-SO4) 

 

EPR was employed to in situ detect the active species produced from PS activation on 

nanodiamonds. Figure 4.4a indicates that the radical intensity of AND-1000 is higher 

than that of pristine nanodiamond, suggesting a better capability of the AND-1000 to 

activate PS to generate free radicals. It was already known that homogeneous Fe2+/PS 

reaction would primarily produce sulfate radicals (SO4
•−) (Figure 4.4b). The persulfate 

radicals may also contribute to organic oxidation especially in the presence of O2 

which cannot be ruled out in this study.(45) Huang et a. also reported that EPR spectra 

in persulfate activated system change significantly due to the variation of PS/catalyst 

concentration and transition of major radical species (•OH and SO4
•−) along with the 

reaction time.(46) However, the nanodiamonds in this study were able to activate PS 

to mainly produce hydroxyl radicals (•OH) and only minor amount of sulfate radicals 

were detected throughout the reaction (Figures 4.4 c and d). Since persulfate (SO3-O-
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O-SO3) can be only decomposed to produce SO4
•− and the transition from SO4

•− to •OH 

should only contribute to a small portion of the produced •OH, the generation of 

hydroxyl radicals should be induced from water oxidation. We suppose that PS may 

be first activated by the graphitic shell and then oxidizes adsorbed water directly via 

one-electron transfer to generate hydroxyl radicals, while PS can get two electrons 

from carbocatalysts to produce two sulfate ions (SO4
2−) without the generation of 

sulfate radicals (SO4
•−) as illustrated in Scheme 4.1. The phenomenon is intrinsically 

distinct from ferrous ions and ZVI systems.(16) In a recent study, we first carried out 

density functional theory (DFT) calculations to reveal the PS activation process on 

carbocatalysts.(47) We found that when water was presented adjacent to a persulfate 

molecule on the surface of carbocatalyst, the H-O bond in H2O was significantly 

lengthened with greater tendance to donate electrons to the carbon matrix, meanwhile 

the persulfate molecule demonstrated enhanced adsorption energy, prolonged O-O 

bond, more charge transfer from the catalyst, suggesting the oxidation of water by PS 

and generation of hydroxyl radicals. 

 

 

Scheme 4.1. Proposed mechanism of persulfate activation on annealed nanodiamonds. 

 

To further verify the proposed process, the effect of solution pH on PS activation was 

investigated. Figure 4.5a shows that phenol degradation on AND-1000/PS system is 

favored at the basic condition and phenol oxidation efficiency enhances with the 

elevated pH values. Since a hydroxide ion with bare extra electrons is more easily to 

donate an electron to PS without activation of H-O bond compared with water 

molecules to form hydroxyl radicals, the higher pH is favorable for PS activation on a 

carbocatalyst. Moreover, AND-1000 remained a high catalytic activity for PS 
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activation in a much wider pH range (pH 2-11), compared with the conventional 

Fenton reactions (H2O2, pH<3), ozone- (O3), and peroxymonosulfate- (neutral and 

basic conditions) based oxidative reactions.(18, 48, 49) It should be pointing out that 

the basic condition was also reported to be able to facilitate PS activation, not 

significant for phenol oxidation in this study though.(6) Besides, the formation of 

phenoate species in the basic condition may impact the reactivity of phenol and 

intermediates in the oxidative processes. 
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Figure 4.5. Influences of (a) pH, (b) ethanol, (c) humic acid, and (d) chloride on phenol 

oxidation with PS/AND-1000. 

 

Recent studies indicated that nonradical oxidation might occur in PMS and PS 

activation and the existence of radical quenching agents did not remarkably affect the 

performances of organic decomposition in the oxidative systems.(44, 50)  Figure 4.5b 

shows that phenol removal efficiency and reaction rate constants decreased 

dramatically at high ratios of ethanol (a scavenger of hydroxyl radicals), suggesting 

the critical roles of radicals in the oxidation. Moreover, when the aqueous solution was 

completely replaced with ethanol (only 1% water remaining introduced in phenol stock 

solution), the oxidation was almost completely terminated which is intrinsically 
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distinctive from the nonradical dominated processes (Figure 4.S11). It should be 

noteworthy that ethanol might also function as an electron donor (competing with 

water) to prevent the radical formation rather than a radical scavenger to donate one 

electron transfer to persulfate via AND surface, hereby slowing down the oxidation 

rate.   
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Figure 4.S11. Effects of high dose of HA and EtOH on phenol oxidation by PS 

activation AND-1000. 

 

In a real wastewater matrix, the background organic matters and various radical 

scavengers would severely affect the organic degradation effectiveness.(20) Natural 

organic matters (NOMs), such as humic acid (HA), are rich in electrons and can serve 

as an oxidant scavenger to react with the reactive radicals, thus significantly decreasing 

the oxidation efficiency toward target contaminants. On the other hand, the NOMs 

with semiquinone radicals (phenols, quinones, and hydroquinones) are also reported 

to be able to mediate PMS and PS to generate •OH and SO4
•−.(8, 9, 12, 49)  Figure 4.5c 

indicates that the presence of HA at low concentrations presented a marginal impact 

on PS activation and phenol oxidation on AND-1000. The PS/AND-1000 system 

showed high-efficiency in phenol removal from wastewater in the presence of natural 

organic matters though the hydroxyl radicals were reported to be non-selective.(20, 51) 

The PS/AND-1000 can generate a myriad of free radicals that are capable of attacking 

phenol and HA simultaneously. Moreover, the phenol removal efficiency degreased 

gradually with increasing addition of HA (Figure 4.S11) due to the competing reaction 

of HA with hydroxyl radicals (Figure 4.S12) and insufficiency of the oxidants.  
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Figure 4.S12. Decolorization of HA and phenol solutions with PS on AND-1000. 

(Pure phenol solution is transparent) 

 

The influence of chloride ions in solution on catalytic phenol degradation is shown in 

Figure 4.5d. The presence of a minor amount of chloride ions results in a declined 

efficiency of phenol degradation because the chloride ions scavenge most of the sulfate 

radicals and a small part of hydroxyl radicals to form Cl• and Cl2
•−, which are less 

reactive than SO4
•− and •OH. However, superabundant chloride ions (Cl−) in the 

solution will not only shield SO4
•− and •OH, but also compete with the adsorbed water 

molecules to donate electrons on the carbon surface to PS to form Cl• (as indicated in 

Scheme 4.1) that subsequently combines another Cl− to produce Cl2
•−. This procedure 

is similar to the hydroxyl radical generation via oxidizing water with PS on the 

carbocatalysts. Besides, the generated myriad amounts of •OH can also react with Cl− 

to produce Cl• and Cl2
•− (Eq 4.3 ~ Eq 4.5) in an acid condition. The excess Cl2

•− can 

mineralize the electron-rich phenol and intermediates such as diphenols and 

benzoquinone, giving rise to enhanced efficiency of phenol removal via H-abstraction 

and one-electron oxidation.(19-21) It should be pointing out that the halogenated 

compounds such as dichlorophenols and trichlorophenols, which are produced from 

phenol mineralization and similar to disinfection byproducts, are highly toxic and more 
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resistant to be degraded in the advanced oxidation. The process should be controlled 

and optimized in future applications. 

 

4.4 Conclusions 

In summary, annealed nanodiamonds were discovered to be able to activate PS to 

selectively produce hydroxyl radicals via water oxidation. Such emerging catalysis 

demonstrated potentials for overcoming the demerits of both sulfate and hydroxyl 

radical-based reactions. The annealed graphitic core-shell structure with versatile 

defects of ANDs provides a fantastic environment for oxygen and PS activation by 

serving as a superb bridge for charge transfer. Besides, the intricate interactions of sp2 

and sp3 interfaces via conjugation effects are able to induce electron conduction from 

the nanodiamond core to shell surface, further enhancing the O-O breakup efficiency. 

Thus, AND/PS provides an excellent route for organic oxidation, which can be applied 

for contaminant decomposition and selective oxidation reactions by carbocatalysis. As 

ANDs are mainly synthesized via a detonation method and modified with thermal 

treatments, the high-cost of the carbocatalysts compared with conventional transition 

metals or metal oxides severely limits their wide application to environmental 

engineering. Thus, state-of-the-art strategies are still needed to be developed for 

preparation of efficient and cheap diamond-based carbocatalysts. In regard to future 

environmental implications, the novel oxidative system (PS/AND) should be 

evaluated for degradation of versatile persistent contaminants such as antibiotics (e.g. 

SCP in this study), pharmaceuticals, personal-care products, and endocrine disruption 

compounds. Moreover, the interference and impact of various natural organic matters 

(e. g. HA), radical scavengers (halogen ions) and potential byproducts should also be 

evaluated in the future studies.  
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Chapter 5. Nitrogen-Doped Graphene for Generation 

and Evolution of Reactive Radicals by Metal-Free 

Catalysis 

 

Abstract 

N-doped graphene (NG) nanomaterials were synthesized by directly annealing 

graphene oxide (GO) with a novel nitrogen precursor of melamine. A high N doping 

level, 8-11 at.%, was achieved at a moderate temperature. The sample of NG-700, 

obtained at a calcination temperature of 700 oC, showed the highest efficiency in 

degradation of phenol solutions by metal-free catalytic activation of 

peroxymonosulfate (PMS). The catalytic activity of the nitrogen doped rGO (NG-700) 

was about 80 times higher than un-doped rGO in phenol degradation. Moreover, the 

activity of NG-700 was 18.5 times higher than the most popular metal-based catalyst 

of nanocrystalline Co3O4 in PMS activation. Theoretical calculations using 

spinunrestricted density functional theory (DFT) were carried out to probe the active 

sites for PMS activation on N-doped graphene. In addition, experimental detection of 

generated radicals using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and competitive 

radical reactions were performed to reveal the PMS activation processes and 

pathways of phenol degradation on nanocarbons. It was observed that both •OH and 

SO4
•− existed in the oxidation processes and played critical roles in phenol oxidation.  
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5.1 Introduction 

In the past two decades, nanocarbons such  as carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene 

oxide (GO), reduced graphene oxide (rGO), graphene, graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) 

and other graphene-like materials have attracted worldwide attention, owing to the 

large theoretical surface area, high thermal conductivity, unique electronic property, 

and sp2-hybridized carbon configuration.(1-3) Studies on metal-free catalysis have 

demonstrated that nanocarbons can play promising roles in various catalytic processes 

for energy and environmental applications.(4-6) The employment of nanocarbons in 

water treatment as an alternative to metal-based catalysts, such as Co, Fe or Mn, is 

expected to completely avoid metal leaching and the associated secondary 

contamination. However, current applications of metal-free catalysis are mainly for 

energy and chemical synthesis,(7, 8) and metal-free remediation has been less explored.  

 

As one of advanced oxidation processes (AOPs), catalytic oxidation by sulfate radicals 

(SO4
•−) from peroxymonosulfate (PMS) has been applied to decompose the hazardous 

organic compounds in wastewater. Compared to hydroxyl radicals (•OH) in Fenton 

reaction, SO4
•− demonstrated a higher oxidative potential (2.5-3.1 V vs 2.7 V of •OH), 

and can adapt to a wide pH range.(9)  Homogeneous Co(II)/PMS and Mn(II)/PMS 

systems have been proven to be highly effective to generate active radicals for the 

AOPs.(9, 10) Nevertheless, the loss of toxic metals leads to severe environmental 

issues, giving rise to high risks to human beings. Heterogeneous catalysis using cobalt 

oxides,(11) supported cobalt oxides,(12) or manganese oxides(13) has been 

investigated, yet leaching is still inevitable. Therefore, novel metal-free catalysts with 

high catalytic efficiency are urgently required in terms of green catalysis for 

wastewater remediation.  

 

In pioneering studies, we found that rGO prepared by a hydrothermal method can 

effectively promote PMS activation to generate active radicals for degradation of 

phenol, chlorophenols, and dyes in aqueous solution.(14) It was also found that the 

zigzag edges and ketonic groups (C=O) on the edges of graphene might be the active 

sites for PMS activation. The delocalized electrons at the zigzag edges and little 

amount of oxygen-containing groups with rich electrons can present a great potential 

for the redox process.(15, 16) To improve the catalytic performance, structural 
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modification was carried out by physical and/or chemical activation of rGO.(17, 18)  

The specific surface area (SSA) of rGO can be increased from 200 to 1200 m2/g and 

the activated porous rGO demonstrated to be highly effective for adsorptive and 

oxidative removal of phenol and methylene blue (MB) in water. The studies also 

suggested that both oxygen groups and SSA played key roles in adsorption and 

catalytic oxidation of MB.(17) 

 

It was expected that chemically compositional modification would bring out instinct 

changes to nanocarbons, more significant than structural modification. It has been 

reported that doping heteroatoms (e.g. N, B and P) into the carbon honeycomb network 

can create more active sites and bring in new properties such as increasing the 

electrochemical catalytic activity, hydrophilicity, and higher selectivity towards 

oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) reaction and oxygen reduction reaction (ORR).(16, 

19) In environmental remediation, we proved that modification of rGO and pristine 

multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) with nitrogen atoms using ammonium 

nitrate as the N precursor can dramatically boost the performance of PMS 

activation.(20, 21) The SSA of N-rGO-350 was found to be as low as 64.1 m2/g, and 

the nitrogen doping level was 5.61 at.%. 

 

In this study, we presented a simple thermal process for synthesis of rGO with both 

structural and compositional modification.The prepared N-doped graphene (NG) 

presented a larger SSA (227.5 m2/g) and a higher N doping level (9.68 at.%). A 

stunning 80-fold enhancement was achieved on NG-700 in catalytic oxidation of 

phenol solutions compared with unmodified rGO. N-doped rGO also showed superior 

performance to g-C3N4, graphene nanosheets (GNs), rGO, single-walled carbon 

nanotube (SWCNT), N-doped graphene and carbon nanotube  utilizing ammonium 

nitrate as a nitrogen precursor, and a typical metal-based catalyst of crystalline Co3O4. 

Computational studies, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra and 

competitive radical reactions facilitated the first insights into the mechanism of PMS 

activation by the nanocarbons and the evolution of sulfate radicals in phenol oxidation.  
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5.2 Experimental Section 

Materials and Chemicals. Graphite powder (purity 99.9995%), potassium 

permanganate (KMnO4), sulphuric acid (95-97%), and potassium peroxymonosulfate 

(2KHSO5•3KHSO4•K2SO4, Oxone®) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Hydrogen 

peroxide (30%, H2O2) was obtained from Chem-Supply. Phenol was obtained from 

Ajax Finechem. 5,5-Dimethyl-1-pyrroline (DMPO, >99.0%) was obtained from Fluka. 

The multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), single-walled carbon nanotubes 

(SWCNTs) and graphene nanosheets (GNs) were purchased from Chengdu Organic 

Chemical, China. All chemicals were used as received without further purification. 

 

 

Scheme 5.1. Synthesis procedure of N-doped graphene. 

 

Synthesis of Nitrogen-Doped Graphene. Graphite oxide (GO) was synthesized 

through a modified Hummers’ method (22) and used for preparation of N-doped rGO. 

The preparation procedure is shown in Scheme 5.1. In a typical synthesis, GO (1.0 g) 

was dissolved in 50 mL of ethanol, stirred for 30 min and sonicated for another 30 min. 

Then melamine (1.0 g) was added to the mixed solution and then the suspension was 

heated to 50 ℃ on a hotplate to evaporate the ethanol gradually whilst stirring. The 

dried mixture was first heated in a muffle furnace at 450 ℃ and then in a tubular 

furnace for further calcination at 600, 700, and 800 ℃ for 1 h under N2 atmosphere to 

obtain NG-600, -700 and -800, respectively. The samples were washed with ultrapure 

water and ethanol for several times and dried in an oven at 60 ℃ overnight. Thus, the 

nitrogen-doped graphene (NG) was obtained.  

 

Characterization of Materials. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were acquired on a 

D8-Advanced diffractometer system from Bruker with Cu-Kα radiation (λ=1.5418 Å). 
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Fourier transform infrared spectra (FTIR) were obtained from a Bruker instrument 

with ATR correction mode. Thermogravimetric-differential thermal analysis (TG-

DTA) was recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Diamond thermal analyzer with a heating rate 

of 10 ℃/min in air. The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) equation and Barrett-Joyner-

Halenda (BJH) method were utilized to evaluate the specific surface area and pore size 

distribution of the carbon materials, respectively. Total organic carbon (TOC) was 

measured on a Shimadzu TOC-vcph analyzer. Raman spectra were obtained by using 

an ISA argon-laser Raman spectrometer. X-ray photoelectron microscopy (XPS) was 

conducted on a Thermo Escalab 250 using an Al-Kα X-ray source to detect the 

elemental composition of carbon materials. The morphological information of 

scanning electronic microscopy (SEM) image was analyzed on a Zeiss Neon 40EsV 

FIBSEM. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) from a Bruker EMS-plus was 

applied to probe the reactive radicals generated during activation of PMS captured by 

a spin trapping agent 5,5-dimethylpyrroline-oxide (DMPO), operating with center 

field of 3515G, sweep width of 100G, microwave frequency of 9.86 GHz, power 

setting of 18.75 mW, and scan number of 3. The EPR spectra were analyzed by the 

spin-fitting package of Bruker Xeon software. 

 

Evaluation of Phenol Catalytic Oxidation. The catalytic oxidation of phenol was 

performed in a 250 mL conical flask with phenol solution (20 ppm), catalyst (0.1 g/L) 

and PMS (2 g/L) in a constant temperature controlled water bath for the kinetic study. 

During each time interval, 1 mL solution was withdrawn by a syringe, filtered by a 

0.45 m Millipore film, and injected into a vial. Then 0.5 mL of methanol was also 

injected into the reaction solution as a quenching reagent. The mixed solution was 

analyzed by a high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC, Varian). The organics 

were separated by a C-18 column and analyzed by a UV detector (270 nm). The mobile 

phase was made of 30% acetonitrile and 70% ultrapure water and at a flowrate of 1 

mL/min. The intermediates tests were carried out with a flowrate of 0.1 mL/min at 220 

nm.  

 

Computational Models and Methodology. The spinunrestricted density functional 

theory (DFT) calculations were carried out using the Dmol3 package.(23) 

Exchangecorrelation functions were taken as generalized gradient approximation 
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(GGA) with PerdewBurkeErnzerhof (PBE).(24) Double numerical plus 

polarization (DNP) was employed as the basis set. The convergence tolerance of 

energy of 105 Hartree was applied (1 Hartree = 27.21 eV), and the maximal allowed 

force and displacement were 0.002 Hartree/Å and 0.005 Å, respectively. In the 

simulation, non-periodic graphene cluster was employed in the calculation, as shown 

in Scheme 5.2 below. The DFT+D method within the Grimme scheme(25) was used 

in all calculations to take the van der Waals forces into account.  

 

 

Scheme 5.2 Atomic structures of graphene before and after N doping. Pristine 

graphene (a) and graphene with different doping types ((b)-pyridinic N, (c)-pyrrolic N, 

and (d), (e)-graphitic N) are considered. The numbers indicate the adsorption sites of 

the H atom we considered. In this figure, the grey, white and blue balls are C, H and 

N atoms, respectively.  

 

5.3 Results and Discussions 

5.3.1 Characterization of Carbon Materials.  

XRD patterns of GO and nitrogen doped rGO samples are shown in Figure 5.1. The 

strong peak at 2θ = 10.2o is corresponding to the graphene oxide (002) reflection, 

demonstrating that a well-ordered and layered structure of GO is formed. The 

interlayer space (0.86 nm) is larger than that of pristine graphite (0.34 nm), indicating 

that the oxygen groups were introduced into the graphitic layer and the C=C double 

bonds were formed. After reduction, the peak at 2θ = 10.2o disappeared and a small 

sharp peak at 2θ = 25.1o emerged. The XRD patterns also showed that the degree of 

crystallinity (peak intensity) of the nitrogen-doped graphene increased with elevated 

temperature, while the peak was shifted to a higher 2θ degree, implying a better 

reducibility owing to removal of surface functional groups and that nitrogen atoms 

were successfully doped into the graphitic system.(26) 
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Figure 5.1. XRD patterns of GO and N doped rGO. Inset: high-resolution of 

graphite phase. 

 

 

Figure 5.2. SEM images of GO (a), rGO-700 (b), and NG-700 (c). 

 

Figure 5.2 presents SEM images of GO, rGO-700, and NG-700. It can be seen that 

exfoliated layers were found in rGO-700 and NG-700. Compared with the silk veil-

like morphology of rGO-700, partially aggregated and crinkled structure was obtained 

at the end of doped graphene sheets, originated from the created defective sites after 

nitrogen atoms incorporated into the graphene layer. It was reported that the GO layers 

would re-fabricated when annealing at high temperatures and can be influenced by the 

heteroatom doping process.(27)  
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Figure 5.3. Raman spectra of GO, rGO-700, and NG-700. 

 

Raman spectra have been widely used to investigate the degree of graphitization, 

number of layers, and doping status of graphene.(28) Figure 5.3 displays the Raman 

spectra of GO, rGO-700 and NG-700. The integrated intensity ratio of D band versus 

G band (ID/IG) is a significant parameter to reflect the defect and disorder level in the 

graphitic carbon layers.(29) The ID/IG value of NG-700 (1.34) is higher than GO (1.22) 

and rGO-700 (1.28), indicating that more defective sites were created through the 

incorporation of nitrogen atoms into the carbon network. The strong D band indicated 

that the N-doping would significantly enhance the defect density. It was reported that 

width of G band would be changed when doping with heteroatoms.(30, 31) In this 

study, the G band width came along with an order as NG-700 > GO > rGO-700, 

suggesting that N atoms were doped into the sp2 carbon networks.  

 

Figure 5.4 shows nitrogen sorption isotherm, pore size distribution and BET surface 

area of three NG samples doped at varying temperatures. It can be been seen that NG-

700 has a higher surface area (227.5 m2/g) than NG-600 (64.4 m2/g) and NG-800 

(104.9 m2/g). For carbon materials, high annealing temperature usually brings about 

porous structure, smaller nanocrytalline graphene sheets, and larger surface area, 

hereby creating more edges and defects.(17) However, the decreased surface area for 

NG-800 may be ascribed to the collapse of the carbon skeleton structure when the 

temperature is over 700 ℃.  Figure 5.4 (b) indicates that the pore structures of the NG 

catalysts prepared are primarily consisted of micro- and meso-pores (0~5 nm). 
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Figure 5.4. (a) N2 sorption isotherms, and (b) pore size distributions and BET surface 

area of NG-600, -700 and -800. 

 

Figure 5.5a displays XPS survey (0-1000 eV) of N-doped graphene to explore the 

elemental compositions. Figure 5.5(a) shows that the O/C ratios (oxygen versus carbon) 

of NG-600, -700, and -800 were measured to be 3.28, 3.11, and 2.41%, respectively, 

which were much lower than that of GO with a O/C ratio of 45%.(32) It has been 

reported that the acid oxygen groups like carboxyl and lactone began to decompose 

into CO2 at about 250 ℃, and the neutral and weak basic surface groups such as 

epoxide, quinone, phenol, and carbonyl would be volatilized into CO and CO2 between 

450 and 900 ℃.(33, 34) The desorption and decomposition properties of GO, NGs and 

the N precursor (melamine) were shown in Figure 5.S1. The quick weight loss before 

300 ℃ can be ascribed to the decomposition of the functional groups in GO. After 

500 ℃, the carbon skeleton started to break down due to combustion. It is worthwhile 

to note that melamine was completely combusted in air at 340 ℃, suggesting that most 

melamine was burnt and doped into the graphene during the process of annealing in 

the muffle furnace at 450 ℃. Previous research also revealed that certain surface oxides 

at edges and defect sites of GO might play a crucial role as the active sites in reaction 

with nitrogen precursors (the amino groups and the carbon nitride intermediates 

produced by thermal polymerization) for C-N bond formation, affording N-doping into 

the graphene layers, which is consistent with XPS and Raman spectra results.(33, 35, 

36) 
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600, NG-700, and NG-800, (c) Different types of N-doping. 
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The N1s peak at the binding energy of around 400 eV was observed on all the NG-

600, -700 and -800, presenting 11.39, 9.68 and 8.23 at.% nitrogen doping levels, 

respectively. Nitrogen contents in the graphene layer would reduce at an elevated 

temperature due to the breakup of C-N bonds.(33, 34) In this study, the catalysts had 

a high N-doping level (8.23-11.39 at.%), compared to those obtained from other 

reported methods such as the enhanced chemical vapor deposition (CVD) (5.0 

at.%(37)), plasma method (5.8 at.%(32)), annealing GO with NH3 at 300-1100 ℃  (3-

5 at.%(33)), and with ammonium nitrate at 350 ℃ (5.61 at.%(21)), suggesting that the 

melamine could act as a novel and efficient N precursor. 

 

Figure 5.5b displays the high-resolution N1s XPS spectra in a narrow range (393-407 

eV). N signals were fitted into three components: 398.3, 400.0 and 401.5 eV, 

corresponding to pyridinic N (nitrogen in a six-atom heterocyclic ring), pyrrolic N 

(nitrogen in a five-atom heterocyclic ring), and quaternary N (or graphitic N, sp2-

hybridized N neighboured with three sp2-C), respectively.(5, 21, 32, 38) The structures 

of different N species are shown in Figure 5.5c. It can been seen that, with elevated 

annealing temperature from 600 to 800 ℃, more graphitic N incorporated into the 

graphene basal plane from 20.06 to 28.47% due to the better thermal stability 

compared to pyrrole-like N.(33, 35, 39) Thus, the nitrogen compositional species and 

doping content could be controlled by synthesis conditions.  

 

3.3.2 Catalytic Performance of Carbon Materials in Phenol Degradation.  

The catalytic activities of various carbocatalysts were investigated in catalytic 

activation of PMS for phenol oxidation in aqueous solution. Figure 5.6a shows that 

PMS itself can hardly generate active radicals for phenol degradation without a solid 

catalyst. Meanwhile, without the addition of PMS, only around 4% phenol was 

removed on NG-700 due to adsorption.  Moreover, the GO and g-C3N4 (product from 

melamine polymerization) were not able to effectively activate PMS for the phenol 

oxidation reactions, indicating that the doped nitrogen was the active sites. Figure 5.6b 

reveals that NG-700 exhibited a greater catalytic performance to activate PMS for 

phenol degradation, compared to other nanocarbons such as graphene nanosheets 

(GNs), single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), rGO-700, N-doped rGO and 

MWCNTs using ammonium nitrate as the N precursor (NG-350 and N-CNT-350, 
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respectively) and a typical metal catalyst, Co3O4. A pseudo first order reaction was 

employed to estimate the kinetic rates as shown below:                       

                                      ln (
𝐶

𝐶0
) = −𝑘𝑡                                              Eq. (5.1) 

The reaction rate constants (k) of phenol oxidation on NG-700, rGO-700, GNs, 

SWCNTs, NG-350, N-CNT-350, and crystalline Co3O4 were then evaluated to be 

0.319, 0.004, 0.00138, 0.00697, 0.00995, 0.00851 and 0.0173 min-1, respectively. 

Upon nitrogen doping, the activity of rGO obtained from reduction at 700 oC with the 

same method can be enhanced by about 80 times. NG-700 not only showed a higher 

efficiency than other carbon allotropes, but superior to the popular metal-based catalyst 

of crystalline Co3O4 with more than 18 times enhancement. 
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Figure 5.6. (a) Phenol degradation under various reaction conditions, (b) PMS 

activation under various catalysts, (c) Effect of temperature on phenol removal. 

(Catalyst=0.05 g/L) (d) Stability and recyclability studies of NG-700. (Catalyst: 0.1 

g/L; PMS: 6.5 mM, Phenol: 20 mg/L, T: 25 ℃) 
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Figure 5.S2 further shows that all the samples of NG-600, -700, and -800 can 

completely degrade 20 ppm phenol within 15 min. In the same reaction conditions, 

they demonstrated much better catalytic performance than the carbon-based catalysts 

such as graphene (70% phenol removal in 180 min), N-doped graphene (annealing GO 

with ammonium nitrate at 350 ℃), and N-modified multi-walled CNTs with complete 

removal of phenol in 45 min in previous studies.(14, 20, 21) Approximate 75% TOC 

removal was achieved on NG-700 in 60 min (data not shown here).  
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Figure 5.S2. Catalytic oxidation of phenol on NG-600, NG-700 and NG-800 (catalyst: 

0.2 g/L, PMS: 6.5 mM, T: 25 ℃) 

 

NG-700 shows the best performance among the NGs, thus it was chosen for 

subsequent kinetic and stability studies. The influence of reaction temperature on 

phenol degradation is presented in Figure 5.6c. Interestingly, it was found that 

temperature presented only a marginal effect on the process of catalytic oxidation of 

phenol solution, which was also discovered in another study employing the N-doped 

carbon nanotube (N-CNT) as an effective catalyst for organic pollutant removal.(14) 

It suggests that the N-doping modification might lead to this effect, compared with 

rGO-700 without doping (data not shown here). The activation energy of NG-700 for 

catalytic oxidation of phenol was calculated to be 18.6 kJ/mol, lower than the reported 

value of CNT (33.3 kJ/mol), N-CNT (39.2 kJ/mol), and graphene (84.0 kJ/mol).(14, 

21) The induced N atoms could significantly activate the sp2 carbon system and reduce 

the activation energy for electron transfer from graphene surface to PMS, and impose 

a more significant impact on the processes of PMS activation.  
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Figure 5.S3. Effect of phenol initial concentration on phenol degradation. 

(Catalyst=0.2 g/L, PMS=6.5 mM, T=25 ℃) 
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Figure 5.S4. Effect of catalyst dosage on phenol degradation (phenol=20 mg/L, 

PMS=6.5 mM, T=25 ℃) 

 

Figure S3 displays the effect of initial phenol concentration on its degradation rate. It 

was found that phenol degradation efficiency tended to drop quickly with increasing 

initial phenol contents in solution. It can been seen that 100% phenol was degraded in 

5 min and 60 min for 20 and 50 mg/L, respectively, whereas only 75% phenol was 

degraded in 180 min at phenol concentration of 100 mg/L. The adsorbed phenol 

molecules and intermediates would cover the active sites of the catalyst, then hinder 

the activation of PMS. Moreover, the insufficient PMS might also be a limiting factor 

for degradation of high concentration of phenol solutions. Figure 5.S4 reveals the 

effect of catalyst dosage on phenol removal. At 0.05 g/L, 90% of phenol removal can 
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be achieved in 180 min, which can be significantly reduced to 30 and 5 min on a 

loading of 0.1 and 0.2 g/L, respectively. The increase of catalyst dosage will bring in 

more active sites to activate PMS, giving rise to the enhancement of catalytic 

efficiency. 

 

The stability and reusability were evaluated as shown in Figure 5.6. Around 58 and 

31% of phenol were removed after 180 min in the second and third runs, respectively, 

compared to 100% decomposition of phenol in 45 min for the fresh catalyst. A thermal 

treatment was applied to burn the covered intermediates on the active sites and edges 

of the catalyst. The activity was partially recovered through the thermal annealing and 

85% phenol removal was achieved, compared 31% removal at 3rd run in 180 min. The 

long-term stability of the metal-free NG is not comparable to most metal catalysts, 

which was also reported in other heterogeneous catalytic systems.(21, 40, 41) As 

shown in Table 5.S1 and Figure 5.S5, the specific surface area decreased from 227.5 

to 202.8 m2/g and the pore volume reduced from 0.67 to 0.46 cm3/g after 1st run, while 

no apparent changes were found in average pore size. Moreover, the XPS spectra 

revealed a great increase of oxygen level to 13.74 at.% and a decrease of N-doping 

level to 1.56 at.% on the used catalysts. The deactivation of the catalyst might be 

ascribed to intricate influences of surface chemistry and structural changes, including 

the adsorption of intermediates, coverage of surface active sites, changes of pore 

structures, and dopants re-fabrication in graphene network. The activity of passivated 

catalysts could be recovered via thermal annealing (Figure 5.6d) or hydrogenation at 

a mild condition to remove the adsorbed intermediates and to create a better reductive 

degree of graphene. Recently, we discovered that N-doped carbon nanotubes presented 

a much better stability than rGO, owing to that the surface chemistry of the rolled 

graphene shells of CNTs was more stable and robust than the chemically derived 

graphene with a highly defective degree.(6) It was indicated that nitrogen doped 

graphene with a robust structure and a higher doping level could be more stable in 

metal-free catalysis. 

 

Table 5.S1. Nitrogen sorption results of SNG before and after reaction 

 

 

BET surface 

area 

m2/g 

Pore volume 

cm3/g 

Average pore 

size 

Nm 

NG-700 227.5 0.67 5.3 

NG-700 after 1st 

run 

202.8 0.46 5.3 
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Figure 5.S5. (a) XPS survey and (b) N 1s high resolution spectra of NG-700 after 1st 

run. 

 

5.3.3. Mechanism of Generation and Evolution of Active Radicals and Reaction 

Pathways.  

Nanocarbons have demonstrated a promising activity for PMS activation for organic 

pollutant removal, yet the mechanism of activation processes has not been clearly 

illustrated (14, 42, 43). It was suggested that sp2 carbon, zigzag edges, and electron 

rich-containing oxides such as carboxyl and quinone might work as the real active sites 

to activate PMS for the advanced oxidation processes.(14, 17, 18) It was further 

suggested that substantial modification with nitrogen can dramatically enhance the 

catalytic performance of rGO and MWCNTs.(20, 21) 
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It was well reported that the introduction of heteroatoms into graphene layers would 

disrupt sp2-hybridized carbon configuration and modulate the physical, chemical, and 

electrical properties of graphene, meanwhile create new active sites for various 

reactions.(4, 7, 44) Theoretical studies indicated that the graphitic N, with a smaller 

covalent radius and higher electronegativity than C atom, can induce electron transfer 

from adjacent carbon atoms to nitrogen, thus breaking the chemical inertness of sp2 

carbon layer and altering the catalytic activity of graphene.(29, 39, 45) Luo et al.(46) 

demonstrated that pyridinic N, with a pair of lone electrons, is able to effectively alter 

the valance band of graphene and improve the π states of Fermi level. Long and co-

workers(38) found that the quaternary N could be the metal-free active sites for 

selectively catalytic oxidation of benzylic alcohol. Both theoretical and experimental 

investigations have shown that the graphitic nitrogen sites may lead to high charge 

density and asymmetric spin density and present extraordinary electron-catalytic 

activity towards oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), and more active sites can then be 

created with the enhancing nitrogen contents.(47-50)  

 

The proposed mechanism of PMS activation on N-doped graphene is illustrated in 

Scheme 5.3. We proposed that delocalized electrons from the zigzag edges of graphene 

would be able to demonstrate a high chemical activity and could be transferred to 

activate the PMS to generate radicals.(15, 51, 52) The Lewis basic sites with lone 

electrons such as ketonic groups, pyridinic, and pyrrolic N can present an extraordinary 

potential for the redox process.(16) Moreover, sp2-hybridized C in the graphene can 

be further activated by substantial doping of nitrogen atoms (graphitic N). In this study, 

a high N doping level (8-11 at.%) and large portion of substitutional doping (graphitic 

N, 20-28%) were achieved by a facile one-pot doping strategy. Both characterization 

and experimental results indicated that the catalytic activation of N-rGO does not 

simply rely on the N contents, but on the structure of graphene and N species. The 

graphitic N might play a dominant role for PMS activation as the positively charged 

adjacent carbon atoms presented greater potential for the chemical adsorption of 

HSO5
− and breaking up the O-O bond (HO−SO4

−) to generate active radicals.  
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Scheme 5.3. Proposed mechanism of PMS activation and phenol oxidation on N-

doped graphene. 

 

Table 5.1. DFT calculation results for PMS activation on different graphene models. 

 

 

Position Etot (Ha) Eb (eV) Q (e) 

Graphene (Panel a,  

Etot= -1608.94 Ha) 

1 -2383.41 -1.69 -0.556 

2 -2383.41 -1.62 -0.543 

N-doped graphene 

(Panel b,  

Etot= -1624.97 Ha) 

1 -2399.45 -1.59 -0.536 

2 -2399.45 -1.54 -0.519 

3 -2399.45 -1.54 -0.523 

N-doped graphene 

(Panel c,  

Etot= -1586.22 Ha) 

1 -2360.70 -1.81 -0.565 

2 -2360.71 -1.93 -0.438 

3 -2360.61  0.69 -0.516 

N-doped graphene 

(Panel d,  

Etot= -1625.53 Ha) 

1 -2400.04 -2.67 -0.888 

2 -2400.06 -2.98 -0.855 

3 -2400.04 -2.49 -0.767 

N-doped graphene 

(Panel e,  

Etot= -1625.53 Ha) 

1 -2400.05 -2.77 -0.831 

2 -2400.05 -2.69 -0.887 

3 -2400.04 -2.46 -0.889 

 

Theoretical calculations were then applied to give further insights into PMS activation 

process on graphene and N-doped graphene in different systems as shown in Scheme 

5.2. The minimum energy of each system was set as the basis energy when calculating 

the relative total energy (Etot). The adsorption energy of PMS (Eb) on graphene was 

calculated by Eb = Egraphene+PMS – Egraphene – EPMS, where Egraphene+PMS, Egraphene, and EPMS 

are total energies of graphene with PMS adsorption, graphene only, and free PMS 

molecule, respectively. Q is the electron transfer between PMS and graphene. It was 

observed from Table 5.1 that, compared with pristine graphene (panel a), the 

adsorption enhancement for PMS was mainly induced by the graphitic N (panel d and 

e), where a higher adsorption energy was found and more electrons were transferred 
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from graphene to PMS. For the other two types of N doping with pyridinic N (panel b) 

and pyrrolic N (panel c), the changes of adsorption energy and electron transfer were 

not significant. Therefore, the graphitic N doping can enhance the interaction between 

PMS and graphene, possibly inducing a higher activity for PMS adsorption and 

activation via getting electrons from graphene system and producing active radicals. 
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Figure 5.7. (a) EPR spectra of DMPO adducts under different conditions (●: DMPO-

OH, ♦: DMPO-SO4). (b) Intensity changes of DMPO adducts (Catalyst: 0.1 g/L; PMS: 

6.5 mM; phenol: 20 mg/L; T: 25 ℃; and DMPO: 0.16 mol/L) 

 

EPR spectra were acquired to experimentally probe the PMS activation processes. 

Figure 5.7a indicates that very few active radicals were generated by PMS itself 

without a catalyst and NG-700 presents excellent performance in PMS activation. Two 

types of radicals, •OH and SO4
•−, were detected during the activation and oxidation 

processes. The quantitative information of DMPO-SO4 adducts (αH=0.78, αH=1.48, αH 

=9.6, and αN =13.2) and DMPO-OH adducts (αH=14.8, αN=14.8) was presented in 

Figure 5.7b. Huang et al.(53) reported that the sulfate radicals served as the primary 

active species for catalytic oxidation of organic pollutants, whereas the initially 

produced hydroxyl radicals tended to activate PMS to produce sulfate radicals. In this 

study, lots of •OH were generated in the first 1 min, then its amount quickly dropped 

and raised again after 5 min, and the SO4
•− presented the same trend with relatively 

lower amounts. It was suggested that the NGs are able to effectively activate PMS to 

produce sulfate and hydroxyl radicals. The rapid drop of •OH amount was due to the 

consumption by phenol oxidation and the inter-conversion to SO4
•− (Eq. 5.3). An 
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upward trend after 5 min might be ascribed to the accumulation of •OH produced from 

PMS and transformation of SO4
•− (Eqs.5.2 and 5.6) as most of phenol molecules have 

been decomposed in the meantime. Sulfate radicals were consumed for oxidation of 

phenol and transferred to •OH (Eqs. 5.7 and 5.6) during the whole reaction. The EPR 

results strongly proved that NG-700 can effectively activate PMS to produce sulfate 

and hydroxyl radicals, and large quantity of •OH generated initially might play a 

crucial role for phenol degradation in the first few minutes. The competitive radical 

tests shown in Figure 5.S6 suggested that sulfate radicals also played a critical role for 

complete decomposition of phenol. It can be deduced that both •OH and SO4
•− work as 

active radicals to attack phenol compound during the oxidation process, and the 

generation of SO4
•− might have a close relationship with the initial existence of •OH in 

PMS activation. Scheme 5.S4 shows the possible degradation pathways, and the 

related intermediates were shown in Figures 5.S7. 

 

  HSO5
−  + 𝑒−  →   OH• + SO4

2−                                 Eq. (5.2) 

  HSO5
−  + 𝑒−  →   SO4

•− + 𝑂𝐻−                                   Eq. (5.3) 

  HSO5
−  − 𝑒−  →   SO5

•− + 𝐻+                                      Eq. (5.4) 

  OH • + SO4
2−  →   SO4

•− + 𝑂𝐻−                                Eq. (5.5) 

   SO4
•−  +  𝑂𝐻−  →   SO4

2− + OH•                              Eq. (5.6) 

   Phenol +  SO4
•− → several steps →   𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2𝑂 + SO4

2−              Eq. (5.7) 
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Figure 5.S6 Effects of ethanol and tert-butanol on the PMS activation for phenol 

degradation. 
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Figure 5.S7 (a) Several typical intermediates during phenol degradation, (b) variation 

of intermediates in the phenol oxidation process. 

 

 

Scheme 5.S4 Proposed reaction pathways of phenol oxidative degradation on N-rGO 

with PMS. 
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5.4 Conclusions 

Nitrogen-doped reduced graphene oxide with both structural and compositional 

modifications was synthesized by a one-pot method. The prepared N-doped graphene 

had larger SSAs and higher nitrogen contents. N-doped graphene showed outstanding 

performance in catalytic activation of PMS for oxidation of phenol, and was superior 

to many other carbon allotropes and a typical metal-based catalyst of Co3O4. Kinetic 

studies indicated that the initial phenol concentration and catalyst dosage will 

influence the kinetic rate, whereas the temperature does not show a strong effect. 

Theoretical calculations illustrated that quaternary N is able to dramatically reduce the 

adsorption energy and facilitate electron transfer for PMS activation on graphene 

sheets. EPR spectra and competitive radical tests suggested that both •OH and SO4
•− 

were generated during the activation processes and played key roles in phenol 

degradation. The reaction pathways were illustrated by identification of the 

intermediates. This study not only provided an excellent metal-free catalyst, but also, 

for the first time, illustrated the PMS activation and phenol degradation on 

nanocarbons. This metal-free catalysis will be significantly contributing to the pursuit 

of a sustainable remediation technology without any secondary contamination. With 

the development of state-of-the-art technology to synthesize low-cost and large-scale 

GO and graphene in the near future, this study will significantly contribute to 

development of highly robust and effective carbocatalysts for practical applications in 

aqueous reactions including water treatment. 
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Chapter 6. Sulfur and Nitrogen Co-Doped Graphene 

for Metal-Free Catalytic Oxidation Reactions 

 

Abstract 

Sulfur and nitrogen co-doped reduced graphene oxide (rGO) was synthesized by a 

facile method and demonstrated remarkably enhanced activities in metal-free 

activation of peroxymonosulfate (PMS) for catalytic oxidation of phenol. Based on a 

first-order kinetic model, S-N co-doped rGO (SNG) presented an apparent reaction 

rate constant of 0.043±0.002 min-1, which was 86.6, 22.8, 19.7, and 4.5-fold as high 

as that over graphene oxide (GO), rGO, S-doped rGO (S-rGO) and N-doped rGO (N-

rGO), respectively. A variety of characterization techniques and density functional 

theory (DFT) calculations were employed to investigate the synergistic effect of sulfur 

and nitrogen co-doping. Co-doping of rGO at an optimal sulfur loading can effectively 

break the inertness of carbon systems, activate the sp2-hybridized carbon lattice and 

facilitate the electron transfer from covalent graphene sheets for PMS activation. 

Moreover, both electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy and classical 

quenching tests were employed to investigate the generation and evolution of reactive 

radicals on the SNG sample for phenol catalytic oxidation. This study presented a 

novel metal-free catalyst for green remediation of organic pollutants in water. 
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6.1 Introduction 

Graphene, a sp2-hybridized honeycomb lattice carbon, has emerged as a novel 

nanocarbon in recent years. Unique electronic, physical, and chemical properties have 

made it a promising candidate for versatile applications in solar cells, lithium ion 

batteries, biosensors, and supercapacitors.(1-5) Several research has demonstrated that 

graphene can be employed as a metal-free catalyst for various heterogeneous reactions 

of oxygen-reduction reaction (ORR), oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) of alkanes, 

chemical synthesis, and environmental remediation, opening up a new material 

platform towards green and sustainable catalysis.(6-9) 

 

Graphene can be obtained through micromechanical exfoliation, chemical vapor 

deposition (CVD) or reduction of chemically exfoliated graphene oxide platelets.(10) 

The zero band-gap of pristine graphene was suggested to greatly limit the catalytic 

activity and has hindered its further applications.(11) Chemical doping has 

demonstrated to be an excellent strategy to break the inertness of the graphene layer 

and to modulate the electronic and chemical properties by tailoring the electron states 

(charge or/and spin density) within the graphene basal plane.(12)  

 

Substitutional doping with adventitious B, P, N, or S atoms into the carbon framework 

can modulate the chemical properties, create new active sites and dramatically enhance 

the catalytic activity of graphene.(5, 13, 14) Furthermore, co-doping by two or three 

elements with different electronegativities can give rise to a unique electron 

distribution and then result in a synergistic effect.(12) Zhao et al.(15) indicated that 

simultaneous introduction of B and N to adjacent positions of the carbon nanotube 

(CNT) honeycomb lattice created a neutralization effect between the electron donator 

(N) and acceptor (B). Zheng et al.(16) incorporated B atoms into N-doped graphene 

and discovered that the guest dopants were able to significantly enhance the activity 

of pyridinic N through a B-C-N bridge, resulting in synergistic coupling between the 

dopants (B and N). 

 

Notwithstanding that nanocarbons have been intensively investigated in many 

catalytic processes, very few studies have been focused on graphene materials for 

aqueous phase catalytic reactions. In a pioneer study, we first reported that reduced 
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graphene oxide exhibited notable catalysis in peroxymonosulfate (PMS) 

activation.(17) It was proposed that sp2 carbon with abundant free-flowing electrons 

and unconfined π electrons at the zigzag edges can effectively react with PMS to 

produce reactive radicals for phenol decomposition.(18) Further physical and chemical 

activation approaches were applied to modify the microstructure and surface features 

of graphene material.(19, 20) The specific surface area (SSA) was increased to a large 

extent and more defect sites were created for improving adsorption and catalysis. It 

was further found that compositional modification with nitrogen atoms doped into 

graphene can produce more significant enhancement for catalytically oxidative phenol 

degradation.(9) The doped nitrogen with a lone-pair electrons and higher 

electronegativity could act as the Lewis basic sites (pyridinic and pyrrolic N) to 

effectively activate the positively charged neighbouring sp2 carbon atoms via charge 

transfer (quaternary N) and disrupt the chemically inert nature of graphene 

network.(21) 

 

Significant improvements in ORR via co-doping motivated us to investigate whether 

co-doping of other heteroatoms (B, P, S, or I) with N could bring about new properties 

and further promote the catalysis on nitrogen doped graphene.(22-24) Our previous 

study found that co-doping with trace amounts of boron (0.1 wt% B2O3) was able to 

slightly improve the catalytic activity of N-doped graphene for phenol oxidative 

degradation, whereas co-doping with phosphorus did not show any effect.(9) It can be 

also observed that co-doping with iodine cannot further improve the activity for phenol 

oxidation (data not shown here). In this study, we employed various graphene 

derivatives as metal-free catalysts for PMS activation. Co-doping with sulfur greatly 

enhanced the catalytic efficiency of nitrogen doped graphene, suggesting that sulfur 

can act as a promising co-dopant to further improve the activity of chemically modified 

graphene toward PMS activation.  

 

6.2 Experimental Section 

6.2.1 Catalyst Preparation. All the chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 

and used as received without further purification. Graphene oxide (GO) was prepared 

by a modified Hummers’ method.(25) Graphite was oxidized by concentrated H2SO4 

and KMnO4, and then the produced slurry was reacted with H2O2. Details can be found 
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in our previous reports.(9, 17) For modified graphene synthesis, finely grounded GO 

(1.0 g) was dissolved in 100 mL ethanol, stirred for 30 min and sonicated for 30 min 

to form a well-dispersed solution. Ammonium nitrate (1.0 g) and diphenyl disulfide 

(DDS 0.3 g, unless noted elsewhere) were added to the mixture and stirred to dry at 

323 K. The product was grounded to fine particles and transferred to a muffle furnace 

for annealing at 623 K for one hour. The obtained black powder was washed with 

ultrapure water and ethanol for several times and dried in an oven overnight. Thus S 

and N co-doped graphene (SNG) sample was obtained. Single nitrogen or sulfur doped 

graphene (N-rGO or S-rGO-0.3) was prepared by the same procedure above without 

addition of DDS (or ammonium nitrate). Reduced graphene oxide (rGO) was prepared 

without addition of any dopant precursors.  

 

6.2.2 Materials Characterization. The morphological information of pristine and 

modified graphene was investigated by a ZEISS NEON 40EsB scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) and a JEOL-2011 transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 

Raman spectra were acquired on an ISA (Dilor) argon-laser Raman spectrometer. X-

ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on a Kratos AXIS Ultra DLD 

system with monochromated Al-Kα X-rays (1486.7 eV) under UHV conditions (< 1 × 

10-9 mBar). Spectra were fitted with Kratos Vision software and CasaXPS software 

and calibrated to yield a primary C 1s component at 284.5 eV. A Shirley background 

was applied, fitting with Voigt functions (30% Lorentzian component).  N2 sorption 

isotherms were obtained by a Micromeritics Tristar 3000 instrument to determine 

surface area and pore size distribution. Before analysis, the samples were degassed in 

vacuum at 373 K overnight. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) was employed 

on a Bruker EMS-plus instrument to probe the free radicals. The radicals were trapped 

with 5, 5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline N-oxide (DMPO) and the quantitative information was 

analyzed by Xeon software (Bruker) with hyperfine splitting constants DMPO-OH: 

αN=14.9G, αH=14.9 G; DMPO-SO4: αN=13.2 G, αH=9.6 G, αH=1.48G, αH=0.78 G. 

 

6.2.3 Catalytic Oxidation Procedure. Phenol oxidation was carried out in a 500 mL 

conical flask with 20 mg/L phenol solution and dipped in a constant-temperature water 

bath (298 K). The catalyst (0.2 g/L) was first added to the solution and stirred for 5 

min and then PMS (6.5 mM) was added to the solution to start the reaction. At each 

time interval, 1 mL of solution was withdrawn by a syringe, filtered by a 0.45 µm 
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Millipore film, and injected into a HPLC (high performance liquid chromatography) 

vial. The sample was mixed immediately with 0.5 mL of methanol to quench the 

reactive radicals, and then analyzed on a Varian HPLC using a UV detector (λ = 270 

nm) and a C18 column. The statistical analyses were obtained via performing three 

parallel experiments on the different carbocatalysts. 

 

6.2.4 Computational Methodology. A C54H18 cluster was used as a model graphene 

sheet for density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Sulfur was doped at the edge 

to give two single bonds to adjacent carbons as demonstrated experimentally using 

XPS.(26) For simplification, only graphitic N doping was considered. For co-doping, 

the relative positions of S and N were based on a previously reported model for 

investigation of ORR with various distances from S to N.(26) Electronic structure 

calculations were carried out using the FHI-aims all-electron DFT code(27) using 

numerical atom-centred orbitals as a basis set. The default “tight” orbital set was used. 

Calculations were performed at the gamma point using the PBE exchange-correlation 

functional(28) to a SCF convergence tolerance of 1×10-6 eV. Structures were fully 

relaxed to a force tolerance of 5×10-3 eV/ang. On-site charges were computed using 

the Bader analysis via the Bader code. (29) Spin isosurfaces (nup – ndown) were shown 

with an isosurface value of 0.007 electrons/ang3. Electrostatic potential were shown 

with an isosurface value of 0.105 electrons/ang3.  

 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1 Characterization of Materials.  

The morphologies and structure of GO and SNG were obtained from SEM and TEM 

images. Figure 6.1a shows that, different from the smooth surface of GO, silk-like 

wrinkled flakes and several stacked layers were observed on SNG. It was reported that 

the wrinkled sheets were originated from the reconstruction of graphene during 

thermal annealing. Moreover, the defective sites produced by the heteroatom doping 

process would further influence the re-fabrication procedure, leading to more 

compacted and disoriented features of graphene.(30, 31) TEM image in Figure 6.1b 

also revealed the stacked aggregates of SNG with wrinkled graphene sheets and the 

selected area electron diffraction (SAED) spot rings can be assigned to the hexagonal 

structure of honeycomb carbon lattice and graphite planes.(17, 32) The interlayer 
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spacing reduced from 0.83 nm (GO) to 0.34 nm (SNG) as indicated in  XRD spectra 

(data not shown here). During the doping process, more oxygen groups were removed 

and a better reducibility was achieved, leading to stronger π-π stacking between sp2-

hybridized graphene basal planes. The changes in chemical compositions and surface 

groups were also revealed by the following characterizations such as XRD and XPS 

studies. Moreover, enhanced catalytic performances were obtained owing to such 

modifications.(33)  

 

 

Figure 6.1. (a) SEM image and (b) TEM image of S-N co-doped graphene and SAED 

(inset), (c) N2 sorption and pore size distribution of SNG, and (d) Raman spectra of 

GO, rGO, N-rGO, and SNG. 

 

Figure 6.1c displays that the pore structure of SNG mainly had a mesopore 

distribution. The specific surface areas (SSAs) of GO, rGO, N-rGO, and SNG were 

29.9, 255.4, 81.5, and 69.1 m2/g, respectively. The SSA of rGO increased significantly 

after thermal annealing owing to the expansion and exfoliation of graphene layers. 

Heat treatment can contribute to expanding graphene layers, removing surface oxides 

and reducing the interaction between layers due to the removal of water and functional 
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groups at the surface and edges of graphene. However, the SSA of rGO decreased to 

some extents after doping with nitrogen and sulfur atoms, which was in consistent with 

the distortion and multi-layered structure presented in the SEM and TEM images. The 

decreased SSA of doped samples might be due to the lower exfoliation degree induced 

by the reduction/annealing processes with the presence of nitrogen and sulfur 

precursors. The intercalation of dopants resulted in the highly mis-orientated and 

crinkled structure to graphene planes, also prevented the formation of few layered 

structure.(34) 

 

Raman spectroscopy is a very powerful tool to evaluate the structure of nanocarbons 

and the quantity of exposed edges.(35, 36) Two peaks at 1310 and 1570 cm-1 observed 

in Figure 6.1d are corresponding to the D band and G band, respectively, and no 

obvious shifts were found. The D band usually results from the defects and distortion 

of carbon layers while the G band is closely related to the crystalline and graphitic 

structure.(34, 37) Therefore, the intensity ratio of D to G (ID/IG) can clearly indicate 

the defect degrees of carbon materials. Generally, introducing heteroatoms into the 

graphene network would create more defective sites and then increase the ID/IG 

ratio.(38) Specifically, the ID/IG value of rGO (1.20) is slightly higher than the GO 

(1.18), which was possibly attributed to the decays in graphene sheets and creation of 

more active edges during the thermal reduction process.(20) Compared with rGO, ID/IG 

ratios were enhanced after incorporating with N atoms (N-rGO, 1.23) and co-doping 

with N and S atoms (SNG, 1.30) into the graphene sheets. Co-doping of sulfur with 

nitrogen resulted in more defective sites and further interrupted the graphitic carbon 

configuration as well as electronic structure of graphene sheets.  
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Figure 6.2. (a) XPS survey of SNG, and high resolution XPS (b) C1s, (c) N1s, and (d) 

S 2p. 

 

Figure 6.2a displays the elemental composition from XPS analysis. Oxygen content 

was reduced from 31 at.% of GO to 11.11 at.% of rGO because of the decomposition 

of oxygen functional groups. A nitrogen doping level at 8.15 at.% was achieved, which 

was higher than that of  3~5 at.% via annealing in NH3 atmosphere and 5.8 at.% by a 

plasma-assisted method.(39, 40) Besides, a sulfur doping level of 0.69 at.% was 

obtained. The relatively low S content was attributed to the larger atom radius (1.03Å 

vs 0.71Å of N and 0.75Å of C), which makes it more difficult to be incorporated into 

the graphene layer.  

 

The strong peak at the binding energy of 284.8 eV was corresponding to the sp2-

hybridized carbon atoms in the honeycomb lattice. Figure 6.2b reveals that the C1s 

can be fitted into five components. The main peak at 284.8 eV was assigned to the sp2 

carbon, suggesting that most of the carbon atoms still remained in the conjugated 

graphene system,(41) which was further confirmed by the broad peak of shake-up 
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satellite at the binding energy of  290.7 eV. The peak at 284.8 eV (C2) was assigned 

to the sp2-carbon bonded with heteroatoms such as C-O, C-N, C=N, and C-S, while 

the peak at binding energy of 287.0 eV (C3) could be attributed to carbon atoms 

double-bonded with oxygen atoms such as C=O and/or O-C-O. The peak with a higher 

binding energy of 288.2 eV was possibly from the carbon atoms that bonded with N 

and O at the same time (N=C-O).(42)  

 

High resolution XPS N1s was obtained to investigate the doped N species (Figure 

6.2c). It is noted that three types of nitrogen: pyridine-like, pyrrole-like, and quaternary 

N (also known as graphitic N), were found in SNG with a level of 39.8, 51.6, and 8.6 

at.% in overall N dopants, respectively. It is well known that a higher temperature 

could afford more instinct doping of N into the graphene basal plane, whereas elevated 

temperatures could also break up the C-N bond and result in the loss of nitrogen.(39, 

43) Besides, the oxygen groups on GO can serve as active sites and bonding 

reconstruction are necessary for N atoms to be incorporated into the highly conjugated 

graphene lattice.(36, 37, 39) Figure 6.S1 shows the thermal analysis of the samples, 

indicating that the temperature of removal and decomposition of oxygen-functional 

groups was at the range of nitrogen doping process. 
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Figure 6.S1. TGA (a) and DSC (b) curves of carbon materials. Thermal stability was 

improved for rGO, N-rGo and SNG due to removal of functional groups. It is noted 

that only one great exothermal peak appears after doping.  
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Chemical states of sulfur dopants were illustrated in Figure 6.2d. Usually the S p2 peak 

would split into two linked peaks S p1/2 and S p3/2. The two adjacent peaks at 164.0 

and 165.2 eV were assigned to the C-S-C, whereas the peaks at the bind energy of 

around 167.8 and 169.9 eV were attributable to C-SOx-C(x = 2, 3, 4).(14, 44) The XPS 

indicated that sulfur atoms were successfully doped into the graphene layer. It is 

worthwhile noting that the S-doping was achieved in this study by a facile method 

without any critical synthesis conditions widely used in the previous studies such as 

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or thermal annealing at high temperature.(31, 45)  

 

6.3.2 Phenol Oxidative Degradation on Nanocarbons.  

The adsorption and catalytic oxidation profiles of phenol on various nanocarbons are 

shown in Figure 6.3. It is noted that PMS could rarely oxidize phenol and only 12% of 

phenol was removed in 180 min. About 15% of phenol removal was achieved by the 

adsorption of SNG-0.3. The SNG was able to completely degrade phenol in 90 min 

and demonstrated the best performance for phenol removal. The SNG was more 

efficient than the rGO prepared by a hydrothermal method and multi-walled carbon 

nanotubes with 71% and 76% phenol removal, respectively, within 180 min in 

previous studies.(17, 46) A first-order kinetic model was applied for the evaluation of 

catalytic phenol oxidation on graphene samples (Eq. 6.1).  

 

ln (
C

C0
) = −k𝑜𝑏𝑠 ∙ t               Eq (6.1) 

 

SNG-0.3 was found to have an apparent reaction rate constant of 0.043  0.002 min-1, 

which was 86.6, 22.8, 19.7, and 4.5 folds higher than that of GO, rGO, S-rGO-0.3 and 

N-rGO, respectively. The reaction rate of SNG for phenol degradation was estimated 

to be 0.860  0.040 ppm/min, which was much higher than Co-SBA-15/PMS (0.175 

ppm/min) and Co-ZSM-5/PMS (0.019 ppm/min) systems.(47, 48) In a pioneering 

study, a N-doped rGO was demonstrated to effectively activate PMS for phenol 

oxidation with a superior degradation efficiency comparable to the most popular metal 

oxides, such as α-MnO2 and Co3O4.(9) It can be seen that co-doping with nitrogen and 

sulfur into the graphene layer would further enhance the catalytic performance in 

phenol oxidation. 
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Figure 6.3. Phenol removal efficiencies on various carbon catalysts. 
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Figure 6.4. Effects of (a) catalyst loading, (b) PMS dosage, (c) initial phenol 

concentration, and (d) reaction temperature on phenol oxidation on S-N-G. 

 

Figure 6.4a presents the effect of the catalyst loading on PMS activation. It is well 

known that an increase of catalyst dosage can bring out more active sites to react with 

PMS, hereby dramatically promote the generation of active radicals. More specifically, 
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75% of phenol was decomposed in 180 min at 0.1 g/L catalysts, while 100% phenol 

removal was obtained in 90 and 20 min when the catalyst amount was increased to 0.2 

and 0.4 g/L, respectively. 

 

Phenol removal efficiency was also influenced by the dosage of PMS as shown in 

Figure 6.4b.  The total duration for 100% phenol degradation was reduced from 150 

to 30 min with the addition of PMS from 3.3 to 26 mM.  It was found that in the 

Co3O4/PMS system, further increase of PMS loading (more than 6.5 mM) would 

decrease the phenol removal efficiency, owing to the extra SO5
− in solution reacting 

with SO4
•−  to generate SO5

•−, which possesses a lower oxidative potential (1.1 V) than 

the SO4
•− (2.5-3.1 V).(48, 49) However, compared with the metal catalyst, SNG 

presented greater potential for catalytically activating large amounts of PMS for 

phenol decomposition.   

 

The influence of initial phenol concentration from 20 to 75 mg/L was presented in 

Figure 6.4c. As expected, the phenol degradation efficiency dropped with the 

increasing phenol concentration. The apparent reaction rate constants decreased from 

0.0430.002 min-1 (R2 = 0.993) to (9.10.8) × 10-3 min-1 (R2 = 0.930), (6.2  0.4) × 10-

3 min-1 (R2 = 0.941) and (3.1  0.5) × 10-3 min-1 (R2 = 0.905) with the addition of phenol 

from 20 to 35, 50, 75 mg/L, accordingly. It is deduced that the excess adsorption of 

phenol could cover the active sites of the catalysts, giving rise to the low catalytic 

activity for PMS activation. Moreover, the low reaction efficiency of phenol oxidation 

was also possibly due to the deficiency of PMS as the produced active radicals would 

be quickly consumed by the excess radical inhibitor (phenol and intermediates), 

thereby slowing down its own consumption by radicals. 

 

Reaction temperature also acts as a significant factor in phenol removal.  Figure 6.4d 

indicates that a higher reaction rate was achieved at an elevated temperature. For 

instance, complete phenol degradation was obtained in 60 min at the reaction 

temperature of 308 K (kobs = 0.080  0.005 min-1, R2 = 0.977), compared with 90 min 

and 180 min of phenol removal at 298 K (kobs = 0.043  0.002 min-1, R2 = 0.993) and 

288 K (kobs = 0.0210.005, R2 = 0.987), respectively. Based on the Arrhenius equation, 

the activation energy (Ea) of SNG for catalyzed phenol oxidative degradation was 
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estimated to be 49.6  1.6 kJ/mol, which was lower than that of pristine graphene (68.4 

 3.6 kJ/mol), S-rGO (86.2  2.5 kJ/mol) (data not shown here) and typical cobalt 

based catalysts (59.7~69.7 kJ/mol(17, 47, 50)), yet similar to that of N-rGO (48.8  

1.9 kJ/mol). The effect of sulfur level on phenol oxidation is shown in Figure 6.S8 , 

indicating that sulfur dopant also affected the catalytic activity of rGO. 

 

6.3.3 Catalytic Mechanism of PMS Activation on Graphene.  

It was reported that the more electronegative N atoms (3.04 vs 2.55 of carbon) can 

effectively facilitate electron transfer from the neighbouring C and lead to a high 

charge density of carbon atoms. On the other hand, sulfur has a close electronegativity 

(2.58) to carbon and can reduce the energy difference of graphene between the highest 

unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

(LUMO) after doping and alter the electron configuration of sp2 carbon system.(26, 

51, 52) Yang and co-workers suggested that the spin density played the dominant role 

for promoting ORR performance of the S-doped graphene.(14) Zhang et al. (53) 

reported that S-doped graphene clusters (sulfur or sulfur oxide) distributed at the 

zigzag edges would induce a larger spin and charge density to neighbouring carbon 

and create more active sites for the ORR reaction. Long et al. (37) suggested 

quaternary N to be the active sites for selective oxidation of benzylic alcohol. Recent 

studies also demonstrated that S-N co-doping presented a synergistic effect owing to 

the re-distribution of spin and charge densities and newly created more active sites. 

(26, 42, 45)  

 

Scheme 6.1. Molecular model of S-, N-dual doped graphene. 
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Table 6.1. Charge density of atoms in graphene model. 

Atom 

Number Graphene 

S-doped 

graphene 

N-doped 

graphene 

S-,N- doped 

graphene 

S-, S-, N- 

Graphene 

N -- -- -0.65 -0.65 -0.68 

S -- 0.12 -- 1.23 0.58 

C1 0.16 0.11 0.29 0.26 0.08 

C2 -0.09 0.08 0.29 0.36 0.17 

C3 -0.07 0.02 0.58 0.56 0.49 

C4 -0.01 -0.38 -0.10 -0.42 0.00 

C5 0.05 0.12 0.22 0.06 -0.31 

 

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out to give further insights 

into the effects of dopants on the electron states of carbon atoms in a graphene sheet 

model (Scheme 6.1). Figures 6.S2 shows the molecular structures and spin densities 

of pure and modified graphene materials. As seen in Table 6.1, negligible charge 

transfer among the involving carbon atoms was found in the S-doped graphene, while 

N doping induces a high positive charge density to the adjacent carbons (C1, C2, and 

C3). Co-doping of S into the N-doped graphene further increases the charge density of 

the C2 from 0.31 to 0.48. The electrostatic potential mapping in Figure 6.5 revealed 

that the doping process would significantly break the chemical inertness of pristine 

graphene and change the electron distribution and surface chemistry. The theoretical 

calculations were consistent with the experimental findings that single sulfur doping 

presented a poor activity for PMS activation, while N-rGO demonstrated a better 

performance for phenol removal. Sulfur and nitrogen co-doping demonstrated a 

greater catalytic activity than pristine graphene and S- or N-doped rGO. We supposed 

that positively charged carbon sites might be the active sites to facilitate the adsorption 

of HSO5
̶ and break up O-O bond (HO-SO4

-) in PMS activation.(54) The synergistic 

effect of S and N co-doping can effectively break the inertness of carbon systems, 

activate the sp2-hybridized carbon lattice and facilitate the electron transfer from 

covalent graphene sheets to PMS for radical generation.  

 

The effect of co-doped sulfur amount was investigated and the enhancement of 

catalysis is shown in Figure 6.6. The activity increased with the addition of BDS from 

the level of 0.05 ~ 0.3 g/g GO and dropped when the BDS/GO was increased to 0.5 
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g/g, yet still higher than the N-rGO. It was suggested that increasing sulfur amount in 

a certain range can improve the catalytic performance of phenol oxidative 

decomposition, yet the synergistic effect would be weakened when superabundant 

sulfur atoms were introduced into the graphene framework. The excess sulfur might 

break the charge balance of the covalent graphene electron system and disrupt the 

charge re-distribution when S became the dominant dopant as sole S-doping, 

presenting a poor catalytic activity as evidenced in Figure 6.S3. This is further verified 

by theoretical calculations that the charge density of C1, C2, C3 decreased from 0.26, 

0.36 and 0.56 (S-N-G) to 0.08, 0.17, and 0.49 (S-S-N-G), respectively, and that the 

positive charged area reduced significantly when one more sulfur atom was introduced 

into the S-N-graphene model (S-S-N-G, Figure 6.5e). It can be suggested that, 

compared with metal-based catalysts, the overall catalytic performance for PMS 

activation on graphene is not simply relying on the increasing of N and S active sites 

but the contributions from intricately synergistic coupling interactions between the 

dopants. The same phenomenon was also reported in B and N dual-doped systems.(16) 

 

 

Figure 6.S2. Spin density isosurface for (a) undoped model graphene, (b) S-G, (c) N-

G, (d) S-N-G, and (e) S-S-N-G. 
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Figure 6.5. Electrostatic potential mapping from charge density matrix for (a) undoped 

model graphene, (b) S-G, (c) N-G, (d) S-N-G, and (e) S-S-N-G. 
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Figure 6.6. Phenol removal on N-rGO and S, N co-doped rGO with different contents 

of sulfur precursor (per gram GO) (catalyst: 0.2 g/L; PMS: 6.5 mM; phenol: 20 mg/L; 

T: 298K) 
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Figure 6.S3. Phenol removal on S-doped rGO with different contents of sulfur 

precursor (catalyst: 0.2 g/L; PMS: 6.5 mM; phenol: 20 mg/L; T: 298 K) 

 

 

 

Scheme 6.S1. Proposed reaction pathways of phenol oxidation by PMS activation on 

SNG. 
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Figure 6.7. (a) EPR spectra of PMS activation under different conditions. (♥: DMPO-

OH, ♦: DMPO-SO4) (b) Radicals revolution during the PMS activation on SNG. 

(Catalyst: 0.2 g/L; PMS: 6.5 mM; phenol: 20 mg/L; T: 298 K; DMPO: 0.08 M) 

 

To experimentally probe the PMS activation processes, EPR was employed to identify 

the reactive radicals using DMPO as a spin trapping agent. Figure 6.7a shows that 

SNG demonstrated an excellent performance for activating PMS to generate active 

radicals. Radical revolution in Figure 6.7b reveals that both SO4
•− and •OH were 

quickly produced in the first five minutes. Their intensities then gradually went down 

owing to the consumption by phenol oxidation. Huang and co-workers (55, 56) applied 

Fe3O4 nanoparticles to activate PMS and found that only •OH was initially generated 

in the first few minutes and the concentration of SO4
•− climbed up afterwards. The 

same phenomena also occurred in a CoPc/PMS system. It can be suggested that the 
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radical generation process on nanocarbons might be different from that on metal-based 

catalysts. Chemically modified graphene can activate PMS to produce both sulfate and 

hydroxyl radicals effectively for pollutants degradation. It is noted that the relative 

intensity of DMOP-OH is much higher than that of DPMO-SO4, suggesting that •OH 

might play a critical role in phenol degradation, especially in the first few minutes. The 

competitive radical quenching tests (Figure 6.S4) indicate that sulfate radicals also 

presented a great effect in the whole process of phenol oxidation.  
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Figure 6.S4. Competitive radical tests under various conditions. (Catalyst: 0.2 g/L; 

PMS: 6.5 mM; phenol: 20 mg/L; T: 298 K) Ethanol (EtOH) and tert-butanol (TBA) 

are two classical radical scavengers to identify the reactive radicals. Ethanol can 

quickly react sulphate (kSO4•− = (1.6-7.7) × 109 M−1s−1) and hydroxyl radicals (k•OH = 

(1.2-2.8) × 109 M−1s−1), whereas tert-butanol (TBA) indicates different reaction rates 

towards sulfate (kSO4•− = (4.0-9.1) × 105 M−1s−1) and hydroxyl radicals (k•OH = (3.8-7.6) 

× 108 M−1s−1) 

 

Figure 6.S5 shows the stability of SNG in repeated uses. It should be noted that the 

stability of the SNG was not comparable to conventional metal-based catalysts. The 

poor reusability of nanocarbons applied under high oxidant concentration was also 

found in rGO, N-rGO, and BNG in our previous studies.(9, 17) Figures 6.S6 and Table 

6.S1 indicate the possible deactivation mechanism with changed surface chemistry and 

pore structures, which was due to the strong oxidation process and coverage of 

adsorbed phenol and intermediates which tend to block the pores and interact with sp2-

hybridized carbon lattice. Future studies need be done to design efficient and robust 
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carbocatalysts to improve the stability for practical application. Based on above 

studies, the degradation mechanism was proposed in Scheme 6.S1. This will provide 

informative results for future studies on the reusability enhancement. 
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Figure 6.S5. Stability and recyclability test of S-N-doped graphene. (Catalyst: 0.2 g/L; 

PMS: 6.5 mM; phenol: 20 mg/L; T: 298 K) The catalytic activity of SNG reduced 

significantly after the 1st use. Interestingly, it was found that the catalysts stabilized 

for the 2nd and 3rd use and almost no further active sites were recovered after heat 

treatment.  

 

Table 6.S1. Nitrogen sorption results of SNG before and after reaction 

 

 

BET surface area 

m2/g 

Pore volume 

cm3/g 

Average pore size 

nm SNG 69.1 0.17 9.1 

SNG used 43.8 0.12 12.0 
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Figure 6.S6. (a) XPS survey and high resolution spectra of (b) C1s, (c) N1s, (d) S2p 

for SNG after 1st run. 

 

6.4 Conclusions 

We developed a facile one-pot strategy to successfully incorporate sulfur and nitrogen 

atoms into graphene sheets. Both experimental and theoretical studies demonstrated 

that co-dopants (S and N) presented synergistically catalytic activity to enhance the 

PMS activation compared to the pristine and N- (or S-) sole-doped graphene. Kinetic 

studies indicated that catalyst loading, PMS dosage, initial phenol concentration and 

reaction temperature would pose significant influences on the phenol removal 

efficiencies. EPR spectra and competitive radical tests suggested that both hydroxyl 

and sulfate radicals were generated and played critical roles in phenol oxidative 

decomposition. The theoretical calculations also suggested that introducing sulfur into 

N-doped graphene can significantly change the surface charge distribution and 

electrostatic potential of graphene. Experimental results demonstrated that, compared 

with boron, phosphorus, and iodine, sulfur can function as an effective co-dopant to 

further enhance catalytic activity of N-doped graphene for phenol degradation with 
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radicals. This study suggested that chemically modified graphene is able to be utilized 

as a superior metal-free catalyst for sustainable environmental remediation. 
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Chapter 7. Effect of Nitrogen-Doping on Single-

Walled Carbon Nanotubes on Activation of 

Superoxide O-O Bond for Enhanced Metal-Free 

Oxidation  

 

Abstract 

Metal-free materials have demonstrated to be promising alternatives to conventional 

metal-based catalysts. Comparable catalysis on nanocarbons against cobalt- or 

manganese-based catalysts in peroxymonosulfate (PMS) activation has been achieved, 

yet the catalyst stability has to be addressed and the mechanism is also needed to be 

elucidated. In this study, N-doped carbon nanotubes  was employed as a metal-free 

catalyst for phenol catalytic oxidation with sulfate radicals, and more importantly, 

detailed mechanism in PMS activation and the roles of nitrogen heteroatoms were 

comprehensively investigated. For the first time, a non-radical pathway accompanying 

with radical generation (•OH and SO4
•−) in phenol oxidation with PMS was discovered 

upon nitrogen heteroatom doping. The NoCNTs presented an excellent stability due to 

the emerging non-radical processes. Moreover, emerging characteristics upon 

nitrogen-doping was differentiated in activation of superoxides over single-walled 

carbon nanotubes. Both experimental and theoretical studies revealed that enhanced 

peroxymonosulfate (PMS) activation is ascribed to a nonradical process while 

persulfate (PS) activation is accelerated via direct oxidizing water, yet hydrogen 

peroxide (H2O2) activation is inert to N-doping. This study dedicates the first insights 

into versatile N-doping in carbocatalysis for organic oxidation in sustainable 

remediation. The findings can be used for design of efficient and robust metal-free 

catalysts with both superior catalytic performance and high stability for various 

heterogeneous catalytic processes. 
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Part 1. N-Doping-Induced Nonradical Reaction on 

Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes for Catalytic 

Phenol Oxidation 

7.1 Introduction 

Modern chemistry and chemical engineering heavily rely on catalytic processes that 

have dramatically initiated and sustained global industrialization.(1) Most 

homogeneous and heterogeneous catalytic processes are based on either noble,(2) 

transition,(3) and rare-earth(4) metals or their oxides. The issues of metal-based 

catalysts, such as the scarcity in nature, deactivation, high cost in disposal of waste 

catalysts and secondary pollution, have been experienced in terms of sustainable 

development. Moreover, the inherent chemical complexity of metal-based catalysts, 

including various forms of polyvalent states,(5) bridging and terminal of lattice 

oxygen,(6) and side reactions,(7) has imposed a variety of difficulties in the 

mechanistic studies.(1, 8) Therefore, novel metal-free materials are highly desirable as 

alternatives to metal-based catalysts. 

 

In environmental remediation, advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) have been 

widely employed owing to the complete destruction of organic pollutants to water and 

carbon dioxide.(9) Most AOPs such as Fenton reaction,(10) catalytic ozonation,(11) 

photocatalysis(12) and oxidation with sulfate radicals,(13, 14) are based on catalytic 

processes. In most cases, metal-based catalysts were used to mediate the formation of 

reactive radicals. Hydroxyl radicals (
•
OH) have been observed in the most of above 

AOPs, and demonstrated high efficiencies and almost non-selectivity to organic 

pollutants. The demerits of hydroxyl radicals are low pH 3-4 (Fenton), use of specific 

instruments (ozonation and photocatalysis), and secondary contamination of sludge 

and metal leaching. (15)   

 

In 1956, Ball and Edward(16) discovered that peroxymonosulfuric acid (Caro’s acid) 

was highly reactive and able to facilitate degradation of pollutants in water. The 

involved sulfate radicals not only are flexible to a wide pH range up to natural and 

basic conditions, but also have a higher redox potential of 2.5-3.1 V than 1.8-2.7 V of 
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hydroxyl radicals, indicating a more powerful oxidation capability.(17, 18) 

Homogeneous metal ions(13, 14) and heterogeneous metal oxides(5, 15, 19, 20) have 

been recently applied to activate peroxymonosulfate (PMS) to generate sulfate radicals 

for decomposition of organic pollutants. The main problem of these catalytic oxidation 

processes was toxic metal leaching. 

 

Recently, metal-free materials have attracted increasing attention as sustainable 

alternatives to metal-based catalysts. In energy conversion or chemical synthesis, 

metal-free catalysts are expected to reduce the cost, prevent deactivation and facilitate 

mechanistic studies.(21-23) For environmental catalysis, metal-free catalysts can 

provide an extra advantage of non-secondary contamination especially in water 

remediation. For the first time, we reported that chemically reduced graphene oxide 

(rGO) is able to activate PMS to produce sulfate radicals for phenol oxidation.(24) 

Physical and chemical modifications were able to create porous structures and tune the 

surface acidity/alkalinity, and then improve the adsorption and catalytic activity of 

rGO.(25, 26) Further studies also suggested that nitrogen doping can significantly 

enhance the efficiencies of nanocarbons in PMS activation.(27, 28) Though oxygen 

functional groups, defective edges and heteroatoms in sp2 carbon framework were 

suggested to be the active sites, solid and insightful mechanism of PMS activation on 

nanocarbons is still lacking. Moreover, the stability of metal-free materials is required 

to enable the practical applications. 

 

In this study, we developed a one-pot synthesis of N-doped nanocarbon (NoCNT-700) 

using single-walled carbon nanotubes (oCNTs) with a novel N precursor of melamine 

at 700 oC. This synthesis was free of critical conditions such as vacuum, plasma and 

high temperature above 900 oC, and toxic/explosive nitrogen precursors like NH3 and 

ammonium nitrate.(27-29) The high degree of graphitic structure and low oxygen 

content in CNTs would make it possible to identify the roles of doped nitrogen. 

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and classical radical quenching tests were 

used to investigate the PMS activation and phenol oxidation. Unlike other AOPs in 

which free radicals are the keys for organic degradation, non-radical processes were, 

for the first time, observed on the modified CNT samples upon nitrogen doping. Non-

radical processes were identified in Fenton or Gif chemistry (selective hydrocarbon 

activation chemistry),(30-32) yet have been barely reported in AOPs. Very recently, 
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Zhang et al.(33, 34) indicated that ozonation or peroxydisulfate (PDS) activation 

without radical generation can degrade organic pollutants in water. CuO was essential 

in the ozonation and PDS activation. Nevertheless, the non-radical oxidation has never 

been reported in carbocatalysis for heterogeneous oxidation. The observation of non-

radical processes of PMS activation upon nitrogen doping in this study significantly 

contributed to mechanistic studies on the active sites of metal-free catalysts and 

suggested an efficient strategy for improving the catalytic stability of such catalysts. 

 

7.2 Experimental Section 

7.2.1 Synthesis of Nitrogen Modified Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes 

(SWCNTs). Commercial SWCNTs (1.0 g, 99.9%) were firstly mixed with nitric acid 

(100 mL, 70 wt.%) and stirred on a hotplate at 100 ℃ for 4 h to remove any metal 

residuals to get metal-free CNT(oCNT). The material was filtered and washed with 

ultrapure water and dried in an oven at 60 ℃ overnight. Melamine was added to the 

oCNT/ethanol suspension, and stirred at 50 ℃ to evaporate ethanol to obtain a 

homogenous mixture of oCNT and melamine. The dried mixture was transferred to a 

tube furnace for annealing at 700 ℃ for 1 h under N2 (40 mL/min) atmosphere. The 

sample was collected and washed with ultrapure water several times and dried at 60 

℃ in an oven overnight. Thus, nitrogen-doped carbon nanotubes (NoCNT-700) were 

obtained. oCNT-700 was prepared with the same procedure without melamine. 

NoCNT-350 was prepared using ammonium nitrate as a N precursor for annealing at 

350 oC. 

 

7.2.2 Characterization of Materials. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were obtained 

on a Bruker D8-Advanced X-ray instrument using Cu-Kα radiation with λ at 1.5418 

Å. Raman spectra were acquired on an ISA dispersive Raman spectrometer using 

argon ion lasers (514 nm). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on 

a Kratos AXIS Ultra DLD system under UHV condition with Al-Kα X-ray to 

investigate the composition and chemical states. Data were analyzed with Kratos 

Vision and CasaXPS software.  

 

7.2.3 Evaluation of the Catalytic Performance. The catalytic activity of the materials 

was evaluated in catalytic oxidation of phenol. The reactions were carried out in phenol 
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aqueous solution (20 ppm, 500 mL) with a catalyst (100 mg/L) and PMS (6.5 mM) at 

25 oC. During each interval, 1 mL solution was withdrawn by a syringe and filtered by 

a 0.45 m film, and injected into a vial that was priorly filled with 0.5 mL methanol 

for quenching the reaction. The sample was analyzed by a high performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC, Varian) with a C-18 column. After each run, the used catalyst 

was collected by ultrasonic washing for 5 min and washed with ultrapure water (500 

mL) 3 times, filtered and dried in an oven for reuse.  

 

7.2.4 Mechanistic Studies of the Catalytic Processes. An EMS-plus EPR instrument 

from Bruker was employed to detect the free radicals captured by 5,5-dimethyl-1-

pyrroline (DMPO, >99.0%) during PMS activation, operating at the following 

conditions: center field: 3515G; sweep width: 100G; microwave frequency:  9.87GHz; 

power setting: 18.75mW; and scan number: 3. The radical quantitative information 

was acquired from the Spin Fitting from Bruker Xenon Software Package. 

Identification of major radicals as well as the radical vs non-radical processes were 

investigated by classical quenching tests. The procedure was similar to the typical 

phenol degradation mentioned above, but the reactions were carried out with addition 

of different amounts of ethanol. 

 

7.3 Results and Discussion 

XRD patterns of pristine and modified SWCNTs are illustrated in Figure 7.1.1a. The 

strong diffraction peak at 25.9° and weak peak at 43.0° were, respectively, assigned to 

the (002) and (111) reflections of the hexagonal graphitic structure of carbon 

nanotube.(35, 36) Thermal treatment and nitrogen doping at 350 or 700 oC did not 

significantly change the XRD patterns, indicating the stable crystal structure of the 

CNTs.  

 

Raman spectra of CNTs are displayed in Figure 7.1.1b. The characteristic D band 

(1319 cm-1), G band (1580 cm-1), and 2D band (2623 cm-1) were observed. The D band 

to G band ratios (ID/IG) can be used to evaluate the structural disorder of carbon 

materials.(37) The ID/IG values of oCNT, oCNT-700, NoCNT-350, and NoCNT-700 

were estimated to be 0.205, 0.212, 0.247, and 0.354, respectively. It could be found 

that the defective degree of oCNT and oCNT-700 was at a low level. Also, N doping 
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could bring about great interruption to the well-ordered sp2 hybridized and curved 

honeycomb nanosheets. It was worthwhile to note that the ID/IG of NoCNT was much 

lower than the doped graphene (commonly ˃1),(37-39) suggesting that after doping 

the graphitic structure of CNTs still remained very well, which can also be confirmed 

by the results of XRD, SEM (scanning electron microscopy), and TEM (transition 

electron microscopy)(Figure 7.1.S1). (40)  
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Figure 7.1.1. (a) XRD patterns of oCNT, oCNT-700, NoCNT-350 and NoCNT-700, 

(b) Raman spectra of CNTs samples, (c) XPS survey of CNTs samples, (d) N1s spectra 

of NoCNT-700. 

 

XPS studies were carried out to give insights into the composition and chemical states 

of nitrogen-doped CNTs. As shown in Figure 7.1.1c, 2.34 at.% of oxygen was 

presented on the pristine CNTs due to the pre-treatment using nitric acid. The oxygen 

level was subsequently reduced to 1.40 at.%, 1.84 at.% and 1.15 at.% on oCNT-700 

after thermal annealing, NoCNT-350 (low-temperature doping) and NoCNT-700 

(high-temperature doping), respectively. The oxygen contents in the CNTs samples 

were much lower than rGO (14.44 at.%) and N-rGO (11.53 at.%) derived from 
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reduction of graphite oxide,(27) therefore, the effect of oxygen functional groups on 

catalytic performance was minimized. It is well known that oxides (carboxyl and 

lactone) started to decompose at the elevated temperatures and the oxygen functional 

groups played a significant role in reacting with the nitrogen precursors to form C-N 

bond in the doping process.(37, 41, 42) In this study, N doping at around 0.75 at.% 

and 0.80 at.% was achieved on the NoCNT-350 and NoCNT-700, respectively. The 

relative low doping levels compared with N-rGO (5.61 at.%)(27) was ascribed to the 

highly stable structure of the rolled graphene sheets, as rGO usually underwent a self-

reconstruction and re-fabrication process during the thermal annealing and doping 

processes.(28, 43) High resolution XPS N1s spectrum of NoCNT-700 in Figure 7.1.1d 

was fitted into four peaks with the binding energies at 398.2, 399.9, 401.2, and 403.5 

eV, corresponding to the pyridinic, pyrrolic, graphitic (or quaternary) N, and nitrogen 

oxides, respectively.(37, 41, 42) Substitutional nitrogen doping was achieved at a 

portion of 16.0 at.% in the overall nitrogen dopants. On the other hand, only pyridinic 

and pyrrolic nitrogen species were found in NoCNT-350 (data not shown here) due to 

the low annealing temperature.(28) It was well believed that higher annealing 

temperature can produce more graphitic nitrogen in the carbon network.(37, 42, 44) 

 

 

Figure 7.1.S1. (a)SEM (b)TEM image of NoCNT-700. 

 

The catalytic performances of the metal-free nanocarbon materials were evaluated in 

catalytic activation of PMS for phenol degradation in water solutions. As shown in 

Figure 7.1.2a, PMS itself could barely degrade phenol indicating that ambient 

temperature is not able to activate PMS to produce sulfate radicals. Without PMS, only 

10% phenol was removed due to adsorption. Undoped oCNT showed a moderate 

(a) (b) 
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activity in PMS activation, and 56.5% phenol was decomposed in 180 min with sulfate 

radicals. It was found that both high-temperature annealing and nitrogen doping can 

significantly improve the catalytic activity of CNT samples. Phenol removal at 100% 

was achieved on NoCNT-700, NoCNT-350, and oCNT-700 in 20, 45 and 150 min, 

respectively. The reaction rate constants for the oCNT, oCNT-700 and NoCNT-700 

were estimated to be 0.0043, 0.0231 and 0.2466 min-1, respectively, and the NoCNT-

700 presented 57.4- and 10.7-fold enhancement over oCNT and oCNT-700, 

respectively. The catalytic activities of CNTs samples were compared with two most 

popular metal-based catalysts in the same conditions. α-MnO2 and Co3O4 provided 

93.3% and 100% phenol removal in 180 min, respectively, and the degradation rate of 

NoCNT-700 was 16.9  and 15.6 times higher than α-MnO2 and Co3O4 accordingly, 

implying that the metal-free catalyst demonstrated a superior efficiency in PMS 

activation for phenol degradation.  
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Figure 7.1.2. (a) Phenol removal in various conditions, (b) effect of N-doping 

temperature on catalytic activity, (c) effect of reaction temperature on phenol 

degradation and estimation of activation energy (inset) (catalyst = 50 mg/L) and (d) 

stability tests of PMS/NoCNT-700. Reaction conditions: phenol = 20 ppm, catalyst = 

100 mg/L, PMS = 6.5 mM, temperature = 25 oC.  
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Figure 7.1.2b presented the catalytic performances of N-doped CNTs derived at 

different annealing temperatures. It was found that the best catalytic performance was 

achieved on NoCNT-700. It was well reported that high annealing temperature could 

generate more quaternary nitrogen, which is more thermally stable than the pyrrolic 

N, into the carbon lattice during the re-construction of graphene sheets under 

annealing. However, even higher temperature would give rise to the break-up of C-N 

bond and nitrogen removal.(37, 42, 44) The effect of solution temperature on PMS 

activation on NoCNT-700 is shown in Figure 7.1.2c. It can be seen that the phenol 

degradation efficiency slightly increased at the elevated temperatures. Specifically, 

100% phenol removal was achieved in 60 min at 15 °C (catalyst = 50 mg/L), and the 

reaction time for the same phenol removal efficiency decreased to 45 and 30 min at 25 

and 35 °C, respectively. The activation energy was reduced from 43.8 kJ/mol (on 

oCNT-700, data not shown here) to 36.0 kJ/mol (on NoCNT-700) after nitrogen 

modification.  

 

Reusability tests were also carried out on NoCNT-700 and the results are shown in 

Figure 7.1.2d. The fresh sample (first run) was able to completely decompose phenol 

in 20 min and phenol removals at 100% and 89% were attained in 120 min and 180 

min for the 2nd and 3rd runs, respectively. In a similar study, MnO2 supported cobalt 

catalyst decomposed 100% phenol in 90 min in the first run,(45) and the time for 

complete phenol removal increased to 150 and 180 min at the second and third runs, 

respectively. In another study,(15) the time for complete phenol oxidation on 3D MnO2 

in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd runs was 30, 45 and 60 min, respectively. It can be seen that the 

deactivation on metal-free NoCNT-700 was not as good as cobalt- and manganese-

based catalysts. Nevertheless, the catalytic stability of NoCNT-700 was much higher 

than rGO,(24) which achieved complete decomposition of phenol in 150 min in 1st 

run, yet only 58% and 25% phenol removals were achieved in 180 min for the 2nd and 

3rd runs, respectively. On nitrogen doped rGO,(27) 100% phenol removal required 45 

min in 1st run. However, in 2nd run, only 56.0% phenol removal was achieved in 180 

min. The high stability of NoCNT-700 will be discussed below in mechanistic studies. 

 

Different from the polyvalent metal sites, the catalytic performance of nanocarbons in 

heterogeneous systems is closely related to the intricate electronic states and spin 
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culture of the covalent carbon system.(24) PMS activation indeed relies on the electron 

transfer from the catalyst to PMS to break up O3SO—OH bond and generate active 

radicals. The abundant free-flowing electrons in the sp2 hybridized graphene shell 

could present great potential to facilitate electron transport to HSO5
− (PMS) to generate 

sulfate (SO4
•−) and hydroxyl (•OH) radicals. Unlike the flat sp2 hybridizations of 2D 

graphene, the π orbitals of curved 1D carbon nanotubes contain a certain numbers of s 

electrons with p electrons, probably resulting in higher chemical activities.(46) 

Besides, the defective sites such as vacancies and non-six-carbon rings, zigzag edges 

with unconfined π electrons, and Lewis basic groups such as ketonic and quinone 

groups (C═O) at the defective edges of nanocarbons played more important roles in 

presenting catalytic potential to induce a redox process.(21, 22, 24, 25, 47) The 

promoted catalytic performance of oCNT-700 was possibly due to the removal of 

excess of surface functional groups (the oxygen contents decreased from 2.34 to 1.40 

at.%), which might interfere the electron transfer from the CNT sp2 hybridized carbon 

system. Decline in oxygen content would also lead to a better reducibility of carbon 

substrate, tuning the surface charge density, and creating new defective sites during 

the thermal annealing process. Further doping of N atoms dramatically promoted the 

catalytic process. In a previous study, we found that nitric oxide (NOx) demonstrated 

poor enhancement toward PMS activation.(28) The NoCNT-350 obtained a 21.4-fold 

enhancement over oCNT in PMS activation with a similar N doping level, yet in that 

case only pyridinic and pyrrolic N were formed at the defective sites other than 

substitutional doping in the carbon framework. NoCNT-700 successfully afforded 

quaternary N into the rolled graphene sheets and presented a stunning reaction rate of 

57.4 times faster than oCNT, suggesting that the graphitic N might play a key role in 

PMS activation. It was reported that the quaternary N has a higher electronegativity 

and smaller covalent radius to facilitate the electron-transfer from neighbouring C, 

giving rise to high asymmetric spin and charge density to the adjacent carbon 

atoms.(44, 48) 

 

It was suggested that metal-based catalysts can activate PMS to produce both hydroxyl 

and sulfate radicals.(49-51) However, PMS activation processes on metal-free 

materials have never been investigated. Here, we first employ electron paramagnetic 

resonance (EPR) to probe the generation and evolution of reactive radicals using 5,5-

dimethyl-1-pyrroline (DMPO) as a radical spin trapping agent. Figure 7.1.3a 
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demonstrates that NoCNT-700 was able to effectively activate PMS to generate both 

SO4
•− and •OH. Figure 7.1.3b further illustrates that the active radicals were produced 

rapidly showing higher concentration in the first few minutes and then dropping 

gradually due to the consumption in phenol oxidation.  
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Figure 7.1.3. (a) EPR spectra of PMS activation with NoCNT-700 (●: DMPO-OH, ♦: 

DMPO-SO4), (b) Radical evolution during PMS activation on NoCNT-700.  

 

Ethanol was applied as a radical scavenger to quickly react with both hydroxyl and 

sulfate radical species (kSO4•−
 =1.6~7.8 ×107 M−1 s−1, k•OH

 =1.2~2.8 ×109 M−1 s−1) 

generated in the activation process.(52) In most AOPs, the radicals are essential for 

the organic degradation reactions. Therefore, if the quenching reagent of ethanol is 

present in solutions, the degradation would be significantly reduced or prevented. 
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Control experiments were carried out to compare the catalytic performances with 

addition of the quenching reagent of ethanol on Co3O4, oCNTs and N-doped CNTs, 

respectively. Figure 7.1.4a shows the effect of ethanol on phenol catalytic oxidation 

over a conventional catalyst of cobalt oxide. In the standard condition, 20 ppm phenol 

was completely removed in 180 min. When ethanol was added into the reaction 

solution at a molar ratio of 500: 1 (ethanol: PMS), phenol degradation efficiency 

declined significantly. In 180 min, only around 40% phenol was decomposed. The 

more ethanol in solution, the lower phenol degradation is. When all water was replaced 

by ethanol, no phenol degradation was observed, indicating that all generated radicals 

were quenched rapidly by ethanol before reacting with phenol molecules. Figure 

7.1.4b examined the behavior of phenol degradation on oCNT-700 in the presence of 

ethanol. Similar results were obtained as those of Co3O4, and no phenol degradation 

occurred in ethanol solution, suggesting the same degradation pathways of oCNT-700 

with metal-based catalyst, Co3O4. 
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Figure 7.1.4. Effect of radical quenching on phenol degradation, (a) Co3O4/PMS, (b) 

oCNT-700/PMS, (c)NoCNT-350/PMS, and (d) NoCNT-700/PMS. Reaction 
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conditions: phenol = 20 ppm, catalyst = 100 mg/L, PMS = 6.5 mM, temperature = 25 

oC. 

 

However, intrinsic difference in the quenching effect on phenol degradation was 

observed after heteroatom doping in CNTs. Figures 7.1.4 c and d show that NoCNT-

350 and NoCNT-700 still maintained excellent phenol degradation efficiency under 

high concentration of radical quenching agent with PMS. Even in ethanol solution, 

79.0% and 100% phenol removal efficiencies were achieved in 180 and 150 min on 

NoCNT-350 and NoCNT-700, respectively. The results strongly suggested that 

nitrogen doping has changed the reaction mechanism and induced a new degradation 

pathway in metal-free NoCNT/PMS systems.  

 

 

Scheme 7.1.1. Mechanisms of PMS activation on N-doped CNTs. 

 

Previously, few investigations have found non-radical mechanism in Fenton-like 

reactions. In a previous study,(33) ceria supported CuO was applied to catalytic 

ozonation of oxalate. The oxalate degradation was dependent on neither hydroxyl 

radical oxidation nor acid assistance, which were common pathways in such a system. 

The Cu(II) formed on catalyst surface was suggested to be an active site in 

coordination with oxalate and then creating a multi-dentate surface complex, which 

would lead to the oxalate decomposition by intra-molecular electron transfer. More 

recently, it was reported that PDS could be activated by CuO via a non-radical process 
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through outer-sphere interaction, followed by a rapid reaction with the model 

compound of 2,4-dichlorophenol (2,4-DCP).(34)  

 

In this investigation, non-radical process of phenol degradation was found to occur 

upon N doping in CNTs. The non-radical processes observed in CuO catalysis can be 

a plausible pathway for phenol degradation on nitrogen doped CNT samples. In the 

non-radical process, the oxidant (PMS) would first bonded with the sp2 hybridized 

system and then reacted with the adsorbed phenol molecules as shown in Scheme 

7.1.1. The highly covalent π electrons could activate the O-O bond in PMS and 

nitrogen dopants (especially for the quaternary N) would further activate the adjacent 

carbons and dramatically enhance the catalytic performance.  
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Figure 7.1.S2. BET surface area and pore volume for fresh catalyst and catalyst after 

1st run.  

 

Interestingly, it was found that the effect of reaction temperature on NoCNTs catalysis 

was not as significant as PMS activation on the undoped oCNT-700 and metal-based 

catalysts. The same phenomenon was also reported in the N-MWCNT(28) and 

nitrogen modified graphene. Nitrogen heteroatoms in CNT might greatly enhance both 

the radical and non-radical pathways, which gave rise to a more significant effect than 

the reaction temperature that controls the electron transfer in the typical radical 

generation process. Accordingly, the enhanced catalytic performance can be ascribed 

to both the radical and non-radical processes, which were significantly promoted by 
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nitrogen doping. Besides, it is worthwhile noting that the stability of NoCNT samples 

was much better than rGO and N-doped graphene in our previous studies.(24, 27) It 

was deduced that the defective sites at the carbon edges and functional groups, which 

played a crucial role in the radical generation, might be covered by the adsorbed phenol 

and intermediates during the reaction (Figure 7.1.S2).(27) The deactivation process 

was ascribed to modulation of the charge distribution and functional groups on CNT 

surface and reconstruction of the dopants (Figure 7.1.S3). As carbon structure in the 

curved graphene shell of CNT was much more stable, it was more difficult to change 

the structure and surface chemistry of the rolled CNT than the chemically derived 

graphene sheets. Since the non-radical processes mainly rely on the activated sp2 

carbon network which was induced by the substantial N-doping, the N-doped carbon 

nanotubes remain high activity and stability in reuses. 
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Figure 7.1.S3. (a) XPS survey and (b) N1s high resolution of NoCNT-700 after 1st 

run.  

7.4 Conclusions 

In conclusion, chemical modification of SWCNTs with substitutional N-incorporation 

to the rolled graphene sheets was achieved. NoCNT-700 presented an extraordinarily 

high catalytic activity for phenol removal by PMS activation with a 57.4-fold 

enhancement to oCNT, as well as 16.9- and 15.6-fold towards the most effective metal 

catalysts, α-MnO2 and Co3O4, respectively. The mechanism of PMS activation on 

carbon nanotube was illustrated. For the first time, we discovered that both radical and 

non-radical pathways contribute to the phenol degradation on NoCNT with PMS 

activation. Among the N dopants, graphitic N plays a key role in the non-radical based 

oxidation process. It was also found that the temperature slightly affects the catalytic 

efficiency after nitrogen modification and the as-made catalysts presented a much 

better stability for reuse. Since in this study the nitrogen doping level is low, future 

studies may be required to investigate on the effect of nitrogen doping levels on the 

enhanced catalytic performance and reusability. This study provided insights into the 

roles of nitrogen heteroatoms of nanocarbons for enhanced catalysis, and more 

importantly, presented a novel view for improving the reusability of metal-free 

catalysts. 
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Part 2. Insights into N-Doping in Single-Walled 

Carbon Nanotubes for Enhanced Activation of 

Superoxides: A Mechanistic Study 

7.5 Introduction 

In recent years, water pollution has become one of the key issues in environmental 

deterioration which triggers worldwide concerns. Sustainable water resources from 

domestic sewage and industrial wastewater can be exploited through advanced 

oxidative processes (AOPs). Various superoxides such as ozone (O3), hydrogen 

peroxide (H2O2), persulfate (S2O8
2-, PS), and peroxymonosulfate (HSO5

-, PMS) are 

activated to produce reactive radicals to decompose toxic organic compounds into 

carbon dioxide, water and mineralized acids. For example, conventional Fenton 

reactions employ ferrous ions as an efficient homogeneous catalyst to activate H2O2 to 

generate hydroxyl radicals. However, this process requires strict acidic condition 

(pH~3) and produces a lot of sludge due to coagulation.(53) Metal-based 

heterogeneous catalysts, such as MnO2,(54) CuO,(34) CuFe2O4,(55) and zero valent 

iron (ZVI)(56), have been used to activate PMS and PS to conduct sulfate radical based 

oxidation, yet the stubborn toxic metal leaching severely limits the future practical 

applications.  

 

Emerging carbocatalysis is able to completely avoid the secondary contamination from 

the metal leaching owing to its metal-free nature.(25, 57) However, the efficiencies of 

pristine nanocarbons in activation of superoxides are very low. We first discovered 

that reduced graphene oxide (rGO) can effectively activate PMS and further proved 

that nitrogen doping can remarkably enhanced the catalytic oxidation.(24, 27) 

Heteroatom doping has been proven to effectively break the inertness of graphene 

carbon matrix and induce novel physicochemical and electronic properties for 

enhanced catalysis.(38, 58-62) More recently, we observed that nitrogen-doping 

would induce a non-radical pathway in catalytic oxidation with PMS.(63, 64) 

However, the origin of the emerging features from nitrogen doping is not clear in PMS 

activation yet, and even more blurred in PS and H2O2 activation.   
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In this study, experimental results and theoretical calculations are integrated to reveal 

the effect of nitrogen doping on the radical generation processes over single-walled 

carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs). The pristine SWCNTs was thoroughly refluxed in 

concentrated nitric acid to remove any potential metal impurities (denoted as o-

SWCNT). The purified o-SWCNT was then heated at 700 ºC in N2 to remove excess 

functional groups (denoted as SWCNT-700), or annealed with melamine as a N-

precursor to produce nitrogen-doped sample (denoted as N-SWCNT).(64) The 

physical and chemical properties of prepared carbocatalysts are displayed in Table 

7.2.S1. The nitrogen modified SWCNTs were designed with a highly crystallized 

structure (ID/IG=0.35) and a low oxygen level (1.15 at.%) to minimize the system 

complexity from defects and functional groups. Effect of nitrogen doping on activation 

of PMS, PS, and H2O2 was evaluated by phenol oxidation.  

 

Table 7.2.S1. Physicochemical properties and reaction rate of superoxides activation 

for the carbocatalysts. 

 

 

7.6 Theoretical Calculation Section 

The spinunrestricted density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out 

by using the Dmol3 package. Generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with 

PerdewBurke Ernzerhof (PBE) is taken as the exchangecorrelation function. All 

electron core treatment is implemented for relativistic effects. Double numerical plus 

polarization (DNP) is employed as the basis set. The convergence tolerance of energy 

of 105 Hartree is taken (1 Hartree = 27.21 eV), and the maximal allowed force and 

displacement are 0.002 Hartree/Å and 0.005 Å, respectively. The DFT-D method 

within the Grimme schemei is used in all calculations to consider the van der Waals 

forces. In the simulation, threedimensional periodic boundary conditions are taken. 

In this work, (6,6) single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) is taken as an example to 

consider the catalytic effect for pollution molecules activation. The size of the 

 
SBET 

m2/g 

VPore 

cm3/g 
ID/IG 

C 

at.% 

O 

at.% 

N 

at.% 

Reaction rate  ppm•min-1 

PMS PS H2O2 

oSWCNT 407.4 0.58 0.20 97.66 2.34 - 0.09 0.32 0.01 

SWCNT-700 445.9 0.95 0.21 98.60 1.40 - 0.46 0.42 0.03 

N-SWCNT 379.7 0.54 0.35 98.05 1.15 0.80 4.93 0.60 0.02 
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simulation cell is a×b×c = 30 × 30 × 9.838 Å. The much bigger a, b are taken to 

minimize the interaction among different SWCNTs. The kpoint is set to 6 × 6 × 1, 

and all atoms are allowed to relax. To understand the catalytic effect on activation of 

some pollution molecules, such as PMS, H2O2, PS molecules, their adsorption on 

SWCNTs is studied by DFT calculations.  

 

7.7 Results and discussion 

Figure 7.2.1 shows that the super-oxidants can hardly oxidize phenol without a 

catalyst. The catalytic performance of the modified SWCNTs for PMS activation is 

illustrated in Figure 7.2.1a. The o-SWCNT can provide 56.5% phenol removal in 180 

min, while SWCNT-700 and N-SWCNT achieved complete phenol degradation in 180 

and 45 min, respectively.(64) The initial reaction rates of o-SWCNT, SWCNT-700, 

and NoCNT were calculated to be 0.09, 0.46, and 4.93 ppm•min-1, respectively, based 

on pseudo first-order kinetics. The observations on carbon nanotubes-based materials 

were consistent with those of rGO, which is more efficient for PMS activation than 

GO with excess oxygen groups but less active than nitrogen doped rGO.(24, 27, 63) 

We further combined experimental design and computational studies to reveal that 

substitutional N-doping (graphitic N) can effectively break the chemical inertness of 

conjugated graphene network and facilitate charge transfer from adjacent carbon atoms 

to graphitic nitrogen atoms, giving rise to positively charged sites which can 

effectively improve the adsorption capability of PMS and weaken the O-O (HO-SO4) 

bond.(63, 65)  
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Figure 7.2.1. Phenol oxidation with (a) PMS (6.5 mM), (b) PS (6.5 mM)  and (c) H2O2 

(30 mM)  under various conditions. [Phenol] = 20 ppm, [Catalyst] = 0.1 g/L, 

[Temperature] = 25 oC. (d) EPR spectra of PMS and PS activation on N-SWCNT (●: 

DMPO-OH, ♥: DMPO-SO4). 

 

The influence of annealing temperature of N-SWCNTs on PS activation is illustrated 

in Figure 7.2.S1. N-SWCNT under 700 °C presents the best catalytic activity among 

600 ~ 900 °C, which is in well consistent with our previous studies on PMS activation 

on N-rGO and N-SWCNT.(63, 64) Rising annealing temperature gives a lower N 

concentration owing to the breakup of C-N bonds, meanwhile attaining a higher 

graphitic N proportion due to its better thermal stability. The experimental results 

suggests that both N- doping level and nitrogen species synergistically affect the 

carbocatalysis for peroxides activation. Additionally, the stability of the carbocatalysts 

were evaluated as shown in Figure 7.2.S2. The N-SWCNT after 1nd and 2rd cycles 

provided 73.2% and 53.0% phenol removal, respectively. The deactivation of the 

carbocatalysts can be ascribed to the alteration of surface charges and detaches of N 

dopants during the oxidation processes. 
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Figure 7.2.S1. Effect of annealing temperature of N-SWCNTs on PS activation. 

[Phenol] = 20 ppm, [Catalyst] = 0.1 g/L, [Temperature] = 25 oC, [PS] = 6.5 mM. 
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Figure 7.2.S2. Stability test of N-SWCNT for PS activation. [Phenol] = 20 ppm, 

[Catalyst] = 0.1 g/L, [Temperature] = 25 oC, [PS] = 6.5 mM. 

 

N-doping for potentially enhanced PS and H2O2 activation is presented in Figures 7.2.1 

b and c. It was found that N-doping can slightly improve the catalytic performance in 

PS activation, however, is ineffective for H2O2 activation. More specifically, o-

SWCNT, SWCNT-700, and N-SWCNT attained 77.8, 91.6, and 100% phenol 

degradation with PS in 180 min and the initial reaction rates were estimated to be 0.32, 

0.42, and 0.60 ppm•min-1 accordingly. It is interesting to note that, though o-SWCNT 

is more efficient for PS activation than PMS, nitrogen-doped sample does not show 

the same trend, suggesting that the intrinsic mechanism of PS and PMS activation on 

N-SWCNT might be different. Figure 7.2.1c indicates poor effectiveness for H2O2 
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activation on both SWCNT-700 and N-SWCNT with only 12.3 and 13.1% phenol 

oxidation in 180 min, compared with 6.7% phenol removal on o-SWCNT. Recently, 

Yang et al. reported that ozone can react with PMS to generate sulfate and hydroxyl 

radicals,(66) which motivated us to explore if such a synergistic effect exists in the 

PMS/H2O2 or PS/H2O2 systems. However, as illustrated in Figure 7.2.S3, we found 

that both PMS and PS cannot work as efficient initiators to improve the activation of 

H2O2 on N-SWCNT. Moreover, the presence of H2O2 lowered the phenol oxidation 

efficiency on PMS/N-SWCNT and PS/N-SWCNT. 
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Figure 7.2.S3. Effect of H2O2 activation on N-SWCNT with PS and PMS.  [Phenol] 

= 20 ppm, [Catalyst] = 0.1 g/L, [Temperature] = 25 oC, [H2O2]=30 mM. 

 

We employed in-situ electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) to investigate the radical 

generation process during PMS and PS activation on the carbocatalysts. As the 

generated free radicals usually have a very short lifetime and then quickly react with 

the organic compounds or are quenched through coupling with another radical 

molecule, the free-radicals were captured by a spin-trapping agent, 5,5-dimethyl-1-

pyrroline N-oxide (DMPO), to form relative stable adducts and detected by EPR for 

the mechanistic study. As illustrated in Figure 7.2.1d, N-SWCNT can activate both 

PMS and PS to generate sulfate radicals (SO4
•−) and hydroxyl radicals (•OH). 

Nevertheless, the PMS/N-SWCNT system is much more efficient than PS/N-SWCNT 

for phenol oxidation, the intensity of generated radicals from PS activation is much 

higher than that from PMS. In the AOPs, the reactive radicals play crucial roles in 

attacking and decomposing organics into oxidized products. The intrinsic distinction 
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of PMS and PS activation on N-SWCNTs for radical generation and phenol oxidation 

implies the completely different reaction pathways.  

 

We further carried out density functional theory (DFT) calculations to discover the 

intricate interactions between the superoxides and carbocatalysts. The corresponding 

O-O bond lengths (l’O-O) in free PMS, H2O2 and PS are 1.326, 1.471, and 1.222 Å, 

respectively. Table 7.2.1 suggests that the adsorption of PMS and PS on both SWCNT 

and N-doped SWCNT is quite strong, which induces relatively large electron transfer 

between the oxidant molecules and SWCNT (or N- SWCNT). The O-O bond length 

(lO-O) of SO3-OH in PMS and SO4-SO4 in PS increased remarkably comparing with 

that of free PMS and PS. However, the adsorption of H2O2 is very weak, mirrored by 

the low adsorption energy and near zero charge transfer. Therefore, SWCNT is 

theoretically proven to have excellent performance to activate PMS and PS molecules 

to be dissociated into -SO3 and -OH groups, or two -SO4 groups. The noticeable 

electron transfer tendance (Q) possibly suggests the generation of free radicals and 

anions. After N incorporation into SWCNT, the catalytic performance increases with 

a higher adsorption energy, more rapid charge transfer, and larger lO-O value. Such 

changes were not observed in H2O2 activation. Thus, the theoretical calculations were 

in good accordance with the experimental results.  

 

Table 7.2.1. The adsorption energy Eads, electrons transfer between SWCNT and the 

adsorbed molecule Q, and the O-O bond length (lO-O) of SO3-OH in PMS, SO4-SO4 in 

PS, and HO-OH in H2O2 from different adsorption configurations in Figure 7.2.S4. 

Type of CNT Molecules Eads (eV) Q (e) lO-O (Å) 

Free molecule 

PMS - - 1.326 

PS - - 1.222 

H2O2 - - 1.471 

SWCNT 

PMS  -2.05 -0.455 1.402 

PS -1.74 -0.693 1.295 

H2O2  -0.30 0 1.469 

N-doped 

SWCNT 

PMS -2.98 -0.757 1.459 

PS -2.99 -0.945 1.344 

H2O2 -0.26 0.007 1.471 
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Figure 7.2.S4. The favourite adsorption configuration of PMS, H2O2, and PS on 

SWCNT and N-doped SWCNT, respectively.  Both the front view and side view are 

shown here. (a) PMS on SWCNT, (b) H2O2 on SWCNT, (c) PS on SWCNT, (d) PMS 

on N-doped SWCNT, (e) H2O2 on N-doped SWCNT, (f) PS on N-doped SWCNT. The 

grey, blue, red, yellow, and white atoms are C, N, O, S, and H atoms, respectively. 
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Nevertheless the calculations revealed that nitrogen doping has a more remarkable 

enhancement for PS activation than PMS (reflected by more significant increases in 

Eads, Q, and lO-O), the catalytic oxidation did not follow this theoretical expectation. 

Based on the experiments and DFT calculations, we suggest that PMS and PS 

activation processes on N-SWCNT might be different. In a previous study, we first 

discovered that N-doping can induce nonradical reactions which co-exist with the 

radical pathway during catalytic phenol oxidation with PMS.(64) The PMS molecules 

are first adsorbed and interacted with activated sp2-conjugated carbon network due to 

nitrogen-doping, and then reacted rapidly with the target organics via a nonradical-

generated oxidation process. The same phenomenon was also found in a PS/CuO 

system. PS first interacts with the outer-sphere of CuO electronic shell, which is the 

rate-limiting step, and then decomposes 2, 4-chlorophenol directly.(34) In order to 

investigate if such non-radical processes occur in the PS/N-SWCNT system as well, 

ethanol (EtOH), which can quickly quench both the sulfate and hydroxyl radicals, was 

utilized as a radical scavenger to quench the reactive species produced from PS 

activation.(52) The degradation efficiency decreased significantly with the rising ratio 

of ethanol in PS/SWCNT-700 and PS/N-SWCNT systems (Figures 7.2.2 a and b). The 

initial reaction rates were estimated (Figure 7.2.2c) and reduced significantly when the 

water was completely replaced by ethanol (only around 1% water remaining 

introduced during preparation of phenol solution), which is intrinsically different from 

the PMS/N-SWCNT system in which very high phenol removal efficiency still 

maintained in the ethanol solution.(64) The oxidation reaction was almost terminated 

with high concentration of ethanol in PS/N-SWCNT systems, suggesting that the 

generation of reactive radical was essential for phenol oxidation with PS and non-

radical process was almost absent in the PS/N-SWCNT system. 

 

It is also noteworthy that N-SWCNT can effectively activate PS to generate large 

amounts of hydroxyl radicals (•OH) as indicated in the EPR spectra (Figure 7.2.1d). 

To the best of our knowledge, persulfate (S2O8
2-) cannot generate hydroxyl radicals 

itself and the large amounts of hydroxyl radicals can exclusively be devolved from 

water. We suppose that PS might be able to oxidize water directly on N-SWCNT to 

generate hydroxyl radicals for phenol degradation, shown in Figure 7.2.2d. A 

theoretical model was built up to modulate this process as presented in Figures 7.2.3 a 

and b. As one can see from Figure 7.2.3c and Table 7.2.S2, the adsorption of H2O 
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molecules on nitrogen-doped SWCNT is minor due to the weak adsorption energy, 

little electron transfer from H2O to SWCNT, and the O-H bond length rarely changes 

after adsorption. However, if a PS molecule presents together with a water molecule 

on the N-SWCNT (Figure 7.2.3b), the H2O molecule adsorption enhances remarkably, 

where the adsorption energy increases almost 3 times, the charge transfer becomes 7 

times faster, and the O-H bond length also is prolonged greatly (Table 7.2.S2). The 

adsorption capability of PS is also enhanced with a longer O-O bond length and faster 

electron transfer (Figure 7.2.3d).  

 

 

Figure 7.2.2. Effects of radical scavenger (EtOH) on phenol degradation in (a) 

PS/SWCNT-700, and (b) PS/N-SWCNT systems. (c) Reaction rates of phenol 

oxidation with PS on N-SWCNT under different ratios of EtOH. ([Phenol] = 20 ppm, 

[Catalyst] = 0.1 g/L, [Temperature] = 25 oC, [PS]=6.5 mM.) (d) Proposed mechanism 

of PS activation on N-SWCNT. 

 

Therefore, the presence of PS can promote the dissociation of H2O and facilitate the 

generation of –OH group to form hydroxyl radicals. N-doped carbon nanotubes can 

activate H2O molecules via acting as a fascinating bridge for electron transfer from 

H2O to PS as proposed in Figure 7.2.2d. Besides, PS might be converted into sulfate 
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ions directly due to its great ability to extract electrons from the carbon matrix on N-

SWCNT (Figure 7.2.3d and Table 7.2.S2) when it co-exists with adsorbed water, as 

no obvious signal of sulfate radical can be found in EPR spectra in Figure 7.2.1d. 

Distinct from PS and H2O2, the asymmetric structure of PMS (HO-SO4) and the 

relative weak adsorption and oxidation ability on N-SWCNT might contribute to the 

emerging nonradical reaction for PMS activation. 

 

Figure 7.2.3. (a) H2O adsorption on N-SWCNT, (b) PS and H2O adsorbed on the N-

SWCNT. (The grey, blue, red, yellow, and white atoms are C, N, O, S, and H atoms, 

respectively. The O-O bond length (lO-O) and adsorption energy of (c) H2O and (d) PS 

under different conditions: free molecule, adsorption alone on N-SWCNT, and co-

adsorbed on N-SWCNT. 
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Table 7.2.S2. The adsorption energy Eads, electrons transfer between SWCNT and the 

adsorbed molecule Q, and the O-O bond length of free molecule, PS or H2O2 adsorbed 

on N-SWCNT and PS adsorbed on N-SWCNT together with H2O2. 

Type of CNT Molecules Eads (eV) Q (e) lO-O (Å) 

Free 

molecule 

PS - - 1.222 

H2O - - 0.970 

N-doped 

SWCNT 

PS -2.99 -0.945 1.344 

H2O -0.23 0.008 0.971 

N-SWCNT 

with H2O 

and PS 

PS -3.43 -1.021 1.356 

H2O -0.66 0.059 0.980 

 

7.8 Conclusions 

In summary, we investigated the effect of N-doping on activation of various 

superoxides including PMS, PS, and H2O2. Both experimental results and theoretical 

calculations proved that N-doping can enhance PMS and PS activation, yet is not 

effective for H2O2 activation. N-doping can induce nonradical oxidation in PMS 

activation, whereas works as an excellent electron-bridge to facilitate PS to oxidize 

adsorbed water to generate hydroxyl radicals for catalytic oxidation. This study 

concludes new insights into N-doping in carbocatalysis for oxidative processes.  
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Chapter 8. Conclusions and Perspectives  

8.1 Conclusions  

Surface-modified nanocarbons have demonstrated superior performances toward 

heterogeneous activation of persulfate (PS) and peroxymonosulfate (PMS) for organic 

degradation. Nanocarbons such as reduced graphene oxide (rGO), mesoporous carbon, 

single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), and annealed nanodiamond (AND) are 

excellent carbocatalysts to activate persulfate to produce hydroxyl radicals for catalytic 

oxidation. The carbocatalysts perform as a superb electron-transfer tunnel to activate 

PS via oxidizing surface adsorbed water molecules to produced hydroxyl radicals. 

Nitrogen-doping can significantly promote the catalytic activity of graphene for PMS 

activation, and co-doping with proper amount of sulfur is able to manipulate the 

surface chemistry of N-graphene and further enhances the catalytic performance. 

Moreover, non-radical oxidation pathway was discovered upon N-doping on SWCNTs 

for aqueous oxidation with PMS. The comprehensive mechanism studies of PS and 

PMS activation with carbocatalysis are illuminated with experimental design and 

theoretical calculation.  This study not only discovers several metal-free nanocarbon 

catalysts for PS and PMS activation, but also contributes to exploring new advanced 

oxidative systems for wastewater treatment without secondary contamination and 

facilitating new insights into heterogeneous carbocatalysis.  

 

8.1.1 Insights into heterogeneous catalysis of persulfate activation on dimensional-

structured nanocarbons  

 

 Various nanocarbons were tested as metal-free catalysts for catalytic oxidation 

of organic contaminants. For the first time, we found that SWCNTs, reduced 

graphene oxide and CMK-8 demonstrated superior efficiencies for PS 

activation, whereas C60, g-C3N4 and nanodiamond presented poor 

performances.  

 

 The carbocatalysts showed a much higher activity than the universally used 

metal oxides such as Fe3O4, CuO, Co3O4 and MnO2. And rGO-900 was even 

comparable to the most efficient electron donor of ZVI.  
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 Both the characterization and adsorption/oxidation results revealed that the 

structural dimension of carbon might affect the phenol adsorption capability, 

while catalytic activity of nanocarbons is strongly dependent on the 

conjugation of carbon network, defective sites, and proper amounts of 

functional groups (especially the carbonyl groups).  

 

 The EPR results suggested that heterogeneous activation of PS is different from 

homogeneous systems and carbocatalysts can effectively activate PS 

molecules via directly oxidizing adsorbed water through the carbon bridge.  

 

8.1.2 Controlled generation of reactive radicals by carbocatalysis on nanodiamonds 

 

 Annealed nanodiamonds were discovered to be able to activate PS to 

selectively produce hydroxyl radicals via water oxidation. Such emerging 

catalysis demonstrated potentials for overcoming the demerits of both sulfate 

and hydroxyl radical-based reactions.  

 

 The annealed graphitic core-shell structure with versatile defects of ANDs 

provides a fantastic environment for oxygen and PS activation by serving as a 

superb bridge for charge transfer. Besides, the intricate interactions of sp2 and 

sp3 interfaces via conjugation effects are able to induce electron conduction 

from the nanodiamond core to shell surface, further enhancing the O-O breakup 

efficiency.  

 

 AND/PS provides an excellent technology for organic oxidation, which can be 

applied for contaminant decomposition and selective oxidation reactions by 

carbocatalysis. 

 

8.1.3 Nitrogen-doped graphene for generation and evolution of reactive radicals by 

metal-free catalysis 

 

 Nitrogen-doped reduced graphene oxide with both structural and 

compositional modification was synthesized by a one-pot method with larger 

SSAs and higher nitrogen contents. 
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 N-doped graphene showed outstanding performance in catalytic activation of 

PMS for oxidation of phenol, and was superior to many other carbon allotropes 

and a typical metal-based catalyst of Co3O4.  

 

 Theoretical calculations illustrated that quaternary N is able to dramatically 

reduce the adsorption energy and facilitate electron transfer for PMS activation 

on graphene sheets. EPR spectra and competitive radical tests suggested that 

both •OH and SO4
•− were generated during the activation processes and played 

key roles in phenol degradation.  

 

8.1.4 Sulfur and nitrogen co-doped graphene for metal-free catalytic oxidation 

reactions 

 

 This study developed a facile one-pot strategy to successfully incorporate 

sulfur and nitrogen atoms into graphene sheets. Both experimental and 

theoretical studies demonstrated that co-dopants (S and N) presented 

synergistically catalytic activity to enhance the PMS activation compared to 

the pristine and N- (or S-) sole-doped graphene. 

 

 Kinetic studies indicated that catalyst loading, PMS dosage, initial phenol 

concentration and reaction temperature would pose significant influences on 

the phenol removal efficiencies.  

 

 The theoretical calculations also suggested that introducing sulfur into N-

doped graphene can significantly change the surface charge distribution and 

electrostatic potential of the graphene. Experimental results demonstrated that, 

compared with boron, phosphorus, and iodine, sulfur can function as an 

effective co-dopant to further enhance catalytic activity of N-doped graphene 

for phenol degradation with radicals.  

 

8.1.5 Effect of nitrogen-doped single-walled carbon nanotubes on activation of 

superoxide O-O bond for enhanced metal-free oxidation 
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 Emerging characteristics upon nitrogen-doping was differentiated in activation 

of superoxides such as PMS, PS and H2O2 over single-walled carbon nanotubes. 

 

 Nitrogen-doped SWCNTs (NoCNT-700) presented an extraordinarily high 

catalytic activity for phenol removal by PMS activation with a 57.4-fold 

enhancement to pristine SWCNT, as well as 16.9- and 15.6-fold towards the 

most effective metal catalysts, α-MnO2 and Co3O4, respectively.  

 

 For the first time, we discovered that both radical and non-radical pathways 

contribute to the phenol degradation on NoCNT with PMS activation. Among 

the N dopants, graphitic N plays a key role in the non-radical based oxidation 

process.  

 

 It was also found that the temperature slightly affects the catalytic efficiency 

for PMS activation on SWCNTs after nitrogen modification and the as-made 

catalysts presented a much better stability for reuse.  

 

 Both experimental results and theoretical calculations proved that N-doping 

can enhance PMS and PS activation, yet is not effective for H2O2 activation.  

 

8.2 Perspectives and suggestions for future research 

 

Despite the fact that carbocatalysts have demonstrated great potential for metal-free 

environmental catalysis, nanocarbons such as graphene, carbon nanotubes, and 

nanodiamond are still of high-cost for practical application and show a relatively low 

stability under oxidative condition in AOPs. Therefore, it is of great importance to 

design cheap and efficient nanocarbon catalysts from large-scale production and with 

a controlled structure and stable surface chemistry. 

 

The PMS and PS activation on nanocarbon is a complicated process, and may involve 

other oxidative species such as HSO5
•−, SO3

•−, 𝐻𝑂2
•, or 𝑂2

•−, in addition to •OH and  

SO4
•−.  In future studies, comprehensive investigations applying in situ EPR 
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technology, various radical trapping methods, and competitive radical reactions can be 

used to identify the predominant reactive species and probe the mechanism. Besides, 

the adsorption and interaction between carbocatalyst and target organic may also 

played crucial roles in the catalytic oxidation processes with the generated reactive 

radicals, and should be revealed by rationally experimental design and theoretical 

modelling. 

 

In the real water matrix, solution pH, versatile metal and inorganic ions, and natural 

organic matters (NOMs) can significantly influence the efficiency of catalytic 

oxidation via reacting with the superoxide, reactive radicals, and heterogeneous 

catalysts. The impacts of the ions and background matters need to be evaluated in this 

novel oxidative system. It should also be pointed out that the current experiments in 

this study are performed at a laboratorial scale. The reaction conditions and dosage of 

the oxidant and carbocatalysts need be adjusted and optimized in the real wastewater 

applications, meanwhile, the total cost, mineralization effectiveness, recovery and 

post-treatment of the deactivated catalysts should be taken into considerations. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           


